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MISSING PRINT 
SYNOPSIS 
Glass specimens tested in simple tension, bending, or torsion , with 
breaking strengths up to approximately 100 Kg/mm2 , develop a char ac teristic 
morphology of' t:!1e S _acture f'ace which has become lmoV'm as "mirror, mist and 
hackle tl • This general pattern and some variants have been observed in 
the f'racture of' other materials . Smekal (1) has def'ined a quantity 
called the ;'reduced tensile strength" based upon this f'r acture pattern. 
During an unsuccessf'ul experimental re examination of' Smekal ' s parameter , an 
empirical r elationship between breaking strength and the "mirror" depth 
was observed. This relationship , arising f'rom an independent observation , 
was later found to have been used by several workers (Levengood (2) 
Shand ( 3) , (4), but had not been examined in any detail by them . 
The relationship may be expressed in the form 
= constant 
where Z is the breaking strength , 
and c is the amirror" depth (a term fully def'ined l a :;c ) , 
The experiments described i n this thesis have yielQed ~ormation on the 
numerical value of' the constant in the above relationship and on the 
significance of t he characteristic morphological f'racture pattern itself . 
Chapter 1 describes the gros s f'ea tures of' the mirror , mist and hackle 
pattern and def'ines some of' the t erms in constant use throughout the work. 
The second chapter describes the apparatus and t echniques used to 
1 
measure the numerical value of' Zc2 for some common glasses under 
various experimental conditions . 
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The results are r eviewed briefly i n Chapter 3. The main conclusions 
-j 
are that at a given temperature of tes t the value of Zc2 f or anyone 
glass is constant , but different for different glas ses . The constant 
appears to be unaffected by t he surrounding media and is r elatively 
insensitive to the fibre drawing method. For one glass a variation 
1 
in t he value of Zc2 vdt h temperature seems likely. Particular 
attention is paid to the result s of tensile and bend tests on "as received" 
soda glass rods which suggest a method of det ermining the mirror shape 
to be expected from tests conducted vd th different stressing systems . 
Also in this chapter is a review of previous observations of the empirical 
1 
fact that Zc2 = constant . 
Chapter 4 describes t he qualitative examination of detail in the 
mist zone with the aid of optical microscopy. This examination showed 
the presence of stopped sub - surface micro- cracks in the mist zone which 
correlate with surface features . It is proposed that the morphological 
elements making U ::'J the mist zone can be classified by introducing two 
generalised types of mist feature . A discussion concerning the possibility 
of explaining the f ormation of these features in terms of micro- crack 
interaction follows. Fi nally this chapter closes with a discussion 
of possible mechanisms of micro- crack formation during crack growth and 
the acceptance of secondary nucleation as a working hypothesis . 
Chapter 5 conta ins a revie" of theoretical work having a bearing 
on the problem of the f ormation of the mirror , mist and hackle 
morphology. 
Chapter 6 discusses the energetics of brittle fracture in real 
materials with reference to the uork of Griffith (5) and Mott (6) . 
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Using a critical energy criterion for the bifurcation condition and 
utilising the Hork of Gulf (7), a form of Mott ' s equation is proposed 
1 
Ym ich gives theoretical Zc2 values for glas s approaching those found. 
1 
in practice. This criterion associates the value of Zc2 with the 
fracture energy of the material . Further discussion is given to the 
possibility of exteniing these principles to include other materials . 
1 
The theoretical value for Zc2 in perspex is predicted on this basis. 
The postscript gives a brief account of further experiments performed 
to check this latter value. Preliminary results show encouraging 
agreement between theory and experiment even f or this material. 
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CHAPTER -I Tlffi CHARACTLRISTICS OF a-,mAKtI FRACTURE OF GLASS RODS AND FIBRES 
- --
1 . 1 Introduction 
The study of complex fractures is of considerable practical 
importance to Glass technology . Often an analysis of the fracture 
system together ~ith a study of the f racture faces makes it possible to 
dra\l conclusions concerning the origin and cause of' fracture . 
Preston (8) has given ~hat is probably the most comprehensive gener al 
survey of the field of fracture phenomena for the failure of sheets of 
glass, and other gl ass objects and masses under a variety of mechanical 
and thermal stresses . Recently i nterest in this type of study has 
increased and ~-lidened to include a variety of different materials 
e.g ., single crystals, polymers , polyc~stalline metals etc . Probably 
this is becaus e there are many ass oc iated fracture phenomena which ar e 
able to provide a certain amount of information on the physical and 
mech~1ical properties of the material . As far as glass is concerned , 
experiments \ihich involve the examination of fracture faces ar e usually 
.. 
confined to instances in ~hich the specimens have been induced to 
fractur e at relat ively lOll stress levels , i . e. , a feH tens of Kg/mm2 • 
Thi s is because a specimen failing at , for exampl e , 360 Kg/mm2 is 
usually reduced to fraE;ments , many of the pieces acquiriag considerable 
velocities . There is therefore littl e l eft to examine after such a 
fracture. It must be borne i:1 mind. that anything ~hich is said 
concerning the fracture proc ess subsequently, capnot at the moment be 
proved to have equally valid application to f r acture L~ such high 
s t r ength material . 
Attention ~ill be largely confined i n this work to the f racture 
characteristics of gl ass tested in tension or bendin~ 
(a ) 
T 
1 
>-:-__ -=5_--.1 K 
X 
j 
Fig. 2 
Diagrammatic plan and elevation of a fracture surface . 
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TIhen failure is induced at lou stress levels ( i . e. , 3 -
70 I(g/rnm2 ) . Under these conditions a s pecific and constant type of 
morpholoeical pattern appears on the fracture surface . A typical 
exampl e of one such pa ttern i s shown in Fig . 1 . It i n convenient at 
this point to give an account of the typical fea tures of fracture surfac es , 
using the frac ture pattern of Fi :; . 'j as the archetype , and define some 
t erms .mich will be in continuous use throughout the text . 
1 . 2 Fracture of' ,leak gl ass rods and fibres in tension 
If a !Slass rod or f ibre , of 10n strength ( i. e., 3 - 70 Kg/mm2 ) , 
is broken by means of an axial pull , then the f racture surfaces always 
develop the same morphological f eatures . One such surface is shown 
in Fi 2, . 1 . The most important points are , that fracture commences in 
a direction approximately at right angles to the direction of maximum 
tension, an~ subsequent events take place in a characteristic order , 
this orcler ah:ays r emaining the same. The crack is nucleate~ at a 
local flaw K (diagrams a , b - Fig. 2) existing usually 0 ;:1 th e surface 
of the rod and propagates perpendicularly to the t ensile axis as shO\Tl1 
at 3 (diagram b - Fig . 2) . The crack continues in this direction for 
some part of the way across the s !Jecimen , h0i7 far , in this simple case , 
depends to some ext ent on the severity of the flaw existing on the glass 
surface before fracture since this det ermines the external applied stress 
at which the specimen fails . If the rod has been heavily damaged the 
fracture may continue right across in the same plane . Usually honever, 
after breaking through the area S , t he primary crack branches at X and 
t wo c racks F t and F t t are subsequently propagated. As a resul t of this 
a wedge of glass '" of crescent shape is thr mm out during the fracture 
Fig. 3 
Phot omicrograph of ribs and striae in an X8 fracture 
surface ( see text ) . Magnification x 75 . 
Transmitted light . 
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proc ess , Three more or l e s s d i s tinct and separa t e zones can b e 
indicated on the r esultant rracture surrao e ~ The s eparation into 
three zones Has originally due t o Ponc el et ( 9) ancl t he nomenclature 
used h er e is tha t of P..ndre1;s (1 0) . A part or the surrac e is opt ically 
smooth and perpendicular to the t ensile ax i s , t his i s us ua lly called the 
mirror , a nd i s the ar ea S as eho'. rn in Fi g . 2a . I t i s surrounded by 
an arcuate area Hi t h a stippl eci. surfac e appea r anc e when obs erved. under 
a 10-:; power optic al. micros cope . Th i s s ec on~ zone i s c alled mist . 
The t hird sone c onsists or the r emaining part or t he r racture surrac e 
and is c alled hackle::' . The surrace or t he hackl e ar ea consists of 
macroscopic r urrorTs directed r adi a lly to-.:ards the f r acture origin , 
but the surfac e or individual rurrows i s smooth . The transition area 
betHeen the zones of mist a .. l~ h ackle i s de t ected as an irregular arc 
more or l ess conc entric wi t h the mis t a rc (s ee Fig . 1 und Fig. 2a) . 
It is at points a long this irregular a rc that the initia l crack 
bifurcates by some mechanism, and. t {Q independent cracks ar e 
pro pagated. (F' a nd F' , ) in mo pl ane s r orming a small angl e with ear.h 
other . The d ividinG l ine b e t , -een the mirror zone and t he mis t zone 
(the im1er locus') , c a!IDot b e pl ac ed wi th the s ame certainty as that 
. :f'ootnote : t he term hackle u sed her e defines an ar ea of t he f r acture 
surfac e . I t ha s been use prev i ously by Murgatroyd (11) to denote 
certa in surface f ea tures a s s oc ia t ed. with rib markings . The rib and 
h ackle reatures or urgatr oyd are called her e rib s and striae -
see Fi g . 3. 
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bet~een mist and hackle (the outer locus) . In fact, assignll1g a 
position to the inner locus is an entirely arbitrary process and is 
nearly aluays dependent on a set of subjective conditions being 
satisfied. Often, especially when the mirror is small , a ne\; 
formation of mist can be seen ~ithin the furro~s of the hackle area . 
This precedes a second bif'urcation of both cracks (F' and F") and 
sometimes , in favourable cases, further instances of crack 
bifurcation can be seen. 
Although the description given above refers to fracture surfaces 
produced in tensile tests on glass , in fact it is also possible to 
produce the mirror , mist and hackle morphology in bending and torsion 
as well . ,;":ben complete mirrors a re formed it is possible to see that 
each separate stressing system produces characteristic changes in the 
shape or profile of the mirror area . An attempt to unify the ~hole 
problem of the variation in mirror profiles ~ill be included in 
Chapter 3. 
Attention ;dll be largely coni'ined in this Hork to the mirror , mist 
and hackle pattern produced in glass TIhen tested in tension or bending, 
and the morphological features to be considered ar~ those associated with 
this f r acture pattern. The existence of surfaces bearing other types 
of fracture face (e.g., see Fig . 3) is recognised. Usually these 
features develop in complex stressing systems and ~ill not be considered 
further except insofar as they enter the general discussion. 
The mirror , mist and hackle pattern is not coni'ined to glass , a wide 
varie~ of brittle or semi-brittle materials sho~ broadly similar 
features on their fracture surfaces . These materials can vary both 
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in homogene ity, e . g. , p i t ch and rubber at lor: t emperature , and in 
structure , e . g ., c er amics, anc'c crys talline materials like LiF and 
NaCl. The similarity of these fracture patterns in different material s 
i :1.dicates tha t th ey may h ave a common b asis for their produoti on. FollO\ving 
the considerations of the fracture pro cess in glass 6iven i 'l the final 
discus sioil , an attempt Hill b e mn.cle to generali se the a r guments advano ed 
there to inolude a ;'licier vari ety of ma t erials . 
In addition to various qualitc. ti ve s tudi e s ( ), (9) , (10), ~· .,ekal ( 'I) 
has b een r esponsible f or a quantita tive examination of the mirror, mist 
and hackl e phenomenon. 
1 
'1. 3 The r el ationship Z02 = constant 
SmeJcal ( 'i) has Liven an expression which shO'l iS that , for t ensile test 
proclucing the mirror , mist and hackle morphology , the r a tio of the load at 
f racture to the area occupied by the hackle should be constant . This 
r atio was called by Smekal lithe r educed tensile strength\! . The very early 
extJe rimental uha s e of the i'lork r eporteQ in this thes is rlas performed. to 
... . 
ex ami ne the r eproducibility 0; 3mekal ' s parameter , wh ich naturally depends 
up on the clevelopment of t !1e mirror , mist and hackle morpholo£,y . The 
\lork was soon :ibandoned since no s ei1sibly constant v alue could be obta ined 
for t he "reduced tensil e strene;th:t . In addition the limits on the 
acceptable mi r ror s iz e set by SmeJcal diLlinishecl the us efulness o~ this 
parameter f or exper imental purposes . However , another empirical 
r elationship rlas observed. to hol d true for t he same specific morphological 
uattern • This r el ationship , subs equently f ound to have been recorded 
. 
by a number of workers (Lovengood (2), Shand (3) , ( 4 ) , Ter ao (12) ), c an be 
most easily sta t ed as f olloTIs , 
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= constant 1 . 3.1 
where Z is the t ensil e stress a.t f r acture , 
and c is the mirror depth . 
A full def Lli tiol1 of uh e.t i s meant by these t er ms is given l at er . The 
relatio":shi:~J r epresented by -~q . 'i .3 .1 had apparently not bce:l eXMliiled 
L1 any detail pr eviously . Such 811 examir:.atio n forms t he subst.:mce of 
Part I of this Yl' ork . The experiment al work describe:'" r efers in the 
~ 
main to deter minations of the value of Zc2 for aif er ent gl asses under 
1 
various c onditions of t est. ThG r e suI t s shoi-:'" that the va lue of Zc:l i s 
cons t ant for any one Gl ass , but differ ent for different glasses . 
The value of the constant is appar ently unaf fected by specimen drarJing 
condi tions except rlhere these l ead t o rea l mechanical stresses in thE: 
material, in which case t he val ue of the constant i s affected . In addition, 
a variation i~ the value of Zc2 as a f unction of t emper ature has been 
found f or one glass . The r esults are given a preliminary discussion , 
but full interp~on is not pos sible until the phenomenological evidence 
uresented in Part 11 is properly evaluated • 
.. 
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CHAPTER 2 !XPERlME1"TAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 
2.1 Introduction 
The present chapter is devoted to an account o~ the experiments 
1 
pe~ormed t o measure the value o~ Zc2 ~or gl as sos and determine the 
variation o~ this value -,1ith changes in thE: experimental iBsting conditions 
and cha.nge s in the methods of' specimen production. I t should be emphasised 
that these experiments are in the nature of a preliminnry survey ana the 
extension o~ some o~ the experiments per~ormed to embrace a wiQer range of 
glass types tvould be both pro~itable and desirable . 
1 
2.2 Specimens and glasses used to measure the value of Zc2 
Glasses used ~ere: -
1. Vitreosil - Thermal Syndicate Limited. 
2 . X8 - G.E.C., soda- lime- silica glass , Mg . pt . 560oc, 
nominal composition as given beloH, 
Si O2 11 70 . 5r~ Na 20 11 16 . Yt~ 
A12 03 11 2 . 61~ ~O 11 -1 . 2~~ 
CaO 11 5.7'/0 B2 03 If O. r;Jfb 
MgO 11 2. 9% S03 If 0 .2% 
3. 11 - G.E. C. , l ead glass , Mg . pt . 470°C , nominal composition. 
Si O2 if 561~ ~O 11 8.09"& 
PbO If 3a}~ • a2 0 11 4 . 6?~ 
A12 03 11 1.3% 
Tests TIere conducted in bending and tens ion on 3mm and 5mrn rod, and 
in tension on fibres ( diameter s ~rom 0 . 5mm to 1mm) . In fonning the rod 
s ecimens for t ensile tests , l engths o~ 3mm or 5mm cane ~ere cut into 
piec es 8 - 12cms long and these Here -.dped Hi th a clean cloth to remove 
Fig. 4-
Slotted ring-grips . 
1 Magnification x 2 . 
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excess grease a~ dirt . By heati'lS a small length of each rod- end in an 
oxy- coal- gas flame and rot2.ting the rod ',hilst coolinb , a symmetrical 
glass ball ',13,S formec~, 0:: each ei!::', of the rod . These balls provided the 
means of noluinb the specimen for test in slotted rL~ grips , as in Fig . 4 . 
To form fibres , the central portion of a rod specimen ~1as hea ted in a fairly 
hot flame nith simulte....'1e ous rotation of the specimen; this hot zone Ims 
then r emovGd from the f lame and pulled by h~~ to the desired diameter . 
It i>as found that pre- treatment of the specimens was required to give 
a usef'cl distribution of mirror sizes , and this \:as accomplished by damaging 
t he samples by one of ~10 methods . The 3mm and 5mm rods ITer e simply 
scratched. Ti th fine anery paper . Fibres were dnmaged by dropping fine 
silica s~'1d onto them from a pre- determined height . 
found to give a satisfactory r~'1ge of mirror sizes . 
2 . 3 Mirror Criteria and ~easurGment 
These treatments were 
The presenc-' of the t,:lO more or less distinct loci , i.e. , the mist 
and hackle arcs previously described, raises the problem of hOH to define 
the end of the mirror for t~e purposes of measurement , the first appearance 
of mist normally forms quite a regular bou dary, but the position of this 
boundary depends upon thl... lighting and. the magi.1ification at which it is 
seen. Under inspection by ~n electron microscope , mist c be resolved 
in i{h~t is s~c under optical conditions as the mirror zone , but gradually 
falls bel~ ' the resolution of even this instrument III a direction towards 
the origin of the crac{. The bound.ary of th!3 hackle is much l ess ambiguous 
in position but is very much l ess regular. For this r eason the mirror 
ra(;.ius was measured to the inner locus as defii.1ed unier a given set of 
subjective conditions . 
LINE OF 
TRAVERSE 
OF GRAT ICULE 
D----~ 
Fig . 5 
Illustration of mirror measurement , 
( see text ) . 
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The r eproducibility of these measur ements has b een checked f rom 'cime 
to time by examining r esults taken by a number of observers in ti1is 
laboratory. The indopendent observa tions have usually abreed Hi thin 
3 - 4!f~ . 
For the purposes of me~surlllb 0 and D ( see Fig . 5) Cl. direct method 
of ob servation Has employed using a micrometer eyepi ec e 8.ttachod to the 
microscope . In this method, a l ength of about 2 cm3 ',rns cut off the 
s pe cimen af' t er t esting ~1d this piece Has set up vertically on the micro-
scope stage , so that light was transmitte~ through the f r acture surface 
of inter est . Both portions of the broken specimen Ilere set up on the 
microscope stage in this malli~er and the diameter of both p i eces measured. 
Hirrors of good symmetry usually resulted from the pure t ension tests , an~1. 
by setti ng the intersections of the mist arc ,nth the rod or fibr e surfac e , 
on the vertical cross -,lire in the eyo- piece ( as m, n on cros s -wire xy in 
l i g . 5) , a fairly accurate measure of c coulQ be obtained a long the 
diamet er perpendicula r to the chord mn as shown. The diame t er D , 
\10.3 measured on both piec es , as nO'cod above , along the same diameter 
perpei1dicular to the chord mn , ancl. bet;18en the t angents to the circumfer ence 
of the s ye cimen, formed by travorLi the cross-~ire xy . 
The first ap:?earance of mis t using constant ma6 ni f ica tion and 
subjectively the same liGht ing cOi1ditions Has chosen as the criterion 
for the end of the mirror zone . The mist zone i n f ibre fractures is 
usually q'L.it e narrOH £\.n L in this ca s e it is not particularly difficul t t o 
decide upon a positiOil fo r the enc of the mirror . There i s usually a 
some\!ho.t broader mist zone on the f racture faces O.L~ 3mm and 5mm roels , i t 
then becomes rather more difficult to define a begilliing to the mist . 
LOADING 
POINT 
PIVO TS 
TH IS MACH INE WAS DESIGNED 
TO BE SUPPORTED OVER A 
TABLE-TOP. THE TABLE HAS 
BEEN OMITTED IN THE DRAWING . 
Fig. 6 
ATTACHMENTS FOR 
RING GRIPS AND 
CHA IN SUSPENSION 
Sketch of beam tensil e t ester in orthographic projection. 
Not to scale . 
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In the early experiments it -10.S f OU!1Q that a slight de- focussing of the 
microscope or , alternatively, of the eye , shO"llCd up this position as a. 
slightly roughened a rc . 
During thE. course of the Hork, access to a Vickers Projection lhcroscopo 
was ob tained , so t hat when large numbers of 3mm and 5mm specim ns Here boing 
testeci. a d.iffer ent method. of mirror mec.surE..ment was used. 
In this case an image of thG fracture surface -.. 'as projected onto 
the screen of the microscope using oblique incident illumination. ';!ith 
the light f.llline; obliquely on the fracture surface ( parallel to mn in 
Fib ' 5) a limit to the extent of the mirror surface could quite cl arly b e 
seen on the screen. By ca librating the l atter llith a graduated slide 
the uirror radius uas easily obtaine • This metho~ however had thu effoot 
of reducing the va lue of c slightly for a.ny given s?ecimen when compared 
',/ith the value obta ined i n direct observation, so that the numerical valu 
of the l ater 3mm and 5mm r esults are slightly l ess than the early values . 
2 . L:- Testing devices 
I The 13eam Machine 
A tensile testil16 mo.chine \7aS constructed from 5cm steel scaffold.i 
As shown diagr amnn.tically in Fig 6 the basis 0::' this machine \'iaS a coun-cer -
balanced. f irst orL8r lever having a mec:la':1ic£.1 adva l'C.'l.::se completely variablf' 
from 1 to 7. Loadil1f, -,ias a ccom:91 is:1e - by pourin[-; l ead shot into a tin- plate 
C aJ1 suspended from tho e:-~,_ of t E: beam . The b eam itsolf ,:as mounted b e tHoen 
t \;O f l at steel pJ.a t :'orms and pivoted. on t -,iO c ase- hard.ened. steel points, 
ono resting on each pla tforJ:1 . A steel tube , sliding inside a scaffoldin& 
clamp attached to a rib ic:;, mOli:1t , provi ed a simple means of acco:nmoe..ating 
specimens of different sizes . 
Fig. 7 
Direct loading apparatus . Magnification x 1/6 . 
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Several differ ont t ypes of brip '.Tor e tried out ,rith this machine 
including some ~ith t apered polythene inserts desi gned to prevent f a ilure 
at tho b alled- ends ~hen applyi:.1.C: loads i n the r egion of 50 Ke rns to rod 
specimens • HO\:ev er , the most succ es sful arr an{;ement was f ound to b o th 
simple rine - grips shocm i n F~ . 4 , u sed i n conjunction \1ith a. shoot l oad 
IIruf .c;\ f itted b elo',; tho ball on each end of the rod . The l ellu. ruf'fs were 
-1 cm squa r es cut from 2mm thick 1 0aC'_ sheet iTi th a 3mm or 5mm hol e punchet1, 
in the c entre a n0_ a cut f rom one side t o the hol o . The ruf~~ could then 
b e easily f i tted to a s .Jecimen by forcing the l atter dO\m the cut ano. into 
the c entra l hole . The lo,l'er grip '.-vas fitted 'in. th Cl....'1 "outs tretched arms" 
a.ttachment enabling t he grip to b e arres t ed in its fall almost immocliatoly 
by a retort ring . I n order to pr event the t Iro halves of the speoimen 
from being throrin from the grips on f r acture , small pla stiCine capn Here 
f ixecl over the ends of the spec imen i7here the se Yler e hold by the 6rips . 
11 Direct Loading, Aopar atus 
The clirect loadint; apparatus v'as a simple arrangement u sed only 
f or t esting fibrGs i n t ension . The grips wer e the same a s those used 
i n the b eam t ensile - testing devic e and the upper grip was suspended by a 
short l ength ()f chain f rom a rigid overhead support . The loner grip 
aga.in h ad a.'1 Houtstretch0d Arms;' attachment and a r e tort ril16 HUS u sed as 
the catching device to r ecluce the fall of the lovler g rip to a minimum. 
From the lOVier grip a l ight tin- pl ate c a.n '.,as f'reely sunpentkcl into ·"hich 
¥as poured the l ead- shot u sed as a l oading mat erial . Any tendency f or 
the c an to slling under the i nfluence of" a ir currents was r ecluced by 
shielding the 10-;Ter half of the appar atus Hi th a box . By c a r eful shot-
pouring the c an i;as prevented from swinging under the impact of the shot . 
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Diagrammatic representation of cantilever bending machine . 
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Bending moment distribution f or the arrangement of Fig . 8ea ) above . 
Fig . 8 
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In l oading a specimen by this method , a small extra quantity of 
loading material unavoidably entered the can due to tho time lag in the 
expe rimenters reaction to the completion of the fracture process . 
It was demonstrated by simple subsidiar'J experiments that the resulting 
error in measuring the load ;ms approximately compensated by th small 
additional force exerted on the specimen due to the loss in momentum of 
the lead- shot on striking the can. 
A photograph of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 7. The draught shield 
is removed and the specimen is sho,n1 in place retained , as in the t es ts , 
by small pieces of plasticine . 
In this apparatus a specimen occasionally fractured into morc than 
~70 pieces . If the breaks took place close togeth er it \las possible to 
lose small pieces of the original fibre and have l eft ~10 non-matchinG 
fracture surfaces . Rather than take steps to eliminate or aooount for 
the sporadic appearru1ce of this effeot at this stage it 'las decided to 
measUre the total l ength of all specimens before and after test , rej eotir. 
those measuring less than their original length after test . 
III ,Cantilever Bending Device 
The contilever hending device Has designed partly to determino 
1 
the value of Zc2 in bending and partly to attempt to impose the high 
stresses on 3mm and 5mm rods which could not be attained in pure tension 
because of ball failures . Basically, as shovnn in Fig. 8£1. , the beam 
(consisting of the glass rod under test) was built in at ono nd end 
supported with an overhang at the other . The support conformed to the 
requirements of a "hinged movable supporttl . So that, n ·glecting frio tion, 
the reaction at the support must act th,,:,ough the centre of the hinge and 
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be perpendiculer to the plane on TIhich the support r ests (Timoshenko (13)) . 
V{i th a fixed non- hinged support aa unkno',m longitudinal tC:l.sion oan develop 
a.uring the t est i n that section of the rod bE::t-;rocn the support and the 
built-in end . 11. movab le hinged supyort is necossary to era ie t e this 
sourc e of error. 'fhe 100.(1 Has ap;:>lied at P by suspondin~ 0. tin-plat 
can fro!!! this poii1t and filling it Y/i th l ead shot . 'l'he b nding mom nt 
distribution for this compl.3x cantilever arranGemont is shom in Fig . 8b , 
It can b e seen that the bonding moment distribution att ains 0. maximum 
value at the su~port and falls ariay to either sido . Thus by damaging 
the rod in the. area of the support it could be induced to fail pr forontir:t11y 
in a region where the bending moment could b calculated. Th actual 
value of thE.: bending momont at the point of fracture \TaS computud from 
the load and b ending beam formulae ( sac Timoshenlco ). A proto~c devico 
embodying only a simple c8~tilever eave a great uoal of troublo in that 
a. la.rge pro;:>ortion of f r ac t ures took place flush with th built- in n<1 . 
A photograph of the appa.ra tus is shown i n Fig. 9. 
of the photograph can be S00n a tra.velling microscope . 
In the or ground 
;'111is ',10.2 us d 
to censure the dist~~c0 from either the support or the built-in end to 
the point at Hhich fra.cturo took pl ace. The sec ond microscop ' Hhich 
c an b e seen pointinG dmm the. axis of the glns..:; rod "[ts used for a 
prel iminary examination of the frac ture surfa.c e . In many toot the 
point of orit,in of the fracture \las not loc::tcd 011 th line 01' maximUI1 
stress at the top of the rod ( s ce Fig . 10) , but was displac d from it 
some distance a round the c ircumference of the glass rod . Thu amount of 
this displacement was es timated by measuring tho angle b ct\lccl1 t\{O 
imaginary lines . Onc (iraHn betiTeen the point of maximum surfa.oe stress 
STRESS = Zmr-c COS e 
r 
o 
s 
FRACTURE I ORIG IN 
NEUTRAL STRESS AXIS 
Fig . 10 
Sketch of a fract ure face produced in bending 
( see text f or explanation) 
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and the geometrical axis of the gl 3.sS rod , the othar' between the point 
of origin of the f racture and the geometrical axis of the gl a ss rod . 
That is , the lines defining the ansl e e in Fig. 10 . Practically this 
was accomplished by fitting the second microscope uith rotatable c:-oss -
wires attached to a polythene ring gr aduated in c1.egr ess . The cross - wires 
were brought to coinc i d0nc e with the geometric al axis of the glass rod 
( 0 in Fig . 10), and the angl e e by which the fracture was judged to 
be 11 off axis I! Has clotermined by rotati ng t he N - S cross-wire from the 
point of maxirnQm surface stress until it intersocted the fracture origin. 
The angle e in degress was then r ead off the polythene ring against a 
fiducial mark. 
Fractures which originated at points more than about ten degr e"s 
off' axis wer e rejected sinc e they produced mirror shapes or profiles 
v/hich appeared. to be distorted . The question of mirror profiles in 
general and the phenomenon of' "break-through" also f ound i n b end.ing 
f'ractures i s discussed l a t er . 
1 
2.5 The value of' Zc2 in air 
X8 Glass 
1 
The valUG of Zc2 in air 'Has measured f or a group of X8 3mm 
rods !md also f or a group oJ:' flarnc- drarm x8 fibres . Both groups w re 
h eat - treat ed f'or onc hour o at 530 C, und cool6d initially at a rate of 
1. 50 C, per minut e for the first 200°C . The results f'rom these 
experiments are shovm i n Fig . i-I TIher e the breaking s trength Z is 
given as a f unction of 
1 
- rr 
C ~ , the r el at ionship between these t wo quantities 
over the range of specimen diameters and mirror sizes encounter ed, is a 
linear one . 
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Showing the breaking stress Z as a functi on 
of the reciprocal of the square root of the 
mirror depth f or Si l i ca , X8 and lead gl asses . 
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Si l ica Gl a ss 
A group of flame drDx-n silica f ibres had been produc ed during the 
exper imental TIork on Smekal ' s par runot r. The results for t hi group , 
shmm plotted i:l Fi g . 11 , -."Tere obtained by r e- analys i ng the photogra.phic 
r ecord '.7hich TIa.s kept of the fracture surfac es from specimens tested 
at that tine . It should be noted t hat the mirror radii obtained f or 
this group may have been sliChtly different had the metll0d of di rect 
observa tion been u sed , but it is thought tha t this differ enc e iloulcl not 
1 
reduc e the value of Zc2 by more t han ab out 2 - 3%. 
Load Glass 
1 
'rhe value of Zc2 in a ir was cle termined for l \.;nd gl ass fibres 
also , t he gl as s having the composition outlined in Seotion 2 . 2. 
A batch of flame-drann l ead- gl ass f ibres was annealed for one hour at 
4200 C. , and tested in the usual manner in th~ direct loading apparatu s . 
The re sult s for these fibres a r e g iven i n Fi g. 11 . 
2 . 6 ~s i i1 Liguil~s 
TTIO groups of X8 fibre specimens Her e t ested , ono under 'later 
and the other urrlor methyl a lo ohol . Th ese t ests -;/ere porformed on the 
boam maohine ITith tho meohanioal advfu"1tage r educ ed to 1 . 
A water - tight perspex box 60ms by 7cms by 18cms was construoted 
vii th the top end open. Throu gh the perspox ba s e pl .:tt e Has a Borm/cd 
b rass rod arrange('~ so that a short l ength projeotod i nt o the box, and 
a short l enbth pJ.~ojected b eloTI tho box, thus faoili t a ting its attachment 
to the rig id support of the t ensile - t es t er . The ins i~e projeotion 
oarried a ring ~rip of th8 sa.mc ~pc as those used previously. Thus 
when the box TIas mounted. vertioally on the. mach ino nnJ. f illed Hi th 
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Showing the breaking stress Z as a function o.r 
the reciprocal of the square r oot of the mirror 
depth for X8 fibres tested in tension under water , 
and methyl alcohol . 
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wnter or alcohol, the upper end of the specimE:n just projeoted from th 
surface of the liquid and could be held by the upper ring- grip . For 
these tests the specimens ~ere not pre- damaged as described in Section 2. 2. 
The r esults for thc t wo groups are show'n in .8' i t; . '12 llnd a.r e oomparcC1. 
with an air tested batch . 
1 
There is no apparent change in the value of 
Zc2 • The distribution of the water and methyl alcohol points in the 
small mirror r ange is a reflection of the fact that these specimens 
Here not pre- damaged. 
2 . 7 Electrical- ,:rawing and flame- dra.nng 
The possibility of a difference between electrically- drawn and 
.1. 
i'lame- drmm fibres led to a oursory examination of the value of Zc 2 
given by such specimens . 
The production of f l ame - drn.m fibres has already been described 
( Section 2. 2) . In producing electrically-dra~ fibres , a rod of 3mm x 8 
vri. th IIballedll ends "\/as suspended vertically, held by its upper end, 
inside a coil of Nickel wire through which a current of 200amps at 
5 volts could be passed. A 20 gm weight attached to the Im/er end 
of the rod Has used as the draning load. 
Six flame-dravrn and six eloctrically- dr.::l.\ID X8 specimens Were broken 
in air in the dir ect loading apparatus . Thes e fibres Hero not h eat-
treated in any ~vay after dl'aYfing . In addition, six fl runc-dra\ID and. 
six ele ctrically- drawn X8 specimens v/ore heat - treated together at 5300 C. , 
i'or three hours and cooled at a r at e of less than 1°C per minuto for 
the first 200oC. 
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Showing the breaking stress Z as a function of the 
reciprocal of the square root of the mirror depth 
for fibres containing "frozen" strains and for 
annealed fibres . 
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The r 0sults are givon in Table 2. 7.1 belo-,-f 
Table 2. 7. 1 
I ~ --Non heat- treat ed Heat-treated I ,-
Flame- I Electrically Flame- mlcc tric n.lly 
draun dram1 dra\Jn drawn 
-
. 
1 ~ Mean Zc2 (Kg.4n 6. 06 6. 16 6. 23 6.27 
Total spread 0. 57 0. S7 0.25 :J 
2 . 8 El ectric al-dra~ing und er large loads 
1 
The sensitivity o~ the value o~ Z02 to the presenoe o~ strains 
yli thin the glass was examined for t Ho types of strain. Under this 
s e ction- haading , the strain oono erned is of the type arising out o~ the 
stress applied during the ~ibre-drm1ing proccsn and rro.s orig inally desorib oo_ 
by Stirling (14) . These It~roz enn strains induc ed i n the specimen during 
drarving a r e consider ed further i n Chapter 3, Section 3. 2. 
Fibres ~-f8re dravm by hanging i10ights u? to 4 Kgms . on the lowor 
end o~ a rod suspended ll1 the eleotrical h eat er desoribed in the previous 
soction. Upon obs~rving tha t ext ension of the rod h ad b oon initiated , 
tho current vms si7i tched off and. the drawing process alloned to ooma to 
completion. By this method u p to 12 Kg/rnm2 dranin€; stress was obtained 
on the fll1al ~ibre cross- section. The r esul ts from a ba tch of XS 
fibres made by this I:Jethod a r o shorm in Fig . n together rli th the r esults 
o from a b atch of' X8 fibres hoat er - dravm and rumcaled a t 530 C. The 
figures recorded by the side of each point r epr e s enting a fibre oontaining 
"~rozenll stra in indic at e the value of the stress applied during drawing 
as oalculated using the cross- sectional area of the f raoture sur~ac e . 
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1 
2. 9 Variation in the valu e of Zc2 ~ith temper a ture 
In order to investigate the h igh t emper ature variation in the 
1 
va.lue of Zc ~ , D. sLlall olectrically-hc:ated oven was made in v/hich 
spec imens could be broken TIhilst held at a given temp~rature . This 
OV011 710.S constructed in th8 f ollo':li ng manner. 
A silica tube 9 cm in l ength and 8 mm internal diruneter was i10und 
.. i th t riO l ay er s of \let asbestos paper . About 50 turns of 28 S;:{.G 
.1ichrome ';lire were Hound onto thE:: a sbestos pa.pe r Vlhilc i t l7a.s still 
damp . This winding Has the:1 in turn covered by a furthe r fiv e 
thicknesses of asbestos paper and s e t aside to dry . 
Th e oven ~as used in con j unction .. i th the direct loading apparatus 
a nd was held in position around the fibre by a l aboratory clamp and stand . 
Current was su)plied to the oven by means of a lVariac"variabl transformor 
cOlli.ected to the mains supply. The time taken f or the oven to r oach 
thormal equilibrium TIas determi ned from a series of t ime-temper ature 
curves, .. ith a thermocouple in plac e of the fibre and. the Variao s ettings 
in '1 ~6 stops from 4a·.' to 10W~ of the output voltage . The time taken 
i'or the oven to attain a naximU!!1 t emper ature Has f ound to b e about 
15 minutes. The ti.rnc ,:'.].lm7Gd f or the s pecimen to r each the tanperature 
of thb oven lims fixed at 30 minutes froLl the moment the Variac was 
a dvanc ed to its pre- determined position. 
The s pec imens for theso tests wer e fibres flameclrarm from 3mm X8 rods . 
The l ength of the fibre section U1S 4 - 5 ems and the over all l ength rms 
such that the balled- ends of the rods projected a little way b eyond the 
ends of the oven enabling the specimen to b e eas ily fixed in the grips 
of the direct loading apparatus . Befo~e t esting , the specimens .. er e 
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anneal ed togcther ror ° e hour at 530°C., Dnd cooled initially a t a r a t e 
of 1°C . per minute . Each spGcimen ~as d~ag0d (S08 Seotion 2 . 2) bef ore 
testing and ~ note ~as ~dc or the initial r ibre l ength so that t ests 
i n ,-/h ich IJul tiplo brec.ks occurr(;d coulc'c b e el iminated (Section 2 . Lf- n ). 
Fi g. 14 shoi s the results of eight high t ompera turo tests u? to 
o 435 C, and thc wean or fibres tes t cL at room t 8npcrature from thc same 
batch . Thes hi gh tcnperature r esults should be rechecked sine e each 
point r ep r esents only one s!>eciwen . 
1 
T-•. ·o experirlents ,-er E: porfomed to determine the value of Zc'2 for X8 
o 
at t empere.tures belm; 0 C. In order to do this a contall1er rras 
constructec. siLlilar in fom to that sho\ffi diagrammatica lly in Fig . '15 . 
The container ~as held in place around the f ibr e by a ldbora tory clamp 
and stand, the f ibre being held a s b efore in the ring grip of the direct 
loading apparatus . 
In the firs t cxpGrment liqui nitrogen ,as allOlled to evapora t e 
:from t he annular c avi ty marked IIliquid N2 ;1 in Fi g . 1 5. Ice ,-,as pr\.,Nentod 
:from fo:n::ing on the spoci::len by passing g:1seous nitrogen through a coppe r 
helix immcrsed in liqui nitrogen and thGn into the copper cylinder 
surrounding the specimen. The gas Has then nllowed to s eep through 
the s pac e bct'.ie~n the en- caps !'..!ld tho spe cimen. The t emper ature of 
Cl. specimen in the cop!>cr enclosure -:;as estirnat d before oach test by 
mea~S of c chroool p~lumel thernooouplc enclosod in a gl ass envelope . 
The t emperature a ttained by this arrangoment "as f ou::1d t o b e f a irly 
o 
constant at about - 136 c. 
COPPER 
CYLI NDER 
'\ 
~PRE-COOLED 
NI TROGEN 
Fig. 15 
Drawing of a section through 
the l i quid nitrogen container . 
Approx. full size . 
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The second expcrment \lQ.S identical i n its dotails vrith tha t above 
but in this case finely crushed solid. c arbon dioxicle Has packed into 
the annular sp a c e which prev iously held liquid nitrogen. The temperature 
of' fibres in the copper enclosure Has this t:im8 estimatGd to b e nbout 
o 
- 68 C. 
Th" means of the r esults of' tests a t these t wo t emperaturen are 
also shown in Fig . 14-. 
1 
2.10 Value of' Zc2 f'or lIas r eceivedll 3r.m and 5mrn X8 rod 
As noted i n S0ction 2. 8 the ef'fect of t ";1O types of' internal 
1 
strain in gl ass on the valUE: of' Zc2 was examined. Hcru the i nter st 
was concentrated on the cff(;;ct of thermally induced strains , resulting 
in r eal mechanical stresses , i i1 the g lass . These stre sses will b e 
considered f'urthcr i n Chapter 3, it is suf'f i cient f'or the moment to state 
that it i s Hell known that 'ihen produced under specif' ic conditio ns , the 
distribution of' these stre sses in a gl a ss obje ct f'ollons a parabolic 
laYi . Thi s seri es of' c)..'"Periments consti t utec_ an attempt to measure the 
1 
v a lue of Zc2 as a f unction of the penetration achieved by the crack 
into a stress f'iel d of' this ~pc bef'ore the occurrenco of' crack 
bifurcation. This will b o referred to b e loH as Cl. measurement of thE:.. 
1 
v alue of Zc2 as a function of c . 
Fig . 16 shO"l[s the r esul ts of 10 specimens of II as receiv ed" 3mm X8 
rod. tested in the beam t ensil e t es t er. In a ddition the results from 
five tensil e t es ts on annealed 3mm X8 sp ecimens are a lso sho\m. It was 
found to b e very diff icult to obtain mirrors Hith radii +ess than 
approximately O. 4nm f r om rods tested in telwion b e c ause of f'ailure a t 
the b alls . In order to obtain mirror r adii smaller than this it 
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Showing the val ue o~ Zc2 as a function of mirror depth ~or 
3 mm " as received" and annealed X8 gl ass rod . 
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was necessary to go to bending and for this purpose the cantilever 
bending device described in Section 2. 4 HI was built . 
The r esults of 11 tests in this machi ne on "as r ecoived" 3mm X8 rod 
ar e shoim i n Fig . 16. I n fact this ba tch also contains a fe\/ r osult s 
obta ined from a proto~pe simple canti l ever system . As described in 
Section 2. 4 III the simpl e cantilever system was r eplac ed by the arrang mont 
of Fig . 8 rffiich a llo>7cd virtually all specimens to be included in the 
1 
r esults. The breaking stress Z used for these Zc2 values was the 
surface stress as det8rmined for the fracture origll1s, i . e. , Zoos e 
m 
and the curve obta ined for those specimens is so marked. This figure 
is discuss ed fully in Chapter 3. 
In addition to the 3mm rods described above, ~,o batchos of 
5mm X8 rods were also tested in the cantilever bending device . One 
ba tch was t ested "as r eceived", thE: other batch \las heat-treat ed at 
530°C for three hours an~ cooled at about i oe per minut e. The r esults 
from these t \!O groups a r e shorm in Fi g . 17, wher e the r esults r eferred 
to at this stage ar e t he curves marked "Z cos () 
I!l 
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Showing the value o~ Zc2 as a ~ction o~ mirror depth 
~or 5 mm " as received" and annealed X8 glass rod . 
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CHAPTER 3 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AN) DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
3 . 1 Introduction 
The oxpE:..rimental Hork described in the previous chapter has yielded 
1 
a body of {actual infornetion on the value of Zc2 for various glassos 
un~er different conditions . In this chapter it is intended to examine 
some of the interestlllg points arising immediately out of these exp riments , 
although a compr Ghcnsive interpretation of this information cannot be made 
1 
until the full physical significance of the value of Zc2 is kno'vm. 
This is discussed in a later chapter . A comparison of the numerioal values 
obtained in the experiments just described and the results obtained by 
other i10rkers is also made under this heading , although for convonience 
this latter s ection is held over from its conventional position at th 
head of the chapter until later . 
3. 2 Some points arising from the results 
It is apparent from Figs . 11 , -12 , 13 and Table 2. 7. 1 that at a 
1 
given temperature of t est , the value of Zc2 for anyone glass is constant , 
but different for different glasses , is unaffected by the surrounning media 
and is relatively insensitive to the fibre - drawing method . 
1 
that for X8 the value of Zc2 depends upon the temperature . 
1 
Fig . 14 shoHs 
The value 
of' Z02 is constant over a .lide ranGe of mirror sizes and specimen diameters . 
The experiments of Stirling (14) shO\lGd that fibres drarm under loads 
exhibited optical activity proportional to the stress applied in drawing 
than . The optical activity was sho~ to be uniform across the specimen 
and indicated a strain of one sign only, in the case of fibres drawn as 
described in Section 2.8 a tensile strain. Clearly there can be no real 
internal stresses associated with this type of "strain" since the specimens 
uould not b( ab l e to maintain static equilibrium. An examination of Fig . 13 
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shows t hat thor e is no oajor change i ll the va1w ... of Zc2 due t o thE) pre s enc e 
of Stirling ' s "f r ozen" str ains in X8 I~ ibres. The s l i ght i ncrea se i n sc atter 
does no-c vary in a r egula r manner Ilith the QIllount of s trains if the value 
of t he appl i ed draping stress is t aken as a. measure of the strain induced 
in anyone s anp1e . 
HO';7ever tile mos t int er esting r e sul ts a t this stage ar 8 t hose obtained 
from the oxperiments described i n Section 2. 10 . Th es o exper iments wer e 
conducted on "as r ec e ived" 3r:un and 5mm rod 'i h ich can b e shorm under the 
p olariz ing mi croscope to contain mech~lica1 s tres ses . I t is us eful to 
r ecord briefly hOli the s e str esses ari se . 
Unless the cooling r a t e of the gla ss i s carefully controlled during 
the dra;7ing proc ess ( or for that matter during any heat - treatment - but for 
the stresses to b e pe rma nent t he glass must a ttain t he sof t ening t emper a ture ), 
the surf a ce cools mor e quickly tha n the interior ancl t emper a ture gradients 
ar e s e t up in the gl ass . The r emoval of the s e gr adients r esults finally 
i n t h e gener a tion of coopressive stresses in th~ surfac e of the specimen 
and bala ncing tens ile stre s s ") s i ll the c entr e . ~Then t he specimens are 
cy l indrical in shape , provided tha t t he cooling rat e over the whole surfaoe 
layer i sihe same , t he l ocus of al l points sub sequ ently having the s ame 
c omur ossi ve or t ensile s tres s i~ a cylindrical shell conc entric with the 
-" 
axis of the r od . Th e str es s Qis t ribut ion along a di~etor of the cross-
s ection of a rod may be r epr s ented by a parabola , the exact shape of which 
depends upon t he t 8Qper a ture r ange over uhich the r ap id cooling takes plac e 
and the r a t o of cool ing ri thin this range . The pr esenc e of stress dist~uted 
i n thi s malUlcr c an easily be det ected in the 3mm and 5mm X8 rod u seo. in 
the s e expcrioents by means of a pola rising mi croscope . 
For e cylindrical specimen in ~hich the stress distribution of th 
statically balanced stresses ov er any cross- Suction may be represented 
by the rotation of a parabola as duscribed above , t here is , at some 
distance b elo-~-{ the surfac e of the cylinder , a l ayer :iith no s t ress , that 
is , a neutr al zone . If a section coulQ be made acr oss the rod 
perpendicular to its aJSis v,i thout disturbing the stress distribution, 
the sum 0 t he t ensile stresses acting with in the neutral zone nould 
be bal anced by the suo of the compr essive stresses acting over the area 
around the neutral zone . Al so if some of the surface of the specimen ' 
is r emoved by some met hod , for exampl e chemical etching, th8s0 s tressos 
ar e r e- distributed until a ne ,; equilibrium i s r eached . 
Assuming 2. paraboloidal distribution of stresses within the rods 
and a ssuming also that the stress os within the specimens ar c in 
equilibrium with each other , it is possible to calcula t e , using a simple 
approach, the position of the neutral stress zone for any rod . 
The cnlculation is given in Appendix I , but the r suIt is that the 
distanc e of tho neutral l ayer f rom the axis of t he rod i s r l l2 , Hher e 
r is t he r adius of t hG rod. The vertical cross -hatched zones in 
Figs. '1 6 and 17 r epr ese:nt thG maximum and minimum values c::t1culated for 
the neutral l ayer for both 3~7. and 5rnm rods within tho di ame t er variation 
encounter ed in the experiments . 
The results of the t-.;o series of t ensil e tests shOim in Fig . 16 
indicat e that the pr esence of th ~se internal stresses exercis e a distinct 
1 
influenc e on the value of Zc2 • I t is clear that the lIas re ceived" 
rods giving mirrors falling inside the neutral zone yield a value of 
1 
Zc2 >7hich is consistently lower than the value [., iven by anneal ed rods . 
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However , by comparing the r esults of these tensile t es ts with the r esults 
fron the lI as r oceived" 3mm rod (Zm cos e curve Fig . 16) tested in bonding , 
it is immediately appar ent that an inoompatibili ty exists b ut vlOen the 
two . It was found that the bending r esults could be r educ ed to givo 
values consistent with the t ensile r esults if the meaning giv n to the 
quantity Z in Eqn . 1. 3. 1 was alter ed slightly, as follows . Suppos e 
that the stress Z used ii.1 tho equation was r egarded as being the appli d 
stress acting locally, immediat ely prior to fracture , at that point in 
the material where bifurcation of the crack subsequently took place , 
1 
no alteration in the values of Zc2 for annealed specimens tested in 
t ens ion would be r equired . Ho'. lev er , in the case of the bend valu s 
1 
for Zc2 the Z us ed in E( .. n . 1.3.1 iVould not no , be Z or 
ID 
Z cos e ( depending on the position of the fracture origin) bu t 
ill 
Zm cos e (r ~ c) (sce Fig. 10) . The effect of dealing with the bend 
results in this 
tension results 
manner produced a set of 
as shmvn in Fig. 16 ( Zmo 
values compatible vnth th 
cos e. ~ curve) • 
r ) 
An examination of the combined curves for the tensile and benuing 
t ests on the " as r!.::ceivodlt rod, and the t ensile t ests on anneal ed 
material as 8hO\vn in Fig . 16 l eads to the follOl:-ing conclusions . 
Mechanica l stresses r;ithin the gl ass have a marked effect on the va. luo 
Both 3mm and 5mm (When corrected - sce Fig . 17) anneal ed rods 
, 
give the samo value for Zc'.T , but the.: !l as r ece ived" rod valUGS arc 
differently distributed for 5mm and 3mm rods . In addition it \"lill b e 
observed that the curves of the r esults for both 3mm and 5mm "as r cccivedH 
sp ecimens pas s through the l ine of the annealed- rod results at t\"iO 
specifiC po ints . This will be consicler ed further in the next section. 
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At this stage it is sufficient to note that inside the neutral zone , 
1 
i . e., in the zone of t ensile stresses , the measured value of Zc2 is 
consistently lo~er than allileal ed value . Outside the neutral zone , 
.1. 
i . e., i n the zone of the compressive stresses , the value of Zc 2 is 
consistently too high . In order to r duce the experimental "as r eceived" 
1 1 
Zc2 vclues to the annealed Zc2 values the stress Z has to be adjusted . 
In the compressive zone Z must be r educod (in the po.rtioular case of 
these rods) by a maximum of 1 - 2 Kgms/mm2 , and increased at the axis 
of the rod by a maximum of about 1 - 2 Kgms/ mm2 • Sinoe these stresses 
Dre at the sort of l evel which might easily be introduoed during the 
c ooling stage of the manufaoturing prooess , the ourves of Figs 16 and 17 
1 
suggest that the values of Zc2 given by them oould be us ed to give 
an acourate measure of these aotual stresses . Corroborative evidence 
for this proposal ~ill be given shortly. 
1 
In order to obtain consistent values for Z02 in t ension and 
bending , as r ecounted above , it "as found necessary to place D. different 
interpreta.tion upon the; value of Z used in Eqn. 1 . 3.1 than had been 
employed up to that point . It will be r ecalled that Z was r e-dofined 
above as that stress aoting looo.lly, immediately prior to fracture, 
at that point in the specimen "hero bifuroation of the oraok subsequently 
took plaoe. This Simple shift in emphas is allo~s the diversity in 
mirror profiles obtained from the various testing procedures to be 
explained. Some of the most oharaot eristic mirror shapes oo.n easily 
be obtainod by geometrioal oOl~truction as described in the next seotion. 
But first, th~ modifiod interpretation of the stress to be used in 
E n 1 3 'I ~s supported on several grounds . q . .. ... -- First , it is apparent 
Fig. 18 
Showing a D- shaped mirror . 
broken in tension. 
Non-annealed X8 rod 
Magnification x 45 
Vertical incident illuminat i on. 
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f'rom the t ensile r esults of Chapter 2, ,jection 2.10 that it is the 
local th0rmally induc ed mechanical stresses which hav~ a prof'ound ef'f'ect 
on the value of' Zc:T • That is , it is the local stress existing prior 
to fro.ct'.lre at the point at which bifurcation subsequently appears 
which !!la tters . Second, the r osults of 0oction 2.10 indic ~te that the 
propagation of the crack does not produce any major change in the 
distribution of' the local stress field during its passage . This shows 
that the part of the local stress field which is due to the independent 
mechanical stresses within the rod, is not alter ed in any important 
vlay by the e lastic disturbances produced by the propagating crack. 
Finally, that part of the local stress field duo to tho externally 
'applied tensile stress \70uld not be expected to change radically during 
the time of passage of thG crack ( 3 - 5 microseconds) . Any such 
alteration in this stress can only be made by longitudinal stress 
waves travelling from the crack region to the grips and back . This 
time is usually much l ar gor than the time r equired to sever the specimen. 
On this basis , the interpret ation placed on the Z r equired by Eqn. 1 . 3.1 
is felt to be r easonable . 
3. 3 Generation of' mirror profiles by geometrical construction 
The exp8riments conducted in t ension on lIas r eceived!! 3mm XB rod 
and described above , yielded nirrors v/h ich hacl shapes diff'eront from 
those from fibre, or ann8aled rod , fractures . Thv profilo of an 
" as r cceivedll rod mirror (her eaft er called a D- shapcd mirror) is shm/n 
in Fig . 18 and can bG compared with the mirrors observed in the fracture 
of annealed rods ( S8~ Fig . 1). Both thvse are different in profile 
f'rom the mirrors obtained from bending breaks and these l etter elso 
Fig. 19 
Showing the phenomenon of "break- through" in the mirror region . 
X8 3 mm r od broken in bending. Magnific ation x 45. 
Vertical incident illumination . 
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h,,-vc 0. divorsi ty of sh ape V1ithin their mm group . For instance , no 
comple t e mirror has been obtained in these experiments greater than 
0 . 5mm in radius from 0. 3mrn rod, or gr eatElr than 1mm ro.dius from a 5mm rod 
V1hon tested in bending . Af'ter th...,s -::. dis t anccs bif urcation appear s 
to fail t o take place in the centre o.nd thore i s n I!br eak- throughll 
of greuter or l esser extent , althoue;h there is nearly always successful 
l ateral forking e;ivin[) rise to ""inngsil on the fracture surface ( see 
This type of fracture has be8n r eported i n the liter ature 
( Shand ( 3 ) , ( II- ) ete . ). One other type of mirror profilo produc ed in 
bending i s the 11 off axis I! br eak: fhioh gives ris e to its 0'1711 characteristic 
distortion (Fig . 20) and \{hich may also be combined Hith the I!break-
thro ugh" phenomenon. 
All thuse types of mirror profile may be generated by geometrica l 
construction y;i th 0. fair degree of success by utilisi!lf, the changed 
approach to th-:; meani ng of the stress Z in Eqn . '1 . 3 .1. 
For any given value of the constant ( say 6) i n Eqn. 1.. . 3. 1 ther e 
is a unique SEl t of pairs of values of Z and 
1 
~;; c ~ r;h ich give le es 
a product . Fig . 21 ShOV1S such a sot given i n the form Z as a function 
of c • Only combinations of Z and c given by poi nts on this 
1 
curve will yiel d a produc t Zc2 = 6 • The cur ve is unique for any 
Given value of the constant and should be true for sp ecimens of any 
1 
diame t er . The curve of Fig . 21 has bevll clro.' il1 for Zc2 = 6 (the 
cxper imcntclly determined value for X8 Gl ass rods ) and o. s f ar as 
c = 3 . 0nun . It is possible to r epresent on Fig . 21 the tunsile stress 
actil1b , immediately prior to failure , at all points in a speoimen 
being t ested in t ension by a line such as AB . The intersection of 
Fig. 20 
Showing the fracture surface which resulted from a bend test 
on 3 mm X8 rod when the fracture origin layoff the line of 
maximum surface stress . Magnification x 45 . 
Vertical incident illumination. 
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AB ~ith the curve CD gives the value of c to be expected from failure 
at this stress l evel, and it can also be s een that pure t ensile t ests 
i n gel1cr al will yield only ono valuo of c to be expected from the 
particulo.r s tr8ss l evel concerned . This is not surprising , in fact 
so far t his is only a graphical ro-statvment of the enpirical truth 
of ~CJ.n . '1 . 3.1 . nmiuvor if tho stross distribution is not that due 
to a t onsile t est but tho.t UU L. to bending , then a different r esult is 
ovident . 
In the bendirl€:; cas e the diamet"r of the specimen is important 
since the r easonablo o.ssumption will be made tha t for round rods the 
neutral b end axis i s a pl ane containing the geometrical axis of the 
rod. Suppose , for the purposes of illustration, a 5mm rod is placed 
in bending . It is possiblo to r epr esent the stress distribution in 
t he rod i~~odiately prior to fracture by some inclined line IDce EF 
on the graph of Fig. 2'1. Cl"arly a l ar ge number of such linos could 
be dra~n through tho neutral bend axis , the intercepts of thcse lines 
on the principal stress ordinat e depending only on the maximum surfac e 
stress required to initiat e fracture . Such a line as EF is secn to 
intorsect the curve CD i n t VlO pl aces , one corresponding to a small 
value of c the second inturs ection to a larger value . This is the 
first point to bo l7lade , th at is , the larger mirror radii in bending 
r equire surface s tress levels i n the srune r ange as the surface stress 
l evels r uquired by small mirrors . Therefore i n the crack development 
process the construction indicates that the conditions necessary to 
produce a small mirror ar e ahlays satisfied first . Also it vdll be 
observ ed from the diagram that a line dra\{n through the point represent~ 't'l g 
2 
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Fig . 21 c (MM.) 
Showing the breaking stress Z as a ~unction o~ mirror 
1 
depth ~or a value o~ Zc2 = 6. 
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the neutral bcnQ n~is and at ~ t angent to the CD curve is the ~inioum 
1 
slope at "'hich the Zc2 product can be satisfied in bmding . At 
surface ::l-Gress l evels beloH that c;ivon by this lino the implication 
is that bifurcation should fail to take place . 
In order to generate the complete mirror profile: it is nec essary 
-Go visualise the moaning cnd construction of this proc ess in three 
di'Ilensions . The prL"lcipal stress ordinate can be visualised as being 
l ocatcu at the origin of fractur o on th~ circ~ore~ce of the specimen, 
but the strons distribution ( in the case of bonding) is nor; an inolined 
plano ( not a line ) passing through the neutral bend axis . The mirror 
profile i s obtained by rotating the CD curve nbout the principa l stress 
ordinate and finding the locus of 0.11 the points in 'mich the CD curve 
intersects the EF plane . All the Ularge- mirrorll points should b e 
disregardod as boing oxcluded solutions , and the true mirror profile 
is given by projecting th~ locus so found into a horizontal plane . 
':':'his proc ess is most 82.si1y carried out using stMdard geometrical 
constructi on and engineoring dr3:.i ing t echniqut)s . A s el ection of 
mirror prof i l es obtained using such t echniques is given i~ Fig . 22 . 
These profiles r epr esent various solutions of the bending case involving 
one off a.xis broak ( ef ;;i th r igs 19 cnd 20). 
It is a simpl e matter to perform the constructions for various 
stress distributions i . e. , t ensilo stress , t ensil e s t r ess nth 
par aboloidal stress distributio ~1 i n the rod, c.nd b onding stress • 
. 11 yield fairly successfully shapes corresponding to those obta ined 
i n prac tice . In addition it 1.7ill be seen that the tangents to 
the CD curve through the r espective neutral bond axes for rods of 
FRACTURE ORIGIN 
?!3,U~ ~!~ 
A 
FRACTURE ORIGIN 
~~'-----
c 
Fig . 22 
FRACTURE ORIGIN 
~ ~. ~ ~ 
B 
o 
Sketches of four mirror profiles (bending case) 
obtained using geometr ical and engineering 
drawing techniques . Arbitrary scale . 
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various sizes give the maximun values to be expected for the mirror 
radius of e complete mirror . 
1 
In particular the CD curve in Fig. 21 
dra,n1 for Z02 = 6 givQs , 
maximum coopl e t e mirror r adius = .45 - . 55~~ for 3mm rods , 
and " " " = . 75 - . 95mm for 5mo roQs . 
It C£1n be seen from Figs 16 and 17 that these valu s arc very close 
to the maximum complete-n irror s iz e obtained in practice for X8 rods 
1 
tcstod in bending md having this value for Zc 2 • 
1 
3.4 Previous observations of a r elationship betTIeen Z and c2 
Several .. orkers have proviously observed a relationship 
be ~{een breaking strength and the square root of the mirror depth , 
and have given empirical equations for it . It is int eresting to 
compare the present r02ults ,nth their values . 
Levongood (2), using small specimens of sheet glass broken in 
1 
bending , obtained :::. value of Zc2 as follo\"{S , 
= 2 . 7 x 1 ()'3 
whore Z is the breaking strength in pounds per square i nch , and 
c is t he mirror depth in inches . 
1 
The value f or Zc2 given above is an average value caloulated from 
all points on the curve.: , with a variation of .± 16~~ . Levengood did 
not qualify the val ue; of the stress Z to be useci as VIas done in 
seotion 3. 2 above . Orr (1 5) has given an empirical equation for 
this type of fracture; which HO-S identical in form to Eqn. 3.4 .1 and 
he reported e variation in the value of the constant from 1.7 to 
2 . 0 x 10S lbs/ in 
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By using the experimental data given by Tcrao (12) , Levengood computed 
i 
n. value of Zc 2" for roels 5rnm in diamot ... r 'Hhich -,crc broken in bencl.ing . 
Terao plotted the depth of tho mirror as a function of the breaking 
stress , usi!l8 diffcre:nt r at es of loading for tHO groups of srunplcs . 
Average values TIer a taken directly from these curves by Levengood und 
1 
the value of Zc-2' .ms foune1 to be 1 . 65 x 103 , 'Hi th a random variation 
of ± 0 . 1 x 103 - units as before . There -7ere no appar nt effects 
from variations in the rate of loading. 
1 
Carnoron (16 ) has recently obtaD1ed results for the value of Zc2" 
in bending , tension, and torsion for rods up to 10mm in diameter . 
Within the limits of experimental error his va.lues are s nsibly in 
agreemen t Vii th those given so far . 
It S80ms curious however that nOnE. of th e previous workers using 
round rOQ in flexure ( i . e. , Terao , Cameron , Shand (17» , reported the 
1 
nOi1- constancy in the ValUE; of Zc2" as measured in th(; present work 
1 
and described in Section 3.2. Shand (17) , using thG value of Zo-2' for 
round rods in bending to estiBat e the t onsil e stress at f ailure in 
tests 'wher e this \lould otherwise r emain unknown , made the Z cos e 
m 
adjustment described in Chapt~r 2 , Section 2 . 10 but did not report 
finding it nec essary to make a z cos e r - c 
m r 
ad justment to obtain 
consistent results . Of th other workers Orr would be pr eclud~d 
from the possibility of observing this effect by his use of rect~~ar 
spec imens und his method of measuriIlb c along the surface of maximum 
stross . 
Orr also confirms that , for flat plate , the local thermally induced 
m0chanic al stress in the plate must be added to the stress at fracture 
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1 
in order to obtain a value for Zc-2" which is in agreement with the 
1 
value of Zc2 obtained from strain free material . 
I t should b noted t hc.. t Griffi th ( 5) sho'wed from theoretical 
considerations that the breaking strength Z , depends on the inverse 
square root of 0. crack length as follows, 
z 
where E is Young ' s Modulus of the glass , 
~ is the surfac0 tension of the glass , 
and c is one h~lf the crack l ength on the surface . 
Equation 3.4 . 2 bears 0. superficial r osemblance to Eqn. 3.4. 1 but it 
should be said here that the t YIO equations are not equival ent . 
Griffith ' s equation applies to the situation in vmich 0. plane, static , 
pro-existing crack is contained in a brittle medium , and his equ~tion 
is concerned with determining the conditions for spontaneous expansion 
of this crack. EQuation 3. 4.1 is an empirical r olationship found to 
hold for the instantaneous position of 0. moving non-planar crack at 
which posit ion the crack is prod.ucing mist of a. f~irly closely defined 
scalo . For those r eo.sons the Griffith r elationship (Eqn . 3 . 4 . 2) is 
1 
considered to bo different from the Zc2 functions given by 
Levengood , Orr and that given in this thesis . 
The empirical r el ationship used in this thesis has the precise 
form of Eqn. 3. 4 .1. It Has independently discovered during 0. 
r e- exru.1ination of the r esults taken to examine Smekal ' s parameter, 
1 
the "r educed tensile strength" . The values of Zc2 for the glasses 
us od fall in the; range 5.5 - 7. 5 Kgms/mm3/2 , that is 1 . 5 - 2. 0 x 1d31bs/in 3, 
- 4-5 -
These values are in good agreement with thos e of Orr and Terao . 
The coefficient of variation of a group of samples (abvut the mean) 
is approximat ely 3~~ , Ylhich is within the estimat ed moximum experimental 
error of approximatel y 5%. 
1 
3.5 Previous explanations of empirical f act Zc2 = k 
1 
Bateson (18 ) has developed the r elationship Zc2 = constant, 
from theoretical considerations , and as he indicates that the value of 
1 
Zc2 ought to depend principally on the maximum fracture velocity and th~ 
surface t ension his work 'Will b e discuss ed i n some detail below . 
Bateson derived an expression for the velocity of crack propagation in 
a brittle material on t he basis of the distortion energy at the crack 
surface . By differentiating this expr ession with r espect to time ho 
obtained the acceleration of the crack as a function of the applied 
stress , crack tip r adius and some physical constants of the material . 
Up to this point Batuson ' s equation is in general agreement in th most other 
workers . Hoy/ever , Bateson took the result further by assuming that 
a tvrminal velocity Vf is r eachod when hackle ':: a.ppears and that the 
.:: In this thesis a distincti on is made bet ween mist and hackle ( see 
Chapt er '1 , Soction 1. 2) , but it seems clear that Batesol1 does no.t 
make this distinction. The t or m hackle used in the text is Bat eson' s 
term . It is thought tha t this must have the same significanc e as the 
term hackle as defined in Section 1. 2 of Chapter 1 . The fractur e 
features called mist in this thes is can be sh0l7n, by the use of the 
electron microscope , to be in existenc e at a V0ry early stage in the 
development of that f oaturo rihich is c alled mirror Ylhen ohserved with 
en optical Qicroscope . 
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acceleration of the craok remains constant. Elementary mechanios can 
1 
be applied and the mirror relationship, Zc2 = k, is easily extracted. 
Bateson's final equation is given below with slight changes in notation, 
zct = C;)[E G (1 ~ v) J ~ 3.5.1 
where Z is t~'e applied. tensile stress, 
c is the mirror depth, 
E is the Young's Mod.ulus of the glass, 
ex is the surface tension per unit area of the glass, 
Vf is the terminal velocity of the craok, 
VT is the transverse wave velocity in the glass, 
and v is the Poisson's ratio for the glass. 
Bateson offers no explanation of the role of terminal velooity in the 
production of mirror, mist and hackle. It is not clear why the 
attainment of a terminal velooity by the craok should result in the 
observed fracture morphology. If the assumptions on which Eqn. 3.5.1 
i 
is based. are accepted for the moment , the value of Z02 as determined 
experimentally can be compared with the values predicted by Eqn. 3.5.1. 
1 
The value of Zc2 as measured experimentally for X8 glass is 
approximately 6.0 Kgms/mm3/2• The value predicted by Bateson's equation 
can be obtained by substituting experimental values for E, a, vrlVT and 
v in Eqn. 3.5.1. Some typical values for these quantities are given 
in Table 3.5.1 overleaf. 
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Table 3.5 .1 
Glass of X8 oomposition 
-
Value Source 
E dynes/om2 6.5 x 10" I.ab . -bending beom 
ex dynes/om 310 C~lculation using Diotzel ' s (-19) method 
-
V/VT .45 J Schardin (20) 
v . 25 
1. 
The theoretical vclue of tho constant Zc 2 for a glass of 
a:?proximately X8 composition calculated from Eqn. 3. 5. 1 using the 
values given in Table 3 . 5 . 1 is 0 . 2 Kgms/mm3/ 2• This value is morc, 
than one order of magnitude smaller than the experimentally measured 
value . There is somo exp~rimental evidenoe which suggosts that the 
surface energy of glass at the tip of a running crack may be much 
greater than that quotod in Table 3. 5 .1 (Orowan (2'1)) . However , an 
increase in the quoted value for the surface energy by onc order of 
magnitudo \fill still only yield a value; of 0. 7 I<gms/r.ll:l3/ 2 for the 
value of 
1 
'7 0 2 
'-' . Thoreforo 0. oomparison of tho cA~crimental value 
'in. th the thGorotical value shorm poor numerical agrGement . 
It is oluar that although Bat son ' s equation predicts a different 
1 
valu(; of Zc2 for differ ent glasses , the actual numerical agreement 
betm;on experinont and theory is poor . This disagre mont is not 
much reduc ed by the possibility that the valuo of the surface energy 
normally aoceptcd may be in error by one ordor of magnitude . 
- 4e .. 
Assuning tha.t t he expc.:rinental r.lOasur eocmts arc correct , this 
disagreement b et HeE:n theory cnd experiment may be due to one , or both , 
of ~{o r ea.sons . First , it is possibl e that in the course of the 
derivation of ~qn. 3. 5.1 SODe condition , invalid in the context of the 
derivntion, has been applied. Second, it is possible that the 
assumptions on vrhich the theory is based. "re in error . The first of 
those t wo possibilities r;ill nO\7 be exomined ui th particular r efur enco 
to the rfOrk of Mott (6), Dulaney and Br ace (22) , and Berry ( 23) . 
Mott has given an equation for the velocity of crack propagation 
in a brittle medium which Bateson says is equival ent to his own, both 
i n general form and in its numericnl evaluation. It seoms r el evant 
to make particular note of this since , as has been pointed out by 
Dulnnoy and Brace , Mott ' s theory in its original form c~ot predict 
the entire velocity behaviour of a running crack as it accelerates from 
r est t o t erminal velocity orling to a simplifying approximation in the 
derivation. Bocause Mott '.-ms primarily investigating t erminal velocity, 
he imposed the condition that the r at e of change of veloci~ with crack 
l ength \-;a13 zero. Bnt eson r e- derived Mott ' s equation in order to compar e 
it riith hi s O\"m equation for this velocity of crack propngation, but in 
doing so made no ~ention of the limiting condition imposed by Mott and 
noted above . Tho equival ence of Mott ' s and Bateson' s equ c.tions seems 
to i r.lply that B~~teson ' s equation is only true at, or near, terminal 
velocity. 
Dulaney and Brace , and Berry have obtn L~ed exprGssions for the 
veloci ty behaviour of n gro "l ing creck 'Hi thout r ecourse to the r estriction 
noted ~bove , c.nd thes e expr essions show that the crack should meke n 
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Fig . 23 
Showing the relative crack velocity V~/VT as a 
~unction o~ the distance travelled by the crack . 
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hyperbolic asymptotic npproach to t cr minc.l velocity. Experiments on 
fracture in p~rspex ( polymethyl me thacrylat e ) support this conclusion. 
It is also cl nr that the acceleration of the c r aok from r est until its 
veloci ty r oaches a maximum valuo is anything but uniform. Thus the 
condition of uniforr.1 acceleration r equired by Butesont s theory for the 
upplic ation of el emcnt ury r.1eohru1ics in order to obtuin an expr~ssion for 
the distunce moved by the crack to r each maximun velocity , is not 
fulf illed. 
1 
So far it hus been concludod thnt the vuluos of 3c2 indicat ed by 
Eqn. 3.5.1 do not c.gree with experiment and t ',70 possiblo r easons ;-Jhy 
this muy be so were given ubove . Th~ first of these hus beon examined 
und it hus been concluded th ~·.t the ussumption of unif'orm crack 
ucc eler ution i3 un OV0r sinplification of the gener al velocity behaviour 
of th .::; crack . Tho second possibl e reuson Given ubovo wc.s that the derivc.tior. 
may huvc been bused on wrong physic ul ussUf.lptions . 
Bntesont s treat ment is based on th assumption thc.t n t erQinal 
velocity Vf is r eached nhen thu huckle portion of tho fructuro starts . 
Exporimonts r oportod by Dulnney and Brace (22 ), on fracture in perspex 
shOrT th ':Ct the e:. ttainnont of 0. t ernina l velocity and tho appearanc e of huokle 
may coincide . On the oth0r hand d~ta published by Smekal (24) indicato 
that 0. torminal volocity may be ~ttull1ed , nnd maintuined, for some 
consideruble distance before huckle appcQrs , in some cases uithout hackle 
uppcaring at 0.11 , a s shown by Fie. 23 . For this figure , t akon from 
Smolml , information on the t emporul behaviour of the frac ture process 
was deduced from fracture surfac os which showed nuturally occurring 
Wnllner lines. These features arc gener ally obscured by nist and huckle , 
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and thereforo the faot that ~ torQincl velooity can be shown in Fig. 23 
iudicates the absence of Qist m1d hackle up to the limit of these 
neasurements . It Day be s aid ther efore that Bateson' s treatment based 
on the c.ssumption t hc.t 0. t erminal vuloci ty Vf is r oaohed when haokle 
starts , is basad on an a3sumption mich is not generally truc • 
• 
'rhis concludes the cx::uu inntion of Bo..teson ' s derivation of 0. 
'1 
r elationship Z02 = oonsto..nt . This derivation is r egarded as being wrong 
in prinoiple on thG grounds of t he experimental evideno e quoted above . 
It should be noted here that Bo.teson clEJarly r ealised the shortoomings of 
his treatment nhioh appeo.rs to be onc; of the few attempts at a theoreticoJ.. 
derivat ion of the mirror r elationship available. In Chapt er 6 there 
"dill bo a further very brief consideration of Batcson' s equution und the 
grounds for placing a different intorpretation than ordinary surface tension 
on the t erm ~ in Eqn . 3. 5.1 . 
The suggestion has been put for~ard by Shnnd (4 ) thnt the break- up 
of the nir ror region takes pl ace a t 0. critical stress which is char aotor-
istic of the mntGrial . He proposed that the first pert of the fr acture 
process t~GS place very slonly and during this time the cro..ck is in 
quasi- static equilibrium. Jones (25) and Pr8ston (8) have also supported 
this argument. Shand thought that eventually the crack \fQuld r each such 
n size that th e) stre:ss at the crack tip ",1ould attain a value which \"fOuld 
l~cd to bifurcation. The breaking stress accordll1g to Shand is the 
intrinsic strength of the gl ass divided by the stress concentration factor 
of 0. crack with the dimensions of the mirror surface . Thus in the cas e 
of D.. cr ack lIith a depth , or r ndius , c in the S0ction of a circulnr rod 
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of dinmetar D , the noninnl brcnking stre:ss cc.n be nritten a.s follows, 
Ilhorc (j is tho brc;c..king stress of thu s D.mpl o, 
a. 
(j is the critic cl or intrinsic stress of gl ass , 
n 
k is the stress concentra.tion fa.c tor, 
P is the effective rndius of the crnclc tip, 
3. 5.2 
a.nd f(:O , c) is a. compo~1ent of the stress concentro.tion factor . 
One objootion to Shnnd' s ideo. however, is tho.t tho conoept of the 
frnoture process being divisible into ~vo distinct phnsos is an over-
simplificntion of the fncts , 0.3 is sho',m by c. microscopic eX::u!lina.tion 
of the fra.cture surface . A second objection is that the idon of th 
slon groVlth of the initinl cra.ck through the mirror r egion is ulmost 
certuinly in orror (see Fig. 23) . Fina1.1y, und possibly most 
importantly, it is not ir:lr.tedia.t ely obvious \That is meant by the statement 
tha. t 11 • • • th£; Iil irror , '7hon largo enough , \vill cause cata.strophic fc.ilure 
by exceeding the theoretical strength of the mc.tc...rial" , (Anderson (26)) . 
It is dif ficult to SGO '!Ily the strGss o.t the; crack tip, a t o.ny stage 
durine.; its growth , is not alr eady equa.l to , or great er thnn, the 
theoretico.l strength of thL material, since bonds are being irreversibly 
broken. The; s econd and l~st of these obj ctions taken together r aise 
severe conceptual difficul tics , and the lack of success e)..-perienced in 
obtall1ing u physically plCl.usiblo estimat e of this critical crack-tip 
stress , pronoted Cl. soarch for the formulation of othGr criteria for the 
terminntion of the mirror region. 
Fig . 24 
Typical mist area in X8 gl ass . MagniPication x 920. 
• ~Q ... 
PART II 
CHAPTER 4 DETAill"J STUDY OF THE j,;ORPHOLOGY OF GLASS FRACTURE FACES 
4 . 1 Introducti on 
Tho experimentel work describod in Chapte:r 2 r epr esents the Hork 
1 
performed to Dec.sure t he vclu() of Zc2 for vc.rious gl a.sses in verious 
1 
expo rimento..l situations . The Zc2 parGnet (;r howevor , by definition , 
dopends upon the prl-sence and full dovclopnent of the mirror , r:list and 
hackle pattern on tho f r acture surface . So t hat a lthough it rm.s possibl e 
i n th0 preliminary analysis of Chapter 3 to obta.in some useful inf ormction , 
a full interpreta.tion of tho f Qctual dat a collocted by the oxp8riments of 
Chapter 2 o..waits an insight into the significance of the mirror , mi s t and 
hackle r:lorphology itself . It ·;m.s t herefore f el t that the ems "vcr to this 
problem might bo found in the f~a.turos of the f r acture surface . 
I~ particulo.r an oxrunination of the structure and fu~ intl-rpret ation of th0 
mist , whi ch is t h() po int to "'-ih ich th0 measur i.-l!lont of c is t aken, was 
felt to bo mos t urgently r equired. 
A prelimina.ry inspection of this quvs tion r eveal od an appar cr.t 
pauci ty of published inforr:lation about the a ctual structure of the mis"i;. 
Othor types of fr o..c turo feature hc.vc be~n \"lell docuraented , f or instance 
Murgatroyd ' s (1 1) descriptions of ribs and striae otc ., on frccture 
surfaces produced i n conpl ox stress systUr:ls . The gross macroscopic 
appearance of mirror , l'!1ist cnd ho..ckle has also be ~l d.escribed many times . 
However the actual char act l-ristics and micro- appearance of r:list seems to 
have been r el atively untouched . " 
Fig . 25 
Inhomogeneity in silica , bending fracture . 
Transmitted light . 
Magnification x 85 . 
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An exo.mino.tion of the mist -'-fa. :J th(;r c.:fore undert .:U<en. The main 
r esults of this examination to be described below, wore the r ucognition 
of t \lO bc.sic types of mist fl-ature , or "l om(mt , and the dis covery of the 
(:xistence of a large nur.lbor of stopped sub-surfa.cG Llicro-cr aclcs under 
the f r ncturo surfD.ce in the mist rc::gion \lhich correlated rnth th0 nist 
ol ements mentioned above . It is Ylorth-Hhilo noting here the difficulties 
involved in pres enting mnt erial of this nature whore , t o avoid amb i guity, 
descriptions must often be l engthy even when aided by photomicrographs . 
4 . 2 Some 0xperiDcntal observations on the occurrenc e of nist in glasses 
The most frequently observed situation for the development of 
mist is of course as the mi ddle stage L~ the devolopment of the mirror, 
nist and hnckle pattern . In this situation the gross choracteristics of 
its morphology can bo ensily identified . First, wh8re the full specific 
fracture pnttern as typified by Fig. 1 has boen devol oped in the silicate 
glasses the nist has nover been observed to be absent . Tha t is , the 
transition mirror - hackle has never b oon obs erved . Second, ther e is an 
incrense i n size i n the mist f eaturos from sub- microscopic to nacroscopic 
in a direction m,ay from the origin of tho crack. Third , the mist 
features have clear directi onal qunl i ti s , in this case pointing r adially 
to the origin of f r ncture . FinoJ.ly, whon obs erved under an optical 
microscope thu mis t hns fl-a turos which a r e s parable o.s units, yet 
there i s c l a t eral int ordopendence of thesu features ,mich confuses the 
actual physical extent of anyone unit . 
i n Fig . 24. 
A typical mist area is shoim 
Fig . 26 
Mist developed on "wrappings" in lead glass drawn by the 
Danner process . Oblique incident illumination. 
Magnification x 45 . 
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Mist can also develop apvarently in isolated situv.tions . Chemical 
inhomogen0itios of the glass and the prosence of bubbles interfere ,dth 
the propagation of D. crnck in such a \7~y as to influence the resulting 
fracture morphology . As an illustr~tion of this Fig . 25 shows the 
presence of a cheUlical inhoUlogeneity in silice. 'I7hich has disturbed tho 
~dvancing cro..clc in such a way t..hc.t l:list fOrr:lntion in that area has set 
in earlier than it norUlally would have done , ns sho"~ by the position 
of the r est of the n ist . It han boen possibl e to establish in cases 
like this thc. t the nction of the inhomogeneity is to cause a r e- entrant 
ang10 to c.ppear in the crack front . This r e- entrant angl e persists for 
some time and during the gr uat er part of this interval mist is produced 
by the crack over c. local area ns shmm by Fig. 25. This figure also 
ShOHS t he directional quality of mist r eferr ed to above . 
Another situation in ·,.hich mist nppears on its own is shorm in Fig. 26 . 
Her e the mist is devuloped on "rings" in 1 0ad glass . These "rings" have 
b een tentatively identified as being regular regions of chenicnl 
i nhomogE:nl:.i ty appearing i n 0.11 the soft gl asses dro.',m by the Danner 
proc ess . It is undurstood that in the gl o.ss industry these rings Core 
called uvir:lppings" (Ha.Ylkins (27)). It is inter es ting to noto thc.t 
o..ft or foll~/ing tho path of the rings for 0. short distance the mist trails 
break froe and continue independently for ~ distance . It is probable 
that here tho action i s duo to both the fornation of 0. r c- entrant nngle 
i n the crack front , cnd the fact tha t the material of the rings is 
different fron the r es t of the glass . 
Fig. 27 
Area o~ fracture surface of Pyrex rod broken in bending 
showing mist along a Wallner line . Magnification x 145 . 
Transmitted light . 
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Yet another i nstance of the occurrenc o of mist on its O\ffi i s 
sho~n by Fi g . 27 . It i s QPpar ent from thi s photogr aph t hat t he ~ist 
her e is the r esponse t o a t r ans i ent condition . Tho nis t areQ of i nteres t 
is confined t o the Wallnor line , that i s , to t he locus of the 
in-cersoction of the crack f r ont and c. str ess wav E, . It shoul d be noted 
t hat the \": all no r lino i tsol f and the; ar eM of mis t on i t ar c not 
produc ed i nstant aneously. 
I n sw~ary t hen, the gener al occur r enc e and scale of thG mist i s 
controlled or influenced by some local condition associo.t 8d in part 
\ ;1. th the crack itself and i n part Hith the s tat e or nntur e of the gl ass , 
4-. 3 Some. (;xpurimento.l obscrvo.tions on the classificution of mi s t feat~o~ 
This s ection describe s the r esults of a clos e inspection of the 
fGatures of t he mist r egion "Hith th(j a i d of a Vickers Proj ection 
Microscope and an attempt to classify the mist el ements on the bas i s of 
t wo main types . I n t he cours e of this rrork a large nwnber of f r uct ure 
surfaces was exanined, covoring the ro.nee of useful dry optical 
magnifications (X5 - x60 ob j ectives ) and using a var iety of gl asses. 
A number of pairs of f r acture surfac8s was oxo.ni ned under a 10\7 power 
ster eo-microscope . From t hi s prel imi nary inspc.:ction pairs of surfaces , 
ShOlli ng compl et o nirrors of good shc.pe , \7 er e solec too. for a nore i nt ons i ve 
scrutiny. 
It i s not a simple ma t ter t o rucor d t he i mpr essions of a visual 
inspection of t he mist r C6ion in even u semi-fact ual nannor . At f irst 
sight the mist r egi on ha s C~ gr oss uniformity of uppec.runce \Thich make s it 
difficult to identify specific area~ on matchi ng fracture surfaces. 
Fig . 29 
Photomicrograph showing double-beam inter~erence ~ringes 
in the mist zone . Magni~ication x 1470 . 
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po",/ors of x 4.0 or x 60 to be used llith equal facility . A.n uxample of 
t wo beam interfur enc e fringes obtainecl b etm.Jcn the unsilvor ed f r acture 
surface and unsilver ud r ef erenc e plat o is sho,m i n Fig. 29 . 
A descripti on of th0 c onstruc tio:"l of the intcrfer enc 0 a ttachr:lont is given 
in Appendix 11 . 
Type 2 
Type 2 8lem~nts in their simple f orn ar e al so easily r ecognis ed but 
not easily described. Once again a sket ch of ~n idealised version 
appeQrs in Fig. 28 ( i ). t thG h ead of the f uature i s either a depression 
or a pro j cction of thE; general shape shmm. In the sketch the intention 
has beon to portray c proj ection. HOHever , nc:.tchin6 f r acture surfaces 
shoul d shovJ conpl cmentary ol evatiom and depressions in the same areas . 
Fl at mirror smooth are~s of the surface ar e usually present on either 
side of' the frontal f ec:.ture end ext end for some di stance in the direction 
of crack propagation. These t no fla t ar eas intersect in the r ear of 
the frontal f eature forming a "Hake" to it . Stiae are often prcdoninant 
on the w02w as r epr esentecL in thG sketch . In addition, on the middle 
and outer edges of t he mirror - smooth ar eas , very small nist el ements 
begin to fom again ~s sho,m i n Fig. 28 (i) . 
Thu mist r egion nas thus found empirically to be capable of a 
broad division into r HO types of nist el ement , or feature , r ecognisable 
by their external appe c:.r ance . ThGse were Types 1 and 2 as described 
abovv . No solution to the formation of those basic f eatures was 
fort hcoming at this stage . An essontial clue to the for mati on of the 
mist el ements s~ecified above as Types 1 and 2 '\1as obta ined nhen the 
fr acturo surfaco ";laS lightly etched , Hi th hydrofluoric acid . Tho t\vo 
,Fig . 30 
Photomicrograph of specific mist area in the fracture surface 
of X8 glass . Normal incident illumination. 
Magnification x 1100. 
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photonicrographs Figs 30 o.ni 31 show the s runo er Go. of the same fracture 
surface of an X8 rod. Fig. 30 wa l'l t o.ken with norocl incident 
illumination Hithout t r oating thG surf.:-..c v i n a ny nay . Fig . 31 shoHS 
thG SCUilO arcn using d.:-..rk fiuld illunination c.ft ur the surfac o had been 
otchoa. for 2 nins in 4if~ ( Ht) H.F . The area in Fig . 31 is covered 
... i th pntche s of light, some) occuPyil16 a c onsidc..rablo .:!.rea . Undc.;r thL: 
L1 icroscopo those patches c an b o i dentified a s sub-surfa c e stopped 
cra cks which hnv (J b een r ov o'1lod by thu e tching . In a ddition tho combinud 
print of Fig . 32 shoHS the importc.nt f c.ct that thc., s e patches of light 
c an b e correlntcd with the ma in fracture f oatures . It should be pointud 
out that not all the vary soall patchos of light repres ent cracks, 
some ar e r efle ctions from irr egular surface f eatures but thes e are ocsily 
r ecognised under t h e nicro scope . In f c.ct the sub- surfc.c e micro-cracks 
are difficult to photoG~aph succes sfully b c.:c ause of dis tortions 
introduced by photographing through the irregular surfo.c ~ f eatures . 
Preliminary exporiments designed to investiga t e the possibilities 
of coverillf, the; irregula r gl~l.[j s surf'ace ri ith sono mu torial capable.: 
of presenting a smooth surfc,CG to t he; n icroscope objcctive und yet 
not ablo to penotra t o the micro- crc.cl<s , riOr o only p artially succ es sful . 
HOii0ver it is evidont fron Figs . 30 c.nd 31, and. F i S . 32 tha t in 
tho Bist zone , und L:rlying the foc..ture s of the.: f r ::\Cture surfe.c c itself , 
arc lcrge nunb ers ot"' n icra-cracks \lhich have apparontly stopped 
proparsating aft vr a short distanc e . During uxpvrinents i :wolving 
serial otchings of fracture surfacos nith V Gry rmak HF « 1 ~~ I7t) 
th L: subj octive; imprL:ssion ',T0. 8 gained t h... .... t SOI!lu of th t-s o cracks ,,;or e 
Fig . 31 
Photomicrograph of mist area of Fig . 30 etched in 4% (wt) HF 
and shown under dark ground illumination. 
Magnification x 1100 . 
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not penetrated until the etching procE)ss had been under Hay for some 
tine . This i mplies thc.t some sub-surf .::.c c: cracks have no access to 
t he main fracture surfa.c0 , C'l1G. the, conclus ion to b e drc. . .-n hore: is 
tha. t 0. socondary nucloo.tion KVChenL.1n· :i1 opur:.:.ti This imp'6ssta1 ~ou1d 
profit from a closer inspecti0n. Tho obs ervation of the se stopped 
sub- surfa.ce micr o- cracks i s o.n importo.nt one , for it providGs .::. basis 
for an expl o.no.tion of the general appearancG of the; mist zone and the 
mist olements identified above as Type 1 or Type 2 . It is beliE)ved 
tha t the presence of such cro.cks beneath t he surface of the mist zone 
has no t b oon previously r ocordeQ i n any specific statement . 
4.4 Discussion of the fornation of n ist el ements 
To c. certain ext ent t hu problGm of deciding \/hich r.lCchc..nism 
operat es to produc e micro- cracks is an academic one . Given the 
production of seni - independent micro- cracles during the; fracture process , 
o.no. Figs 31 and 32 l end pO llOr ful support t o the cont ention that such 
cracks exi st , it is possibl e to classify and expl a i n in a qualitative 
f ashion the; features of the mist r0gion. For thG purpos es of the 
dvscrip t ion givon b elow a. secondary nucl eat ion hypothesis has been 
assuD8cl. It is nocessary to anplify the notion of secondary nucle;ation 
t o b e used here . 
For t.he purposos of the follorling discussion i t \7ill be assUI!lcd 
tha t by secondary nuclea.tion is moa.nt the gcmer a.t ion of an independent 
crack at a site in thv material vlhich is in front of the main fracture . 
I n order that a crack may be initiated a t such a site it is nocessary 
tha.t tho local t Ol1~sile stress there should b o r aised sufficiently 
Fig . 32 
Combination print using Figs . 30 and 31 . Magni~ication x 1100. 
(Fig . 31 is precisely overprinted m Fig . 30) 
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for tho chemicn.l b onds of the. mat erial to be broken . In genernl , it 
could b e r oo..sonn.bly hele. t h o..t il: '1. situation in rm ich f rac t ure has 
alroady b een initin.tl:d by thv "rwrst fln.w:' , the loca l t ensil o stre s 
n.t any other fl nH sito in thu body 'i.'ill not b 0 r o.isud sufficiently 
to break the bonds of t ho re t .:.. r i al by t hl; inturactio 11. of any type of 
str0ss- r aiser locn.t l:d o.. t t hat s ite ~nd thl: l ocal t ensile stress ~risil~ 
f rom t he applied l on.d . ( This mey not be the c .J.se in 00.. t erin.l s in 
'I/hich fracture: pr oceeds so sloHl y tha.t t hero is time; for a;'1 cl astic 
';/D.ve t o be propag:.t ed t o thl: grips 3Jld back again) . In this liI;li t ed 
caS(; it i s assUQ0d t hat in order for s0cond~ry nucleation t o ope r a t e , 
tho strcss at n.ny discontinuity must b e f urther r a ised by the proximity 
of the mai n crack. This men.ns i n phys ic al ter ms that the stress 
r o. ising action of the Dc.in fracture at a secondary site is a ccomplished 
through t he; medium of t hu cl astic disturbanc es ge nerated by th l; main 
creck and pc.ssing throu6h tho ~econQary sites . In crude terns the 
sec ondary s i to r oc e: ive's the information of t he n.p~roach of th e main 
crack via the Cl a stic dist~banc es ge ner at ed by the l atter . Thus it 
is clear t hat "\7hile th e; secondn.ry site is i mportantly affl;ctod by the 
a:n ron.ch of t hv main cra ck , thG l atter is not c.ffected by the pres cnc e 
of the flo.\1 until a crack is nucl oat ed there ~md an elc.stic disturbance 
ther eby gen8 r a t d froD it . The ma.in cro.ck is th erefore physicn.lly 
unini'luenc ed by the pr es ence and gro Tth of the secondary crn.ck during 
the time it trn.vels some dis t~noe , t his dis t anc e depending on hoy; 
far ahead secondary nucleation t akes place and the amount by which 
the secondary site lies off the main propagation p~anG . For the; 
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purpos es of tho following discussion , th e critic~l r ol e of the el~stic 
~aves gener at od by the main crack in assisting the nucleution of 
secondary cracks should be borne in mind. k1 attompt is made to 
o:JC!)l a i n Type 1 f eatures f irst beloH. 
Tho c.vidence of Figs 31 and 32 is uccepted '1.S shovii.ng that 
independent cracks ~re gener atud during the fracture proc0ss . Suppose 
that at ~ point just above or belo , the aver ago pIano of f racture 
propagation and. slightly aheao. of th8 ave-rege crack front , the local 
tonsile stress is sufficiently high for a crack to bo ino.ependently 
nucl oated. Thon the int uractio l1 of this crack with the advuncing 
main- cruck front can have a numbor of results which depend upon the 
r a t e; of growth of tho secondary crack , t he velocity of t he main crack 
( assUDod for thuse purposos to b(; hold at a constant value) , and the 
distance ahead at vmich nucleation takes place . If tho r at o of 
propagation of the secondary crack is 10'iT , or the distanoe ahead at 
which nucleation takes place is small and off the plane of gener a.l 
propagution, thon it is possible for the mai n crack front t o ovortake 
the secondary crc.ck before being intercept~d by un elastic ~ave from 
the secondary crack and whil e the l at t er is itself still physically 
small , The intercepti~n of the. main crack front by the secondary 
elustic wave is an important event and is assuoed here to l ead to the 
deflection of 0. local r egion of the main crack front D."Imy from the 
secondery site . The-· defl ection of crack fronts by cl astic \7aVeS is 
a Hell documented phenomenon , being supportod both by naturally 
occurring 1!nllner linos on f racture surfaces and thE; nethod of 
modulating fracture surfaces wit h ultrasonic sound "aves described 
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by Schardin (20). It is also a r easonable assuoption tha t el astic 
disturbo.noos gener a t ed by a groHing crack Hill l ead to consistent and 
sinilar r esults from their inter aotions vvi th a crack front . 
The unsupport ed part of the assumpt ion nade above is that the 
intoraction i s onc lhioh l eads t o a defl eotion of the oraok front 
away froQ. t he f le;,: si t o. The only defence i'~hich can be made at present 
in favour of suoh an assurJption is that empirically this l ooks to be 
the action oocurring in t he nat orial its01f and th~t the explanation 
of both mist ol eoent types is faoilitat ed by accepting this . It i s 
assumed for these reasons t hat rrhen the main crack f ront meets the 
el as tic disturbanc e ge ner at ed by the s ocondary crack it i s locally 
deflectecl avmy from the flaw. If the physical size of the secondary 
crack is snaIl , and its expansion velocity beloH mo.xinum , it ought 
still t o be possiblo for the main f r acture t o s ever the region abovo 
or belo" th0 secondary crJ.ck. In this way t he main fraoture , 
propagating at a high velocity , could out- distance the secondary crack . 
I n this event t he propagation of the secondary crack vmuld cease . 
The digr essive portion of the nai n f r acture could then retur n to the 
genGr al pl ane of crack propagation under the influence of the applied 
t ensile str ess . The schomatic diagram of Fig . 28 (c) is an att empt 
to r epresent this process . 
Clue.rly t he presenc o of mioro- cracks Hould be expected, on this 
hypothosis , unQer Type 1 features having an upward convexity on the 
f r aot ure surfaoo a s ll1 Fi g . 28 (c ). The physical extent of such 
cracks should be vury limited. The cOQ.plementa.ry f eature in the 
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idealis ed case would not be expected t o display them . It can be fair+y 
certainly shown (Fig. 32 ) tha t Type 1 f eatures do exhibit very small 
sub-surface cracks at their head, usually under the convex feature . 
The above discussion was given in t erms of secondary cracks nucleat ed 
in front of a mai n crack. In fact t he advanc i ng crack front would 
not on these ar guments hc:.ve suoh sinple unity , but Hould be composed 
of a l ar ge numbor of seoondary craoks . In this f act lies a possible 
expl anation for t he phenomenon of the multiple start mentioned in 
Section 4.3. Very often th0 larger mist el ements at an advanced 
stage i~ the nist r egion display the coalesc enc e of a number of 
small surface strips ( now identifiod with secondary craoks) into the 
mai n mist el ement s . It is c onceivable that a group of associat ed 
secondary cracks , r epr esenting the main orack front at that instant , 
could be influonced by an advanc ed secondary crack in the manner 
desoribed above which conc erned a local reg ion of a "solid" crack 
front . Inspection of the earlier sto.gcs of nist formation shows a 
grS1.dual decreD.s e (in a direction tcvmrds the fracture origin) in the 
number of separate cracks forming the multiple start . In the very 
earliest mist elements which can be det ected with the optical 
microscope ther e are very f eu Qultiple starts although the Gxt ernal 
forms of t ho el ements are essentially the s ane as those depioted in 
Fig . 28 . 
Typo 2 f oatures arc more oomplox t han Type 1 and tbe. oorreeponding 
numb~r of distortions from the idealis ed version is gr Gat er . In this 
case thero are t \70 basic nays in wh ich the necessary micro- crack 
into~tion mi ght be brought about . 
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First , consider the simultaneous nucleation of t wo secondary 
cracks , 0!10 nl.r:los t above tho other Y/i th the: plc.ne of ge:neral fracture 
propagation lying bo~wee.;n thon (s o~ Fig. 28 (ii)) . The ~vo cracks 
ar e assUQe~ to expand at approximately equal r at es and diverge as they 
propagate . (This is osscntially the samo assumption as thc.t made 
abovo) . If the rate.; of oxpansion of thuSL) trvo cracks is such that 
they arc overtc.ken by the Dain fracturo , a pincer mov ment ~round 
and b etweon thos e t rro divc,rging cracks bOCODc,s possible , as represented 
in Fig . 28 (iv). This movement , together with the: divergent motion 
ef the seondary cracks , t erminatos any further gro~th by thorn . 
Second, consider the nucloation of only one secondary crack , as 
in Type 1 , but at such n distance ahead of the main fracture front 
thc. t by the t:iJnc tho main fracture a rrives at this crack, the fracture 
fronts of primary and secondary crack are superimposed anQ expanding 
at the same r~te (Fig. 28 ( iii) und (v)) . The situation can th en 
develop as described above for double nucloation. 
A brief cor~ideration of the three dimensionc.l properties of the 
crack arr ays just described for Type 2 foaturcs 'Ilill confirm that no 
compl eto surfc.co of separation exists immediately. The surfaces will 
tend to stick together . Thu severanc e of th o surface in the local 
region b E.; u.7ccn the cracks is a ccomplished later in shear . Likcwi..:>G 
the cracks of the main fracture front , forming the pincer movement , 
run together in n. stress relieved zone . -Where the ovorlapping of the 
secondary cracks begins , a complex stress ~ystcm w~l operate . This 
is supported by the obscrvation of the frequent presenco of striae 
(which arc characteristic foc..tures of fracture surfacc,s produced under 
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some types of complex stress system) i n t his area , as i ndica t ed in 
the sketch , Fig . 28 (i) . ~o the sides of this arc~ ther e ar c no 
sub- surface cr~cks , t he stresses c.r e predominc.ntly t ensile and ultimately 
ve~J small mist el eme nts begin to appoar again . 
Once again, for Type 2 fuaturcs also , the surface markings ar c 
complementary over those local r egi ons on pairs of matching fracture 
surfaces . HO\lever , inspecti on of the: diagrans will show th :J.t this 
tine micro- cracks a re to be expected und or both surfaces in almost 
identical positions . Furthenuore the sub- surface micro- cracks might 
be physically fairly large in comparison with the surfc.c l:l f c.:atur cs . 
Pairs of optical photomicrogrnphs of the same f eature on matching 
surfacGs shoH just such cracks :U'ter the surfaces hc..ve beun 
etched in HI:' (~~ Ht ) for 10 - 20 minutes . Figs . 30 , 3'1 and 32 show 
the r elationship of thu sub- surface cracks to the surface f watures 
for one of a pair of f racture surfac us . 
Th8 material formin~ the basis of sections 4. 2 and 4. 3 is , for 
the gr eater part , empirical fact . Th e obs ervation of sub- surface 
micro- cracks in tho nist region , although pLI'haps not too Hell 
illustrated by the photonicrographs at present available , can be 
easily verified umer t he microscope . Given the f c.ct of thE:. 
formation of th ose cracks , the r vlationships borne by the mist el ements 
to thera and th \.l general forn of the mist r egion can be qualitatively 
explained. As noted abov8, it could b ~ argued that the mechanism 
rGsponsible for the formation of thG micro- cracks is ru1 academic 
question . Hm-:ever the explanatio n of section 4.4 abovu is 
couched in t erms of a s ocondary nucl"ati on hypothosis and a consiileration 
Fig. 33 
Fracture surface of satin silica, bending fraoture . 
Transmitted light . MagnjSication x 80 . 
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of the possiblo mechanisrls of micro-crack form~tio n is interesting . 
It should porhaps be emphasis0d that tho follovling discussion is l argely 
c onj cc ture . 
L~ . 5 Discussion of Dossible mechanisDS of micro- crack formation 
Three bc.sic ways ii1 Vlhich micro-cracks r:light be caused to 
appuar at the crc.ck front sugg~st thoDselves . These will be called 
the tlcrenula tionl! , tho II forking ll, ".nd the 11 secondary nucleationtl , 
hypotheses . It will be convenient t o deal briefl y \,i th the le~s t 
likely of these tl~ee first . 
(a) Th0 crenulation hypothesis 
The t erm flcr enulationfl , c.s applied here to doscrib o the shapo 
of the crack front , is meant to indicat e the development of indenta.tions , 
or sharp notches , in the crack front , the portions of crack front 
betweon the notches being arcs of circles with their convox sides 
facing in the direction of cr~ck propagation. This is the appea.rance 
which vlOuld be pres ented to an observer at so.me point above tho plane 
of crack propaga.tion. For t his id~a i t is necessary to postulate 
the existence of an arrc.y of discontinuities in the material which 
o..rc able to interfer e; with the crack propagation process and locally 
l end to a drop in the velocity of propagation. If the discontinuities 
ar~ conceived as having a range of offective delaying powers , as for 
instanc e the bubbles i l1 the satin silica of Fi g . 33 , then clearly 
the more effective discontinuities will achieve the grea.test delay 
in the crack . At some stage during crack propagation the instantaneous 
crack- front might consist of a fell large arcs :;rith small indentations 
of various sizes upon oach individual arc . It is possible to argue 
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that the f as t er trnve.:lli ng portions of the.: crack f ront, bot;'r;.;en 
discontL. uitias , could than act ~s semi- indopendent soal1 cracks at 
the f r acture front . C1L~rly this hypothesis impli e.:s that only n 
discrete numb0r of micro-cr ncks can exist a t the fracture front nt 
anyone tiDe , thu totnl numb0 r depending on the.: density or discontinuitics 
i~ the naterial cnd tho total l ength of tho crack front . Another 
implicat ion is tha t event s at anyone pl ace on the f r acture surface 
\lOuld be expect<.;d to ShO'l1 evidenc e of having boen influenced by 
llffinediatcly preceding events , for instnnce , the.: nction of a discontinuity 
0:1 the crack Ilould depend to sone degr8e on the shape of the advanc ing 
crack- front :l.t that point , i. e ., whet her it ~ .. r> s an indenta.tion or a 
protubGrance . I n fact nn exrunina.tion of Fi g. 24 will shmi thc.t 
mist f0o.tures ar o apparently r emarkably uninfluenced by ioQedint ely 
preceding events . Fi~1clly the nurnbur of separ a t e mist elements YlOuld 
be expected to increase or at l east to r emain cons t ant . I n fn.ct the 
number of nist ~lunents is apparently reduced as fracture proceeds , 
at the S~~G t ine they occupy n gr ec.ter individual area on thc fracture 
surface . 
(b) Forlcinfj hypothesis 
Tho tern IIforkins ;! h~s bum used Gxtensively in the li torature 
t o describe that event in the f r acturu proc (;s s i1hich has boen r oferr ed 
to in this thes is as bifurc ation (perhaps l oosely) and which is 
r epresented by tho point X in t he.: s chonatic diagram of Fig . 2b . 
The t erms forking and bifurc ation t akcn liter ally are a good description 
of IIho.t appenrs t o happen on a mC'..C roscopi c scale , but they may well be 
I!lisnomors for the process itsel f . It \7oulcl. be very difficult to prove 
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that the origins of the macroscopic forks arc in f act superimpos od. 
It s oeD.S just o.s likely thc.t Hha t [" r e soon on [t Do.croscopic scale as 
sup erir.lposecl crack forks , or bifurc r1.tions, could develop fror:l singl e 
adjacent cro.cks formed ~ t oblique angles to the general pl ane of 
crack propagation . The t er ms bifurca t io n ancl f orking could not be 
correctly applied in these ca s es . NevGrthel ess t he use of the t erm 
forking her e i s meant to indic at e tho spontaneous appGaranc e of both 
superimposed micro-cracks , a nd singl e oblique micro-cracks , at the 
mo. i n crack front . These r.licro-cracks arc to be associated \lith the 
formath,n of oblique broken bonds at the cro.ck tip . It is an es sential 
part of th e.. hy?othesis that those bonds ar 8 broken so that physical 
continuity of the crack is mainta ined and the identity of the crack 
a s a singl e. unit is cons erved , alb eit ilith a someVlhat r agged l oading 
edge . The wor k of Yoffo' (28) and Cr aggs (29 ) (discussed l at c..r) in 
prodicting a stress distribution a t tho crack tip with r.laxir:la at an 
angl e to the direction of propagation , providos , a t l east i n principle , 
c. possible expl~l1ation for the spontaneous appe~anc e of double , oblique , 
broken bonds at the crack tip . Hm·lover tho 1;lOrk r ef erred to does not 
make any prodictions on ilhat ho.ppens t o t he. s tress distribution when 
the crack becomes non- planar o.nd t l1e appoo.r anc e of pairs of broken 
bonds has caused the initial lobed stress distribution t o collapso. 
Further , ther e would s eora to b e no adequat e expl anation of the my in 
whi ch s emi - independent cracks could d evc:lop simply from the formation 
of broken bonds distributed nlong the fracture front . 
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( c ) Secondary nucleati on hypothesis 
Secondary nucleation HiLS first advanced as an expl anation for 
tho mirror , mis t and hackle norphology by Smekal (1) . As far as the 
nucleation of s ocondo..r y cracks is concernod t he explo..nation given beloH 
f oL.o\lS Smekal closely. 
Smeko..l invokes the uxist unc e of 0.. syston of no..turally occurring , 
but uns pecified, fl o.'::s uithin t he gl ass . Tho externally applied stress 
caus es a syst em of locally incroas ed stresses nround each f'law. 
The important case aris es uhen the numb er of flaws present is l ar ge so 
that t hey arc densely distributed throughout thG matvria l . In t his 
cas e the crack ent ers the r egion of the stress systems of' a l arge numb er 
of f laVls at the same timo . Due to the proximity of' the main crack 
and t he l ocal stress fields associated with the flans , secondary cracks 
arc: nucleated at f l aws just aheo.d of the mai n crack front . However , 
sinco t he maximum l oc o..l stress gener at ed at any f l ex! depends upon its 
shape , nature , and orienb.tion with r espect to tho ext ernlllly applied 
stress , in gener a l the f l aH a t nhich 0.. secondary crack is nucleated Hill 
not al \lays lie on the: plo..l1o of the main cro..ck , but mlly b E:; to one side 
of it , either above the pl o.ne or belm7 it . 
Th0 ac cup t ance of a hypothes is such as this would necessarily 
involve as o..n important part some consider ation of the sucondary nuclei . 
As f ar as the sil icate gl o..ssos ar e conc erned, ther e;; would clearly have 
t o bo very large nlliJbers of such nuclei normc11y present in a gl ass 
with a similarity of distribution probably unaffected by the 
nru1uf acturing process or by subsequent treat ments . Actual physical 
foreign particles can perhaps be excludod ( although those ar e accept ed 
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sources of occasional seoondary oraoks in polystyrene, e.g., Wolook, 
Kies and Ne.~an (30)1 but there seems to be no reason why the nuclei 
should not be identified qith some inherent or oharaoteristio 
discontinuity of the gl assy struoture. In addition, the nuoleation 
and propagation of a secondary orack ahead of the "main" fraoture front 
implies the possibility of a period of travel by the seoondar,y crack 
in a direotion opposite in sense to the direotion of grovnh of the 
ma.in fracture . It is oonoeivable h~{ever that this period of reverse 
travel could be reduced to a very small amount if the seoond~ nuclei 
were "triggered" only 0. short distanoe ~;head of the. "r::::in" crack front. 
There seems to be no reason .,hy, in the limiting oase, nuoleation of 
seoondary oraoks should not take plo.oe almost simultaneously m th the 
arrival of the main craok at the secondary nuoleus. It oould therefore 
be quite diffioult, ~ith sub-microsoopic nuolei, to differentiate 
be~1een secondary nucleation and forking in practice. 
4.6 Disoussion of the most probable meohanism of micro-oraok formation 
There arc a number of serious objeotions to the orenulation 
hypothesis. Consider a defect array in the material , the individual 
defects of whioh array have a range of effective powers for delaying 
the fonmrd progrcf-ls of the orack at the site of the defect, ( as distinct 
from a. range of effeotive stress ooncentratior f::ctors as required by 
seoondary nucleation). In the early stages of craok propagation only 
the most effective defects will achieve any delaying action on the 
crack. But as propagation proceeds and orack velooity increases, the 
delaying :::.cticncf clofects of l ess than maximum effectiveness will be 
enhanced by the inoreased craok velocity. It oould be argued that, 
Fig . 34 
Photomicrograph of conic figures developed in the fracture 
surface of "araldite". Magnification x 100. 
Transmitted light . 
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at some stage i n the fracture process , the small section of thc crack 
front isolat ccl ba t \lccn closoly a.dj a.cent def cts t akes on the;; properties 
of a seni - indopuadent cr::wk. This s ort of process is appar ently 
r esponsible for e~rly features in a bubbly gl ass like satin silica , 
(Fie; . 33) . HOHever , for 2.. mechanism of t his typc to be r sponsible 
for tho formation of tru0 mist el~nents , an increase in the number of 
mist LJl ements exhibited by n frncturo surfaco as f r acturo proc eedod 
rlOuld be dcnandud . This is in disagreement VIi th the obs LJrv d occurrence 
of true mist cl oments as typified by Fig . 24. Furthemore , the 
contribution of any i ndividual d8f cct t o thc fracturu process r{Quld 
dcpend on the shape of the appronching cracl<-fr ont i . e., whether a 
"rounded t ooth" or Cl. r a- entrant nngl o ,~a.s appronching the defect . 
So that in this r espect t he f ornation of nist o18ments might b e cxp cted 
to depend t o some dogr ee on the event imoedintely preceding it . 
'I'his t oo conflicts ·In th subjuctiv i..; obs ~rvatio n of mist fvaturos the 
formntion of \Th ich se(;m to be clependent only on local conditions . 
The crerrulat io n hypothesis i s on the Vlhol e r egarded as boing inadequate 
in explaining t ho gonor al occurrence and specific form of mist el ements, 
althoubh it may have limited ~pplica.tion in s ome cases , c . g ., tho ~arly 
stnges of f r acture in satin silica . 
It is !!lor e; difficult to differentiat e be t uoon a forking hypothesis 
and a socondary nucleation ono. As mentioned ab ove i t is conceivable 
tha. t hl the l ir.1it tho forking hypothosis could b E: consider ed similar 
in effect to a special cas t; of s (;condary nucleation . 'Tith th e 
phenoh1enological evidenc e at present available it '\7ould cortainly be 
difficult to distinguish b uh ieon these w o. However , ill order to 
Fig. 35 
Photomicrograph of conic figures developed from silica 
particles in the fracture surface of X8 glass contaminated 
with fine silica sand. Magnification x 540. 
Vertical incident i llumination . 
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achiove an econony in the -lumber of theories conc erning the fracture 
process , it is held that the secondary nucleation proposals would 
!:lake c. l!lOrl; usoful Harking hypothesis for further investigations . 
It is \lid..oly c.cceptocl thc.t thl, conic figures appoaring on thu fr~cture 
surfa.ce:s of certdn pla.stics e .g. , polynethyl methacrylate and "ar aldi te" , 
ar due to the nuclec.tion of se:condary cracks nt dirt particles and 
other defect centres , (S UG '."{olock, Kics and Nem::lc.n and Fit; . 34) . 
Conic figures can only arise Hhen the main crack and the secondary 
crack Qutuo.lly interfere in the sane plane . Thu particular type ef 
conic figure ultimately obsorved on the fra.cture surfaco depends upon 
the relative propagation velocities of the primary and secondary crecks . 
It is possible to cause conic figures to appear on glass f r:1cturG 
surf'acos by mixing into the mGlteQ ma t erial pa.rticles of e comparatively 
rLfractory substance and then breakin~ the composite . For example 
Fig . 35 shoHS the uffect of silica flour particles on the: fracture 
norphology of X8 glass . Even \"iith th(; so conic figures it will be 
observed frO!:l Fig. 35 th~t thur~ is no apparent timo of r everse travel 
by the secondary crack as distinct from th0 observed mechenism in 
thl, plastics . This r.l~y b e nerely 0. r osult of silica particles 
having a 10'.; strGss r c.is ing action in X8 glass and a consequent iIk'l.bili ty 
to nucleate 0. socondary crack at a large distance ahead of the main 
crack front . ':{hen the nuc l oation takes place at 0. point sufficiently 
r o,lovod from the plane of propagation, no conic figure a.ppea.rs at the 
hoc.d of the f<::a.ture , o..s shovm by Fi g. 36 . 'ifuile it is true that a 
diligent search of the fracture surfac es of nomal Slass has given 
no indication of the prGsc..nce of secondary nuclei consisting of 
Fig . 36 
Photomicrograph of sec ondary crack nucleation at defect centres 
lying off the main plane of crack propagation . 
Vertical incident illumination . Magnification x 500 . 
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physical forei gn particles , or dot6ctabl e r overs e travel by secondary 
cracks , it is felt t hat the ac cepted op er ation of socondary nuclei in 
plas tics, and the demonstrc.. tod possibility of producing conic fiGures 
in gl ass undor the correct conditions , r ccomoends thc..t thi s mechanisQ 
should bo seriously consider ed as a useful v/orking hypothesis . 
4 . 7 S ununary 
This chapt er describes t he infornation obtc..ined fron et 
quc..litative ins pection of the n ist zone . BriGfly , the r esult of Most 
importance arising from this inspection is t he ob servat ion of the 
0xistanc G of l ar ge number s of stopped sub - surface cracks which can 
be assoc iated \~th specif ic fracture surface f eatures in tho mist zone . 
I n addition the f r acture surface f eatures are fo und to b e capable of a 
division i nto t wo broed s roups , Types -1 end 2 as described previously. 
Us i ng th~ ba sic uxperimont al f act of the pr esence of micro-cracks 
under t he f r acture surface it i s possiblo to Give a qualitative 
expl anation of the fOITJation of the mis t el ements in t orms of micro-
cracks developed c.. t t he crack front . Up to this point the conclusions 
draVJl1 ar e based on exp6rinentc..l fact . The further discussion of th e 
possible and mos t pr obabl e mechanisms r esponsible for the fOrDat ion 
of micro-cracks a t tho crack f ront is l ar gely conj ecturo but supported 
rIhcr ever possiblo Yfith f ac t uc..l illfo rl:lation. 
The Qul t iplici ty of sub-surface cr ncks i ;! the mis t zone drmls 
attention to the energotics of the fractur e proc ess in addition to 
providing tho basis for an expl anation of thu morphological appearanco 
of t hL) Qist vl ements . This is the nost fruitful obs ervati on arising 
f r om t hL) inspoction of the rJ1i.st zone . The r ealisation tha t those 
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cracks r epr esent , in total, the dissipation of l ar ge amounts of el astic 
energy during the f r acture proc es s WaS directly r esponsible f or the 
nttempts to formulato ~ quantit~tive critical ener gy criterion for t he 
Emd of t h.:: mist zo ne; wh ich is closcribed i n Chapter 6. However , before 
onbar ki ng on this , c.. goneral r ovioH of sono theor e tica.l work r l.. l eva.nt 
'co the probloI:l of the sic;nif'icance of t he gr os s mor phological patt er n 
of oirror, mist .:cnd hackle , Hill be att empted. . 
subj ect of the next chapt ur . 
This r evien forms the 
CHAPTER 5 
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REVIE'{{ OF THE THEORETICAL :i{QRK RELEVAl'-I"T TO THE FORMATION 
OF THE MIRROR , l.IIST .AJ.i[) HACKLE MORPHOLOGY 
5 .1 Introduction 
Under this chapt er h(. c.ding it is i ntended to r oview briefly 
previou s theor e tic al \"lork due.ling .-vi th the d",volopnent of the fr o-cture 
process in brittle materials . 'i'his vlO r :! Hill be ex:minl.;d to seG in 
.-/hich nay it holps to explain t he; formo.tion of thE; gross Dorphologicc.l 
pattern of mirror n ist and hacld e observed on glass fracture surfO-c os . 
Thuro have beon three mo.in types of approach to the problem of the 
gr o\lth of fracture in 0. material . First ther e is tho qun.litativo 
physical modol put fOFlvo.rd by Smokal (1) to explain the proc~ss for 
[, I n.ss only . Second , ther o is tho el o.s tici ty - theory o.~Y?roc.ch in 
which 0. crack in o.n infini t o elastic modium is extendocl by finite 
fctr' c es . This theoretical approc.ch has been use cl by many t'.uthors 
follm.-ing Griffith ' s ( 5) ., first successful application of the: method 
to the propagc.tion of r. sta tic crack. The Hork of Mott (6) , Craggs (29 ), 
Yoff6' ( 28 ), B8rry (23) , Dulaney MO_ Brace ( 22) , -.7ill be considered 
be:l o\"l . Tho contributions of t his latter group of nuthors hnvo 100_ to 
the formula tioi1 of 0.. i1.unber of' E;qua tions dGscribing the motion of tho 
Third, th"r8 is the approach which considors the 
particulate nature of the mn. t orial, i n -,-:hich fracture is rcgc.rdod c s 
a proc (;ss governed by the probability of fo..ilure of intor(l.tomic bonds , 
e . g. , Ponc el ct (31 ). 
- .,~ .. 
5.2 Qualitative physical model due to Smekal 
Smeknl'g model invokes the existence of a system of naturally 
occurring, but unspeoifi ed, flews Vlithin the glass. SDekal indicated how 
secondary craoks might be l1uc l wtcd r.t these fla:ws just ohend of the 
main craok under the influence of the stress ooncentrat~n effeots 
of the flaws themselves, and the close approach of the main craok. 
This aspeot of the model was dealt Idth in Chapter 4, Section 4.5 (0). 
bmekal further supposed that the disposition of those particular flaws 
at which secondary nucleation subsequently took place , .... {ould be nithin 
0. narrow glass layer about the main plone of crack propagation. 
The effect of a large number of flaws distributed in front of the craok 
in this mam1Gr would therefore be to defleot the craok from its plane 
of propagation more or less strongly. While the initial orack should 
prooeGd perpendicular to the rod axis, it ought not to continue so ,. 
but Should be deflected from this plane by the action of secondary cracks 
nuoleated at flaws vvith high stress ooncentration factors. As fra.cture 
prooeeds, the area in vvhich noticeably increa.scd stresses around the 
front of the cra.ck mcy exist should become larger, and the irregularities 
in the crack front ought to become rougher the further the craok travel s . 
Accor~ing to Smekal, the area of inorcnsing roughness surrounding the 
mirror (i.e., the mist) con be interpreted as visible evidence of the 
inherent inhomogeneity of glass, the local flaws of Which o.r~ denstly 
distributed throughout it. Ultimately flaws of very high stress 
ooncentration f actors cnn bocome effective at a considerable distance 
ahead of the primary orack as soon as the r equisite inorease of strosses 
in their vioinity has become effcotive. Smek:al mo.intained tha.t the 
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nucleation of secondary cracks a t such flaws would l ead to the 
propagation of 0. suries of independent s(;condary cracks wh ich would 
run into tho primary crack unQ halt it . Fracturo \7o,lld then proceed 
~long the secondary cracks until the gener al conditions required for 
break- up could be again fulfil16d cnd the secondary cracks halted by 
tertiary cracks . Smekal visualised this process boing r opeated 
until the spc:cimen severed. 
As f' ::;.r as gl Cl.sS is concurned Soekal ' s flnw hypothosis provides 
a plausible physical nodel for the gross appearance of mirror , nist 
and hnck16 . It ru:,.s of cours e o.esigned to do just this . Smekal 
developod, from hie qualitative ar guments , a quantitative theory 
l oading to the notion of a constant of the material which he cc.lle6. 
the: "r cduc l3d t ensile strGngth" . Th(;; very early phaso of the 
experimental Hork r eported in this thesis was concerned Hith measuring 
this qua.ntity as mentioned in Chnpter 'I , Section 1 . ) . Although tho 
"roduc oe";. tensilG stroncthrt '.fas not founu. t o bE: a. use:ful paralneter. 
Snekal ' s ideas on secondary nucleation form the major ar Gument in 
Chap t er 4 , .. 3c:ctions 4 .5 and. 4 . 6 an(l. a discussion of some of the 
expocteQ re sults of the operation of 0. secondary nucloation mechanism 
will be found there . This model cannot expl a in the empirical fact 
expressed by Eqn . 3.4.1. It shm.J.d also be r emeober ed that the 
E1irror, mis t and hackle Dorphology is not confined to ~lass , other 
mat erials also ShOH very similar features . This fc.ct ioplies that 
thore i s a comoon explanation unitins the morphologies of such 
diverse mat er i als as t; l 2.sS , Lithium fluoride , c Or[~ics , rubber at 10'.1 
t emper ature ~tc. , is it th er efore possibl e tha t this physical model 
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can bo 8xtended to include t hos e mat erials without r adical modifica tions? 
In the cas e of gl a ss , f or ",Thich the model vrc..s i n t \Jnded , Sl7lekal did not 
g ive any c;xple.nat .lOn fo r the.. morphology of s }ocif ic areas of' the 
f racture surfa ce in t er ns of his node l . 
5.3 Aoplic ~ti ons of the princWc: of the consorvation of cne. rgy 
The s econd .::-..pproo.ch to t he frnctur" proc ess , involving an 
applicn.tion of the principle of cons l. rva tion of e n ergy would :::.ppec..r 
to b e basica lly abov r e.. proc..ch . Griffith ( 5) Has r esponsible for the 
ori3 in:'.1 idea in which he sugGc;sted that all energy b a l ance condition, 
b e..twoc.;n th e surfO-Co t ension of the ne fly croat ..::d fracture surfac o on 
the one hand and tho e l .::-..stic ener gy stored in the stress field on the 
othe..r , w:,.s the controlling factor in crack propagation. This idea 
h -:-.3 ex orcis ecl a. profound influ0nc e .:m the study of frn.cturc processes 
in gene:ral. In its original form Griffith « S theory r cferrecl 
specifica.lly to the condition rGquired t o ini tiat e the propagation of 
Cl. static crack under a t ensile stress . It ha s clso b een a.pplied to 
other types of str€; ss Syst 0171 with cons picuous succ ess , notably th~.t 
of cleavage ( 3 ellbo'\[ c..nd Ro os l er (3 :), Gilma.n (33)) . I n r:any studios , 
the cri torion ha s usually b ee:l usa C'. t o 6.efine the cri tical c ondi tion 
for fracture . More r e c ently some attention h:::.s be on pc..id to the 
behe.viour of moving crncks , £'.ga in using the Griffith appro ach . 
Essentia lly Griffi th « S argument w£'.s that , not only i s it the 
natural t e ndency of a def or med sys t em to attempt to reach a stat e of 
:.1inimum potentic.l enurgy , but also the. t if the oa t crio.l could p:'.s s 
frol7l the unbroken t o the broken condition by a process involving c.. 
continuous decreas e in pote~1tic.l ene r gy , the n fr c..c ture YIO uld oc cur 
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spontn...l1eously. HOYlover , ill forming c. crack in the interior of a body 
composed of nol eculcs which attract one onother , work is done against 
the forces of cohesion bGti-,-een the noleculcs on E::i thar side of the:; 
crack . The; \vork done c..ppcc.rs as pote!1tial surface ener gy, and if 
the; diGk.l1Cl: apart of thv cra.c~( sidos is grGo.ter tho....'YJ. a. very snall 
distance which Griffith called the "radius of nolecula.r action" , the 
enurgy thus describud per unit surface area is a constant of the matorial , 
na.mely , its surfac~ tension. Griffith pointed out that , in genera.l , 
the surfa c(;s of a small no\dy formed crack cannot bo f urther apart 
th~n the r adius of mo l ecular action. It thor efore follows that thu 
fro.cture process can'"1ot b o quc..nti tatively dG scribed unloss the law 
connec ting the surf::!.ce energy -'/ith distance of separation is knmm . 
In order to make thE; calculation Griffi th assurued a crack I/i th sides 
separated by a dista.nce grua.ter than the radius of molecular c..ction 
at 0.11 points Gxcept near its ends . In this case , the potential surfa ce 
energy could be identified ,nth the surface tension, and the increase 
in surface energy duo to the spreadin5 of the crack could be calculated. 
Griffi th :porforil1od the analys is for tht; case of a fIn. t, homogeneous , 
isotropic ph. tl- of unif'om. thicknoss containing a s trc..ight crack which 
passed normally through it , the pl ate being subjected to stresses appli ed 
in its pIano at its outur edge . AssuIiling in this cn.se a crack of 
l ungth 2c and a. struss a applied to the naterial a cross the direction 
of the crack , then , using a method due to Inglis (34) , it can be sho'\;n 
that the elastic enur 6Y of the mJ.terial differs from tha.t value it 
wo uld hav e in thc absence of the crack by an amount , 
5. 3 .1 
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TIhere E is the elastic modulus of the oa torial. Assuming th~t the 
propagation of the crack does not cause any major change in shcpe of 
the body at its extreni tics ::\J.""ld that the change in clastic Emorgy 
reappe~rs entirely ~s potonti~l surfac ~ enersy, to the onorgy of 
Eqn. 5.3 . 1 may be c..dded thu surface energy of the.. crack , 
- 4- c T 
where T is thu surface tension. 
The total energy balance , adding Eqn. 5 . 3.1 and Eqn . : . 3. 2 is thus, 
5.3 . 3 
Griffi th ' s cri torion states that the crack '.:ill spread spontc.neously 
if the; cn€r gy given by Eqn. 5. 3 .• 3 increa.ses \li th increasing c • 
Tho condition for tl1is is givE:n by, 
TT 0 2 C E > 2T 
Thereforo the extornally c.pplied stress 0 which Griffith found is 
rcquire~ to fr acture the idea.l mat8rial containing a crack of 
length 2c is as folloHs , 
o = /2 E T f TTC 5. 3 . 5 
Griffith ' s equation e~~re ss0 s the condition r equired to extend a 
static , pre- existing , planar crack in c.n isotro) ic r:c..teri:'.l. The 
c..n'.. i G :;:'oquires thG conversion of cL .stio energy into only one r ,("-
for;': , the.. t is, potentic..l suri';-.ce energy. Therefore, althouf,h the 
Griffith equation co.n be set in c. forn sir.:ilnr to. the r(jlationship 
expressed by Eqn . 3.4-. 1, it cannot be , in its origin.:>.l fore" o.n 
explanation of the enpirical observations given by Eqn. 3. 4- . 1. 
Mott ( 6) wo.s r e sponsible f or the application of Griffi th ' s metho <is 
to the problen of a moving crack in a bri t t l c solid. The d ecree.s e in 
clo.stic strai n energy of the bo~y f rom its value i n tho ~bs onc o of 0. 
crack i s brought about by r e- arrang8monts in the l oc,:U s t r ess f i eld 
o.round tho crack . Mo.-cl,.;rial just ci1Go.d of the. crac ~~ tip \.ill b cornu 
more highly stressoci, and L1aturial just behind tho crack tip will bocomo 
l oss highly stress ~d . This oL~stic ener gy is o..v"..ilabl e f or conversion 
into other forns of ener gy dependi g on th0 mat orial and ultimat ely on 
the r at e of s trc..in energy rel eas e . As oach bond br e.J.ks in the; mo.terial 
thE: trlO fre 0d particles acquire a veloci t y n~lc..y from each- other bocause 
of the iobalance produced by the break . This gener al proc ess r esults 
in 0. seri es of clastic disturbanc es trc..velling awc.y f rom tho crack. 
Th8 o..toms involvod thor efor e acquire a velocity of translation and henc e 
a kinetic ener gy . Thus it is thnt imTIodiatuly th0 crack begins t o 
propagato with a significant v(;locity , kinetic anergy must be considered 
as o.n important f act or c.bsorbing part of the el o.stic ener gy r el eased by 
the crack. Mott dorivod an expression f or t ho kinetic energy assoc i at ed 
Hi th a purely brittle crack moving a. cros s a plato as follo,{s , 
k P V 2 cr2 c2 f 
'where p is the density of the mC'.te:rial , 
Vf is thc velocity of crack propagation 
and k is a numerical constant . 
Adding the energy of Eqn. 5.3.6 to that of Eqn . 5. 3. 3, the total 
energy for a mov ing cr ack nor, beCO lllCS , 
- 4-cT 5.3.7 
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and by the c onserva.tion of en er gy this i s constunt, so tha.t the full 
equation is , 
4cT = co nstc.nt 
5.3. 8 
riott ~ : c.s i nt er es t ed onJ.Y i n t he tE:;;rni na.l v el ocity of t he crc.ck and r enovud 
t he u:'L~O\rn constant f r om t h o r i gh t hand sie18 of Eqn . 5.3.8 by differ entia.ting 
r/ith r espoct t o c and s otting the a cc ol er a tion of' the; crack e quul to 
zero . This i s truu only n uc.r t orminul v elocity an d the expr ession f or 
the lattor is 
= j~;-. E 
P 1T ~I c ) 5.3.9 
Matt ' s equc. tion is the for erunner of a. number of d c:.rivut i ons f or t he 
velocity of c. rlli1ni ng crc.c k not c.bly by Duluney and Br c.c J (22" and Berry (23). 
The derivo.tions of th(; l etter authors h o.v e b een mede Hithout o.ssuming 
zer o o. cc ol erDtion of tho cra ck cnd o.s 0. result their equc tions a.r e 
sligl1tly differ t;nt from Eqn . 5 . 3. 9 
Dulc.ney and Br c.c o - = (21T • \ le 
Berry = ( 21T le 
\ 
'"her o n is 0. numerico.l f .".c tor, 
1 
2E'r) 
- 1Ta2c 
;) 
2 (1 - ~ 0) [1 
end C is ho.lf the orig inul crc.ck l ength, 
o 
n c.nd C a r c r el e t ed by t ho expr es sion 
o 
nCa = ~ 
5. 3. 10 
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Showing the relationship between the distribution of the hoop stress 
...... 
ee , the tip of the crack and the fracture velocity v • 
DIRECTION OF 
MOVEMENT OF CRACK 
Illustrating the meaning of the term " the hoop stress at the tip 
of t he crack". 
Fig . 37 
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The oqua ti ons of noti o:"1 Given above as Eqn ' s 5. 3. 9 , 5. 3.10 and 
5. 3.1'j do not i TIlli1cdiQt oly l ead to any furth~r undGrst~1ding of the mirror, 
mist cnd hackle phenononon , for i~l order to u sc thar.1 , sono crit rion 
~lOuld hc..v 8 t o be ['.ssigneCi. to thu cmd of th(; mirror. It will b e rocQllcd 
th['.t Bateson pr ocevded in t his mannor having obtained an eq~tion of 
motio~1 for the crack ['.3 d"scribcd i n Chapter 3, Sect io n 3.5 . He had 
to assume thc..t hackle nc..s produc od by the crack on r ea.ching a teminal 
velocity and that the a cc el er c..t ion of the cra ck up t o this point r omaD1ed 
1 
unifonn . It rms thon possible to deduc e ['. Zc2 = constant , r01ationship . 
With the mor e exact eqmtions 5. 3.10 .:::.nd 5. 3. '11 the acceler ation of the 
crack c annot b e assunod t o b e uniforn1 . Ev~n a ssuming the same criterion 
c..s Bnt oson for the ons€:t of hnckle , the distance t ravelled by the; cra.ck 
c annot b e extracted , sinc e Berry r eports t ho..t his velocity equation 
5.3.11 rmen integr at ed to give a length-time r olntion for tho crack , 
~ive s an integration constant which is iDfinite rrh0n the ap:,)ro print e 
boundary conditions arc inserted . 
Craggs (29 ) cnd Yoff6' C 28 ) have us ed the Griffi th approach './i th 
very riGorous Bathematical nethods to investig~t8 the stresses developed 
a t the cr.:::.cl.:-tip uhile the cro..ck is i :l motion . This analysis y i eldod a 
particularly i ator cs ting r esult . Yoffo pro duc ed the graph shoilLl h er e 
as Fi g . 37 . It shows the r el a tion, at v -".rious fr:'..cturo vel ocities, 
..~, 
b et-,L;cn t he h oop stress ee v er y n"c..r th .:: f r acture tip o.ncl the polar 
coordinat e e . The: diroction in '\Th ich the hoop stross ncts is sho-m 
ir~ Fi g . 37 (b) . ThE.: graph of Fig. 37 Ca ) shoHs that a t 1 0\; f r acture 
velocities the oo.xlmUtl hoop s tres s oc curs \7h(;n e = 0 • (i. e . , i n the 
plane of thc cra ck). At a f r acture v elocity of v = 0.8 VT, "her e 
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VT is tho velocity of transvers e: sound \7o..v es in the naturial) the 
hoop stress i s o.. t a n ininUIn :'.t e::: 0 but mC'.xLTJ". no'/ occur on ci ther 
side: of e::: 0 Yoffc concluded from the s o r esults that if the no.. t orial 
is such that ". crc.ck propC'..go.t es i n a direction nornal to thL; tonsile 
stress , thor e i s ('. critic o..l vulocity of ~bout 0 . 6 VT nt which thl. crc.clc 
t ends to b ecome curved . A t a lm:or v oloci ty thL; cro..ck oxtends in n 
... . .. 1' 
str('.ight line , but C'.S the v e locity incro".sos the ee curve b ocooos f l a t 
c.nd tho crack may fom brc.nchGs sinc e l."luarly e qual stresses uxist over 
a \lide nrc ab out thE; hoad of tho c r c.ch: • At highor VQlocitios the 
..." 
ee curve has dufini t e mc.xioo. 1.nd ec.ch br ::l.rlch t ends to curve . These ar e 
YoffC's vim s . Crc.gg ' s c.ne.lysis produces Gsscntia.lly the same mCtthemc.tico..l 
conclusions a.nd also prudicts stress maxima above c. vel ocity of about 
This oxpcctc.tion of the formc.tion of stress l obes ut t h e h ead 
of Cl. f ast travelling crack cou l d h o.vG import~lt cons equences if integratGd 
into a gonc. ro..l c rack c1ov e lopment hypothes is . For instance , the concGPtual 
i d(;Cl.S contdned in Chapt or 4 , ::'Lctions 4 . Lf- and 1.:- . 5 ( c) conc erning s8conda.ry 
ilUclec.tion can be oore eo..s ily accepted i f Cl.. stress- lobe: m(;chc.nism such 
as thc.t describ E:d by Yoffo is i:l opcrc..tion. Sto..nding against this \l'Ork 
is th~ fo..ct tho..t tho mmcinun expvrin-.: ntn.l vo.1u6 or the fracture velocity 
o.ppo"'.r s t o b e only o..b out 0 . 6 VT for silic c. , \lith the soft gl o..sses all 
r c.thor l es s than this (Schardin ( 20 ). Tho nUQcrical L;xperiment a l v,clues 
fo r the I!lUximUQ v c locity c.re not quit~ in agrG ment vnth t heory. 
In a.ddition , ~hen a cra.ck forJs bro.nchcs in r osponse to a particular 
stress c1istributio n :'.t the t ip of th(; crc.ck , it is n ecessnry to kn 0 -, I 
wh::'.t conditi ons a r <:. r l:quired in order thc.t tho brc.~1ches may cOi1tinue 
t o propo.gnt o as sepnrc.tc entiti8s . This conditiO~1 for the c ontinuc-cl 
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propagation of the crack branches is the required criterion for the 
t cr r.lination of the mirror zone . Th~ theories of Yoffe'and Crnggs , in 
corrnnon yli t h thos e of Berry , Dulo..ney .:md Brac e etc., suffer f ro:'l the 
disadvant age th~t the Dateri als consider ed ~~e ideal . It i s dif'f icult 
t o s ce for i ns t ance , whe t her stress lobes Houl d develop in a r -..;al .:lt erial 
which deviat ed from Hookoan bohaviour . '{'hi s coul d have important 
r epercussions whon ass(;ssirlG lJarticul "lr physical Doo.cl s f or crack propagation. 
This dis~ dvnntagc is shar ed by Poncolet ' s (31) theor y . Poncel ot ' s 
appro o.ch , r el ating the., r ate at nhich bonds at the crack tip "bre:).k", wit h 
the stres s a t the crack tip , does not in itsol f l oad to any r adicnlly 
no·' . .- predicti ons conc erning the mirror , mi s t ~na_ hackle phenomenon. 
Hi s work supports Yoffo and Craggs i n that it stc..t es that broken bonds 
will appear a t o..n angl e t o the cracl-: propagation pl ane , and that the 
obliquity of such bonds also ris es :1.S the stress 0. t th E:: crack tip rises . 
( There is , hmiCver , no specific st':'..tement , and it does not appear t o b e 
neces sary, that tho fOIDation of oblique broken bonds i s associated with 
the a.ppenrance of stress "l obes" o. t the cra.ck t ip). In addition, Poncel et ' s 
theory u akcs the interesting positive sta.t oDent that the frequency , as 
Holl as the obliquity, of such broken bonds ( rlh ich p oncol et says l eo.d t o 
crack "diver gences" ) rises as th0 f r a.cture proc ess proc o0ds . 
Qualitative exaoina tion of the mist r egion of 51~s s frac ture surfac es 
indicntes t hat this prediction is not true for gl as s . 
The contributions of Bo.teson (18), and Shand (4) m:re consider ed 
in Chapter 3, Gection 3. 5 as expl c.nati ons of the enpirical fact 
1 
Zc-2- = constant . Hith tho except ion of Smekal ' s (1 ) qualit.:ttive 
expl anation, Bat eson cnd Shand appear to be the only workers to propose 
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['. specific explanation of the mirror , mist and hackle phenomenon in 
theoretic :l.1 t e rms. Of the vurious other fr".cture dovelopment theories 
r8vi e'Hed in t his chc.pter it is probClbly true to say that none is Cldequate 
in providinb eithGr ['. complete theor ·tic a.l or phys ical model for thG 
fracture process . 
The ideas t o be discussed in the next chc.pter conto.in tvlO main 
proposals . Firs t , the modifica tions to the theorie s of Griffi th , ~10tt 
Dula.ne:y and Brc..c e , cnd Borry r equired for a cra.ck propa.go.ting in a r eal 
material are discussed. A simple; attempt to take these modific ations 
into a ccount by utilising some existing experiment al videncG folIous . 
Second , Cl. specific proposa.l for Cl. criter ion for bifurcation is made 
follo~ing on the: observations r ecorded in Chapter 4 3ec tion 4 . 3. 
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CHAPTER 6 APPLICATION OF THE MOTT ENERGY-BALANCE EQUATION TO REAL 
MATERIALS . Jl.l'J INTERPRETATICN OF Tl-ll PHYSICAL SIGr.lIFICANC:C 
1 
OF THE V.~.LUE OF Zc "2-
6. 1 Introduction 
It is intendod in tbis ch8.ptor t o discuss the energetic s of 
brittle cnd. seni - brittle frncture in r anI J'Jatarinls , with r efer enc e to 
tho b~s ic energy-b a.l nnc o equ~tion for a crack i n motion given by 
Mott (Eqn . 5. 3. 8 , Chapter 5) . A simple nodificc..tion to the surfnce 
ener gy t erm in Eqn . 5.3. 8 is suggestLd using exp er imental inf'ornation 
given by Roesl er (35), Culf (7) and Benbo~-v (36). In addition a criterion 
for the: t or J'Jination of the mist zono in gl ass is suggest ed. ii.'hGl1 this 
criterion is used in conjunction with the J'Jodifi ed Mott equation, it \"fill 
be sho\"ffi thnt a r vl ntionship b0t ,veen the breo..king str ength of a. specimen 
1 
and the squc.r e r oot of the mirror depth of the forr;! Zc-2" = constant is 
1 
predictec_ Ylhich y i olds n nUl1ericnl value for Zc2 not incompntiblo with 
experiment . As a. r esult of this a.gr eement an interpret ation of the: 
1 
siGnificance of the: viluo of Zc2 i s proposod. l' short discussion of 
tho possibilities of ext encling those ar gument s to othe r IIlD. t orials follo-:;8 
and using thE! experimentnl inforJ'Jatio n pr ovided by Benbow (36) and 
1 
Scho..rdin (20) , the vc.lue of Zc2 for pol ymethyl me tha.cryl nt e to be 
expected from the: thoo~ is 5iven. The cha.pter clos es with a summary 
of the r esults of this investignt lon into the significance of the mirror , 
mist a.nd hackle norphology ::..nd~ssocia.ted phononenn . Some suggestions 
for f urth er work nr t.: given . 
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6 . 2 Discussion of the:: f r acturl- cnergetics of real mc.terio.ls 
In principlu it should b e possible: to Ilri t o El. bala.nced ene.rgy 
equ~tion for the fracture ?rocGss . Excluding syst~ms in TIhich fr~cture 
tc.kes placo in such Q. r.1nrIDer thc.t the forces acting o.t the grips do TIork 
duril16 tl1C fr C'.cturu procoss , the onGW.;:[ used in achieving 0. frc.ctured 
stc..te is ul tim2.tcly all derivG0.. frOI!l tho olnstic strain energy stored 
origino.lly in thc body. In such c. c c.SI.;! the., uncertainties o.rise ',-hen 
the a ttl-mpt is mc.dE:: to TIri te nathoL1:).tico.l oxpr8ssions for th absolute 
~Jounts of such ener gy r Gl o().soQ , ana. the proportions of it tro.nsformed 
by the various energy dissipa tive mecho.nisr.1s :-'.vailable in the m~ trial. 
It I.-ill bG us oful to give ldott ' s total cner5Y e.xpression Cl- qn . 5. 3.7, 
Cho.pter 5) o.go.in horo in order that the terms in it limy b e discussed with 
more convenience , 
4 c l' 6 . 2 .1 
The expression of the el['.stic energy torm in the form 
6. 2 . 2 
oric;inc.lly due to Inglis (34), is for ['.n open , straight- edged crack in 
0. thin e l c.stic plc.te of infinite extent . Tho crack is supposed to 
be planar and the t ensile stress , applied at infinity normal to the. 
long ['.Xis of the crack, mus t renc.in COl1s t".l1t duriI16 creek prop(l.~ntion . 
~t la to stages ii1 the crack pr opagc.tion proc ~ss for glnss thG cracks :re 
no.rro 'l :mu. Cot th0 point of interest definitely non- planar . In addition 
tho chn.nge in stro.ii:l ener gy given by xprossion 6. 2. 2 r epresents the 
chanGe in tho tota l str c.in of th\.- body . This introduces an ~dditionnl 
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conplic ation since the other t er ms in oxpression 6. 2. 1 o.re concerned 
~rima.rily Hi t h 1 0ca.l comli tions immediately uround. th(; crack. 
Ho~;ever Ir..-rin and Kies (37) ho..ve c.nalysed t h ') propa.gation of a. semi-
britt10 crack ::tcross a pla.to C.n ._ os t :Lrno..te thr.t even thon the change in 
strain energy Quo to the pr esenc e of the cra.ck is , 
6.2 .3 
I1here K is a factor nssociatod with the plo..tc dimens ions . 
Tho f orm of thl: \...xpression for th" el astic ene r gy t er n depends on th 
stress and displacemcnt f i ol ds a round a moving crack . Those fields 
are not knmm but a r usually assumed to b e th(; same a.s c..round a st::ttic 
crack. This a ssumption i s supported by a sories of photographs t~en 
by -,fells c..nd Pos t (38 ), of Q. moving crack in a photoel as tic ma t erial. 
Th~se photographs ar e interpr~ted as showing that the dynamics and 
static stres s f i elds do not differ signific antly f or a. crack moving 
through a t hin plate . For these r 8asons it is proposed th::tt , as fo..r as 
r eal ma.terial s a. r e conc erned , the clastic ener GY t er m may b e r ot ain8d 
unmodified. 
The kinetic ene r gy t er m in 6. 2.1 i . e ., 
6. 2.4 
depends 0 11 the stress a nd displacement fielc:'s a round a moving crack in 
the same WD.y as the elastic energy t er m, ~d c :;.l1 b e supported by the 
srunc arguments . In addition, it conta ins t hu inter esting ~umerical 
f actor k , the: V.llU O of which depends on thu ext ent to -ahich the 
ry,c.terial surroundi ng the.; c r nc.' cO:1tributes to its kinetic ener gy. 
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Accordi ng t o Ri orns and Vonablos (39 ) k can be uss i gned a valuo approximate: 
e qu~l to unit y . Unfortun~tJly their r~asons for maki ng t hi s st ~tement 
ar c: not Gi ven. Equ:ltions 5. 3.9 , 5.3.10 and 5. 3. 11 of Cho.pt cr 5 rn~ke it 
cloar tho.t c.s the cr:lck gro', rs very large the crack vel ocity approaches 
a t or minal value given by 
V.o = 
.l 
6. 2. 5 
~quati on 6. 2. ) apparently off~rs a useful method of ~otermining the 
vcQ.ue of k s inCG 
6. 2.6 
where VL is the; vel ocity of longitudinal sound v/aves in the matorial . 
Expcr iroento.l valuGs a r e o.vo.ilabl o for the quantity vrlVL • 
E::..uation 6. 2.5 prL:dicts that k should ho.vli 0. value , 
k " 2rr C~2 6. 2.7 
ROi /ever s ct t ing k in Eqn . 5.3 . 8 equ~J.. t o the value given by Eqn. 6 . 2.7 
wi ll show that t he kinotic ener gy t er m becomos , in this case , oquil. t o 
the r c.t o of r el case of el c.stic ener gy without f'urthur considering th:lt 
Emergy used i n f orming f resh f r c.cture surface . Cl~~ly eithor the 
expr ess i on for the r at a of r el ease of el astic aner gy is incorr ect at the 
t er minal velocity of thv crack, or the k appoaring i n Bqn. 5.3. 8 does 
not have th\., same significance as that le in 1qn. 6. 2.7. The numericc.l 
vclue t o be; ass i gned t o k \"[ill bo consider od further shortly. 
It is ":iorthnhilo consic"\.ering her e the nature of the kinetic energy 
r cpr osunted by Bott ' s -cerm . I deo.lly the torm should bo a noe-sure of t he 
velocity of r -.:coss i on of the; crack vro.lls c.nd thu quantity of materi al 
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involved in t his movement . In view of the connot o..ti ons normally plac d 
on kinetic ener gy i n physical proo ossus , thll questi.lll here is uhathE-r 
the kinetic ener t3y t orm can be r eGarded :, trictly o..s o..n ener gy "sinkll or 
\1hGt hGr it Day also act ~s Q.l1. ener gy "sourcea as fa.r c\.s cra.ck t ip 
phol10meno.. a r e c oncorned. Thor e is little doubt t ho.. t , i n 0.. situction 
in v/hich fr~c ture t akos pl ace ,:ithout che.; as si ...; to..nc o of ext ...,rnn.l work 
on the body during t he fracture pr oc ss , thL enerGY r equired for fro..cture 
i s all der ivod from tho E:l::>.stic stro..in field cround the crc.cle tip . 
Also nll the el astic strain ,.me;r sy libGr at ed by the; passage of the crack 
must be dissipo..ted by 0l1e mecho..nism or c..nothor . Either the process s 
mentioned above or transfor mation into el o..s tic disturbo..nces , h0~t , 
s ound etc . It is quite pr obo..ble thnt the amount of kinetic energy 
acquired by thL: cro..ck -falls is no t completoly doscribed by l'Iio tt ' s 
expressio~ . This i s a foo..turo of 0.11 the mathoDatical quo..ntitiL:s 
appearing in the ~xpression 6 . 2.1 and is not in questi on hero . 
The point to be considerE:d here , is Hhether some of t he ener gy acquired 
by the crack walls by virtu\;: of thoir r l:l :J)Ca tion co..n in SOfil8 no..y r eo..ppea.r 
ut the crack tip thcr Gby ups etting the ener gy bo..l ance ther e. 
Tho author ' s opinion is t ho..t this is not possible in vieY/ of t hll fact 
tho..t r ocess i onal v el ocity of the crack ~o..lls at the cro..ck tip depL:nds 
only upon the product of the loco.l cl astic str o..in and the velocity of 
sound in t he mat erial . The: Llotio:1 of th crack \70..11s does not c ease 
until the bulk eb,stic strait of t he specimen i s r el axed , it is 
therefore difficult to soo ho-;{ this could affect crack tip phenomena. 
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The surfaoe energy t er m in the expression 6 . 2. 1 also provides 
inter~sting material for discussion. If the structure of a solid is known, 
the surface energy can be estimated f rom the numbor cnd strength of the 
chemical bonds broken to provide ne" surfc.ce . This calculation usually 
provides an over estimate of the total surfo.ce ener gy since thor e is some 
r earrc.ngomen t in the s'U'fc.c e l ayer with partial s o. tura tio n of the broken 
bonds. Thus to find an cstinato for the surface ener gy requires a 
correotion which is difficult to make for gl ass s ince the unknm-m surface 
r e- arrangement may havu 0. decisive effect on the value of T . Attempts 
to measure the surface energy of gl ass 0xperimentally hc.ve previously 
been made on gl asses in the molten stat e ordinarily in contact ~ith air. 
The nore r eliable data place vclues for commercial gl c.sses between 200 
and 400 dynGS pGr cm when extrapolated to room t emper aturo. Generally 
spealdng the method of detormining surface ener gy using molten no.terial 
is not s atisf actory. Thos e chenical constituents of the gl ass ~hich 
t end to l ower t he surface energy will accumulat e a t the surface under 
th ese conditi ons of increas ed i onic mobility. Ther e ar e also s ever e 
difficulties inherent i n obtaining 0. chemically clean surface . Surface 
ener gy is ilso 0. property of rigid gl ass although not subject to direct 
mGasuroment. Rucently oxporiments have been d.evised in ['..11 a ttempt to 
os timat e the surfaCE: om:r gy of rigid no.terials and these have l ed t o sone 
inter esting r esults of par amount import anc e t o thG ~rgillnents t o b e propos ed 
shortly. 
Roesl er (35) showed th (1.t cone fractures , produced by pressing small 
sto81 indenters into the glass surfc.ce , could be made stable i . e. , 
propagct od ~t an arbitrurily slo~ speed . His 0xperiments demonstreted 
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the truth of thc functional form of the Griffith energy balanoe theory, 
but the numerical value of the surface energy so found was much larger 
than a true surface t ension should be . Observations showed that when 
the forc e u['.s r emovod from the indenter the cracks in the gl a.ss did not 
quite clos e up , suggesting tha t plastic defor mat inn had occurred. Thus 
it is apparent t ha t even in brittle mat~rials such as gl ass the fracture 
proc ess may involve th~ dis sipation of energy in forms other than the 
kinetic energy and true surface ener gy as consider ed a.bov8. This 
immediately suggests that the attel~t should be made to take into 
account this extra ener gy dissipated by the inclusion of anoth or t~rm in 
the energy expression 6 . 2. 1 . The en~rgy mea.sured i n exper iments such as 
Roesler ' s ho.s boen called the fraoture energy Md it has the dimonsions 
of a surfa.co energy . The exp(.;rimental f r acture ener gy -.... ill always include 
the true surface ener gy since this of courso is by definition associa.t ed 
m. th the passage of 0. crack. The differonce bet rJ8en tho total fracture 
energy and the true surfac e ener gy is spent irreversibly in a number of 
dissipative proc(; sSCS which depend upon the material concerned. Th(; 
nearer the material is to the ideal mat eri al considered by Griffith, 
Craggs etc ., the n6arer the value of the f r acture energy should approach 
the true surfo.co ener gy. Conversely, in 0. material vmich deviates 
markedly from t he ideal elastic solid , the fracture ener gy may be very 
l ar ge indeed and the proportion of it r epresenting true surface ener gy 
may be insignificant. Theory gives no anSHer a.t presGnt to the problem 
of ,hother tho fracture enor gy is constant, but in order to take account 
of the multitude of dissipative proc~sscs operating during fracture by 
a quantitative t er m in expr ession 6 . 2 . 1, it must be considered a cons tant 
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of the naterial . It is proposed that the synbol y represent the 
fracture energy and that this should have the dimensions of surface energy. 
The quantity y thus represents the elastic energy supplied by the bo~ 
to forn unit area of new fracture surface. The energy balanoe expression 
6.2.1 becomes, 
k p V/ 0'2 c 2 
2E2 - 4 y c 6.2.8 
If Griffith's ideas are applied to the energy balance expression 
6.2.8 the craok can continue to propagate provided that the rate of 
ohange of elastic energy vdth inoreasing 0 is greater than or equal 
to the rate at which i; can be converted into the principal ne\1 foms, 
i.e., 
~ er 0'2 0 2 k P V 2 0'2 0 2 + 4 y c ) f do E ~ 2E2 6.2.9 
2 TT 0'2 C k p V/ 0'2 C 
or E ~ E2 + 4 y 6.2.10 
It will be observed froIl the form of Eqn. 6. 2.10 that the fracture 
velooity has been taoitly assuned to have attained a oonstant value. 
There is strong experinental evidenoe to suggest that the crack reaohes 
terminal velocity at an early stage in its propagation (see Snekal (24)). 
However this point will be discussed further later. An exanination 
of Eqn. 6.2.10, also shows that unless Vf is· able to aohieve very 
large values, the rate of release of elastic energy (under given 
·conditions) can ultinately rise to values greater than can be 
aooommodated by the kinetic energy and. fracture energy terms. Sinoe 
it is a matter of experiI!lental experience that Vf is in fact linited 
it is olear that the rate of release of elastic energy oan rise to values 
whioh oannot be dissipated by one orack alone. 
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Suppose that it is possiblo t o i gnore the phenomenologionl ~nct that 
ns fractur e proceeds the crc.ok is no longer a f1l.ngl e , smooth, planar orack. 
ThU1it is likely that at some stage of th8 fracture process the r at e of 
r el ease of ~lastic energy ~ill be so gr oat that it becomes energetically 
possible to support the propagation of ~ compl et e cracks . If this is 
true then the condition to be s~tisficd at point X in Fi g. 2 (b) is 
an ener gy one , and it r epr esents that point at ~h ich the r ate of r 0l ease 
of elastic energy is such that the propagation of t wo crucks (F' and b'" -
Fi g . 2 (b)) bocome s energotically feasibl e . 'For this condition which 
r epr esents the condition for bifurcation Eqn. 6 . 2 .10 can be r c-vvritton, 
k p V 2 0'2 C 
f 
= + 8 )I 6.2.11 
Equation 6 . 2 .11 contains t er ms in 0'2C nnd can be transposod for 
1 
O'c2 as follows , 
_ 1.8 y E2 
- L21T E-k P 6 . 2 .1 2 
Equc.tion 6 . 2.12 embodies the proposed criterion for the point X 
in Fig . 2 Cb) r epresenting the termination of the mirror and mist r egions . 
In this r espect it is slightly differ ont fr om the criterion uscd to 
1 
obtain the numerical values for Zc2 in ~h ich th0 depth of the mirror 
Has t~en to an nrbi trary point in the nis t zone b E- cause of irregularities 
in the hc.ckle arc . The essenc e of the proposod criterion is cont ained 
in the differ enc e bet ween Eqn. 6 . 2 .1 0 and Eqn . 6. 2 . 11 in wh ich thE:; e1..'1Sti.c merg 
r el easod by the propagation of a crack through th~ ma t erial is r equired 
to provide f r acture energy as defined previously for ~ cracks and not 
one. Some of the physical approximations ma~o i n the er ction of 
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Eqn. 6 . 2.12 need to b \.: examined further and this is done belo." 
A numeric al evaluat ion of Eqn . 6 . 2 . 12 can now also be att mpted using 
comoonly acc ept8d exp0riment~1 vnlues f or the quantities contained in it. 
This vDluc yrill be compar ed with the r esults of th e: present experiments . 
6. 3 Discuss i on and evaluation of Egn. 6 .2 . '12 
Equation 6. 2.10 HaS d6rived by as suming the. t the velocity of 
fracture ha s a constant value . Ther e i~ strong oxpc:rim ental evidenc e 
which supports this assumption (Srn ko.l (24)) . However t he mer e f llct 
that this appears to be the cas e experimentally noud not mean tha t the 
velocity in anyone mo.t orio.l is llllitcd t o the value measured eA~erimentally 
for it . Theoretically it is possible th::l t the velocity of crnck 
propagation could approach the transvers e wave velocity in the material, 
al~~ough Craggs maintains that tho crack would divide long before this 
due to the formation of stress lobes a t the crack tip . In a r eal matorial 
the fracture velocity might be limitGd by t hu action of the physical 
mechanism r esponsible for ai ding the crack t o propagat e . For instanoe, 
if the crack propagation proo ess in any ma t erial is aocomplished by the 
action of indepGndent cracks generated at s econdary nuclei, it is 
conc eivable that this could l Gad t o an early limitation to the fr acture 
veloci ty. This can be seon from the form of the ener gy expr ession 6 . 2. 8 . 
FroD this eA~ression it Can be soen that tho kinetic energy t erm has the 
theoretical property of being continuously variable up to a fixed maximum 
value by virtue of the Vf quantity contained in it . It should be noted 
that rvhil (j the crack velocity Vf is increasing Eqn. 6.2.10 does not 
fol 10\l from Eqn . 6 . 2. 9 since the: acc el er ation must be included in thi s 
C:lse . This maximum value may never be attained hmvcvor i f s t r ess 
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conditions at the crack tip nocess nry for the.; nucloation of s8condary cracks 
~e satisfied first . There is thus the possibility that the maximum 
fracture velocity theoretically attainabl e may never be reached , and the 
velocity may be confined to 3,11 artificially low v alue d.ue t o the prior 
s ntisfaction of cond.itions neceseary for secondary crack nucleation and 
t he alternative opportunities for energy d.issipation these provide . 
This point might be better illustrnted. by considering briefly the increaso 
of the kin8tic ener gy associated. v/ith the crack during the process of crack 
propagution first , in an i c.10al el astic nedium and second, in a medium \",hich 
contains a system of stress raising f l aws but i s otherwise ideally el as tic . 
I n an id.eal cl ast ic medium it can be assumed th~t the only ener gy 
quantities involved in the crack propagation process are , the el as tic 
strain en er gy r el eased by t he passage of the crack, the kinetic ener gy 
associat ed uith the r ocessional velocity of the crack walls and surrounding 
material , and. th8 potentic.l surface ener gy of the:: new surfa.oe . In this 
case the potential surface energy is the true surface energy not the 
fracture en er gy. The Griffith criterion , given by Eqn. 5. 3. 5, governs 
the condition necessary to extend the incipient f l aw. Onc e 0. crack is 
in motion the excess elnstic ener gy released by the crack leads to an 
increase i n the vel ocity of crack propagation and. thus to an increasE; in 
t he amount of energy dissipated as kinetic energy. It is possible that 
the crack velocity in the idoal matorial in this way ought to approach 
the vel ocity of sound in the ma t eri al. It is also possiblo that for an 
id.ea1 matGria1 ther G is a real limit to the crack velocity which is l ess 
than the velocity of sound in the mat(;rial due to the development of stress 
lobes Qt thc crack tip as suggcsted by Yoffc' and Craggs . In either case 
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the crack velocity should incre~sc smoothly up to these maximum values . 
In fact the experiment~ly deternined crack velocity in r eal materials 
is much less then either the velocity of sound in the mat~rial or th 
numGrical Gstimate pr ovided by Yoffe'and Cr~ggs . In order to see a 
possible r eason for this, consider the second mat8ria.l containing a 
system of stress r aising fla'iis . 
In this case the initial extension of the f l aYi and the subsequent 
G:lrly ac cel eration of the crack would probably follon 0. closely similar 
pattern of development to th~t of a crack in the first material . 
However,Lf it is a ssumed that at some celr ly stage in the crack 
propagation process , the stress field at the crack tip is such that the 
lOCGl stress at the fluws ahead of the crack tip r~aches the bond strol~th 
of the Jl1.a terial , then under what conditions cnn the incipient oracks continue 
to propagate? An ossential condition is that there l:lUSt be sufficient 
local elastic ener gy to support momentarily the propagation of two cracks. 
If the clastic energy releas e is only low then the acceleratioi1 of the 
s ec ondary cr"ck is slovi and it may be possible for the main crack to 
overtake it and t orminate its propagation. If hOlivever the rate of release 
of el as tic ener gy is r el atively high thvn the secondary crack may continue 
to propagat e and acceler =,.t e at the expense of further accelero.tion by the 
main crack. The b .tter is envisaged as either maintaining a constant 
velocity or even sufferinc a slight velocity reduction for a short time 
as a r esult . The ener gy dissipated by t h..; propag £l.tion of tho secondary 
crack is at the expense of further incroase in the kinetic ener gy of the 
main crack. If the secondary crack is energetically able to continue 
to acceler ate , it is r easonablo to suppos e that this process could be 
· ~, .,. 
r epeat ed , the stress field a.t the head of' the secondary crack no\{ initiating 
other incipient cracks at flaw sites. It i s cOi1ceivable that in this .my, 
by the continuous creati on of ne',i cro.ck surface o.head of the; ma.in cro.ck 
front , the fracture velocity could b e kept down to nn c.rtii'icia11y low 
value . 
'J'he value to b e assigned to k in the kinetic energy term h s b een 
discussed nlready . As :previously sto.te;d, Eiorns and Ven:1.blos hc.ve plaoed 
the vn.1uo of unity upon it without stating their source . J.Turnerioo.l1y, 
ror a gl a ss of soda- lime - silica oomposition (Schardin (20) glass Ro 24) , 
Eqn . 6. 2.7 yields Lm extreme value of 78. In the numeric a l evaluation 
of Eqn. 6 . 2 . 12 b e1m"] two values for k will b e us ed , one of unity fo110fine; 
1:iorns and Venab l es and one some'.lhat l oss t.l1an the extr eme value yielded 
by Eqn. 6. 2.7 in uccordanco with what hus been said previously. 
Rou3l er (35) sho'Wod how experiments on cone crD..cks in gl ass coule!. b e 
us ed to det ermine the fracture energy . Gulf (7) has mo.d0 0. l o.rge number 
of doterrnina tions of the fraoture energy y for gl ass using stoel 
indent ers pressed into the gl ass surfaoe in a hydraulio Fr~eB . 
Th e experirnentul arrangement ullmwd the surrounding oedium to be varied 
f rom liquids to dry gases. Compared with an enerey of 3,200 to 4,300 
dynos/cn in air ( ut v :1.rious humidities) , the fraoture energy b eoame 
7,600 dynes/cm under gnseous nitrogen and 7, 80~ dynes/cm und er gaseous 
carbon dioxide . A bri6f consid~rution of the consequenoes of using these 
values for f'rncture energy (i. e . , vo.lues obtained from experiments on sloW" 
crack propagution) in D.. situution upplying to the propagation of fast 
cracks will b e l eft until later . 
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Bec ause of thG high vnlue for the fracture ener gy found by Culf for 
t ests und r nitrogen and carbon dioxide , th e volue f or the fracture 
ener gy to b e used beloH hr..s been set a t 8 , 000 ynos/cm. 
Thus f or a soda- lime- silica gl as s ( Schardin Gl ass !To 24), substitution 
of the followiI15 nUr.1eric c.l inform~tion in Eqn. 6. 2 .'l 2 
E = 7. 2 x 10" dynes/c;n2 
= 8 , 000 dyn es/cm 
yields a vru. ue of ... or 3 for k 
1 
p 
= 1 
and ac2 ~ 4.5 for k = 50. 
= 1. 5' x 1()5 cm/ sec 
= 
The correspondenc e b et ween the experimentally obtained v alues of 
1 
Zc2 for gl asses , and the v alu es given by the energy e quation o.s Vlritten 
above , is encouragi ng notwithstand ing th e approximations applied . 
It is worthwhil e examinil1€ here \ ha t h as b een said so far about the 
en er gy approach as an expl ana tion for the mirror , mist and hackle 
phenomenon in gl a ss . 
First , it h as b oen proposed that t ho balance b et ,re,m el astic ener gy 
released , and kinetic ener gy u~m fra.cturo ener gy together, controls the 
f racture process. ~'his is not :l. nCi1 concept even \"Then applied to fast 
moving cra cks of the type being considered, ( Cru!lc:ron ( 16)). Howev er, 
:'. spec if'ic proposal \":0..3 made tha t Ui.1 importc.nt stage in the frac ture proc es s 
for glass is reached .-,hen the el as t i c str aill ener gy releasell i s sufficient 
to enabl o two cracks t o propagate sepa:cat el y . Further , the onset of 
hackle as previously a.cscribed is considered t o b e a manifes t a tion i n the :tract 
surfa c8 of the s a tisfaction of this condition. Finally, the en er gy 
balance equati on ha s b een r e- arranged incorpor~ting this condition to 
1 
give a numerica.l cs timn.te for the v alue of Zc2 for a gl ass . 
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The limitations imposed by using tho fractur e energies found by 
Culf f or slQ',~ fractures in 0. f ast crack environment should be discuss ed . 
'fhi s i s a dif ficult topic t o tred at t he pres ent time . It might b E) 
expected that effects liko plastic deformation, for which the time of 
passage of the orack throueh an el enontal volume of the material would 
be all important , should be more sever e f or SlOH cracks than for f ast 
cracks in the same mat orio.l . Henc e tho fr acture ener gy of a SlOH crack 
would be exp8cteCl t o be highGr than for a f c.s t crack . HmlGver, this 
r osults in an anomalous situation, f or the fr acture ener gi es found by 
Gulf coulCl on this argument, bo associat ed Hith the quasi-static cracks 
considered by Griffith in th e derivation of Eqn. 5.3. 5 Chapter 5. 
Griffith checked the val ue of Eqn . 5. 3.5 expGrimentally and theoretically 
using artificially induced cracks in the Halls of glnss tube anCl bulbs 
and a value for thlJ surface Gner gy obtained by extrapolation from 
experiments on molten glass . Thu expression originally Givon by 
Griffith (5), was , 
Hher e v is Pois son ' s r atio fo r t he glass . Eqn. 6. 3. 1 should b e 
compareCl with the corrected expr es s i on given l a t er by Griff ith and 
written a s Eqn. 5.3. 5, Chapter 5. They dif f er only i n th e presenc e of 
the quantity v • Honever the numerical and oxperimental check r ef erred 
t o above was performed with Eqn. 6.3 .1. Griffith found oxp0rL~entally 
1 
that the value of ac2 for the propagation of artificially induc ed cracks 
in tubes and bulbs Vlas about 240 I b/in3/ 2 • The followi ng dat a conc er ni ng 
the gl ass he used was given by Griffi th, 
E = 9 . 01 X 106 Ibs/in2 
T = 3. 1 x 10- 3 Ibs/in v = 0 . 251 
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'/2 Substitution of these values in Eqn. 6.3.1 yiel ds a vGlue of 266 lbs/in ) 
1 
for ac2 and excellent agr eement liTi th eA,])Griment . The same information 
substitu,ted in the nodified Eql1.. 5 . 3.5 yields a vfllue of only 133 Ibs/in3/ 2 
1 
for ac2 , and shaHs ~ discrepancy be tHeen thG l ater theory and Gxperi enent . 
1 
rho vCllue of ac2 obtained f'ror.1 Eqn. 5 . 3 . 5 uhon the value of T previously 
used is replacod by Culf ' s value for y is 5001bs/in3/ 2• This r esult 
is not much mor e inconpatible, with Griffi t h ' s \Jxperir.lOntal value than the 
133 Ibs/in3/ 2 found as described abovo. The stress at the tip of the 
crack is given by Griffi th as , 
:: 6.3 . 2 
where CTn is the stress at the crack tip , 
and p is the radius of' curvature at the crack tip. 
Folloning Grif'fi th, and taking a crack tip radius of 2 x 10-8 in , the 
Ib s/in2 theoretical crack tip stress predictod by Eqn. 6 . 3.2 is 
for ac~ = 240 Ibs/ in3/ 2 , and 1.9 x 106 Ibs/ in2 for 
6 3.4 x 10 
1 - I 
ac2 = 133 Ib s/ir_ " - 0 
This already r epr esGnts stresses of O.4E and O. 2E respectively. 
The stress resulting from usinG Culf ' s experiment ally I!leasured value for 
the fracture ene r gy in Eqn . 5.3.5 as a substitute for T i s approx~jately 
0. 75E . The only nay in wh icn the l atter r esult can be made to be physically 
reasonabl e i s to abandon the concept of an el astic crack, and a ssume that 
the tip of tho crack does not r educ e to atomic diltiensions but is somewhat 
"bluntedll • This is a r easonable assumption in vieyr of the na ture of the 
f'racture ener gy t erm, tha t is , one compounded principally of true surface 
energy and energy dissipa t ed in plastic def'ormation. 
Thus it Q8,y be s:::-id that, if the f'racture ener gi es measured by Culf 
have mor e velid application to slo'.., cracks than to fast cracks, such cracks 
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ar e probably not truG el astic cracks . This appr oach can only be made 
physically cons istent by an a djustment of the crack tip r edius from a 
value of about 2 x i0-8in. to about 25 x 10-8in . (i. e., 60 ~). 
This question cloarly needs ver y careful c onsider ation and oannot sntis-
factorily b e answer ed nith the evidence at present availab l e . For th8 
momont , althouc;h the applic ation of Cul f ' s measured f r acture oner gi es to 
f est cracks is not positively supported by Cl. consiclerati..;n of quasi-static 
creck ener getics , the idea is not rojectcd by it ei ther . 
One mor e point should be mentioned here befor e a tt empting an ext ension 
of the ideas proposed in section 6. 2. That is, Bateson' s Eqn 3. 5.1 
(Chapter 3) should be r e- examinod in vicVl of the fo rr.J. of Eqn. 6 . 2 . 12, to 
vn1ich it bears a r esemblanc e . Using Culf ' s valuo for f r acture energy 
as given above instead of the surfaco t ension, Eqn . 3.5 .1 predicts a 
3/2 1 
value of 1 Kg/mm for Zc2 • The numerical values given by the 
e quation ar o ther efore still too 10\1 despite the general similarity 
between Egns 3. 5 . '1 and 6. 2. 12 . The general obs ervat ions concerning the 
physical assumptions made by Bateson and discuss ed in Chapt er 3, Saction 3.5 
are still valid . It i s sugges t ecl that the correspondencE::: b et ween the 
equations ~s a fortuitous one . 
6 .4 Extons ion of the energy hyPothesis 
So far the enorgy hypothesis, as embodied in Eqn . 6 . 2. 12 ha s 
given enc ouraging numerical agr 0emcnt with exp~riment . The approach 
to the bif urc ation condition in gl ass also expl ains the s ource of the 
energy r esponsible for tho propagation of the micro-cracks obs erved 
in the mist r egion. In the mist r egi on the r a t e of r el ease of strain 
energy is greater than that r 8quired for the propagation of one single 
crack but not yet sufficient to support the propagation of t wo independent 
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The r esult is the propaGation of s emi-independent micro-oracks 
which can be used to expl ain in a qunlitative f~shion the micro-
structural aspects of the mist r egion. However , ~f the ener gy bal ance 
approach is t o be r eally useful in oxplnining the appear ance of 
morphological tr::cnsition zones on fro.ctur8 surfc..c Gs, it ought to be applicable 
to materials other thru1 th8 inor ganic gl asses . 
The va l UE:, of accordi ng to Eqn. 6 . 2 . 12 is proportional to the ~d~ 
fracture ener gy wher e t his t er m has t acitly b Gen given t he propertios 
of a constant of the mat 0rial . In a ddition, when the minimum r equirement 
for bif'urcation v{as s elf'-evidently the propagation of two oracks 
(F', Ft! - Fig. 2 Cb)) instead of' onG , th& condition r equired to sati sfy 
this could easily bo ins erted in Eqn . 6 . 2 .10 . In contrast any energy 
dissipating proc ess which produc es only a qualitative change in the 
appoarance of' the f'racturo surface cannot be tre-at ed in the same simple 
Hay. v1hen el astic ener gy in excess of' that required to balc.nc e the 
basic equation is availabl o,the mechanisms empl oyed by the mat erial to 
dissipate this will depend solely on the na ture of the nat~rial itself' . 
,The particular morphological appear anc e of the fracturo surface will 
depend to a v ery gr oat ext ent on the modes of opero.tion of thos e 
mechanisms . Thus , in gl ass , the enor gy argument gives no information 
on the vl ay in uhich n(;i"{ surfC1.ce :lrea is t o be creat ed and what 'rlill be the 
r esul t of the creation of such ne't, surfc,ces on the oxturnal appcD.r anc e of 
the fracture surface . In ma t erials oth er than gl ass it is even more 
difficult t o say, mer ely from a consider ation of their physical 
properti es , 'which proc Gsses will be important at any particular stage 
in the fracture process as dissipators of ener gy. Non-isotropic 
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substances vlill demand differ ent considerations agll in. For example the 
body centred cubic crystal a - Fe pos8sses a thoor etical surface energy 
of 1400 dynes/co for th8 (1 00) cleavage plane and 5, 300 dynes/cm for the 
(111) cleavage plane (Gilmal1 ( 33)). A crack propagating in the (100) 
pl ane could dissipatG five times more fracture ener gy by producing 
clear agc steps with side fc.ces in the (1 11) plane . Thus quitG small 
cleavage steps could dissipate c.s much en Gr gy as the main crack surface 
in the (1 00) plane . On tho other hand , a crac k propagating primarily in 
the (111) plane would not find cleavage steps a satisfactory ,my of 
dissipating excess elastic energy. It is not intended to propose that 
those particular processes ac tually oper at e during fracture in ~ - Fo , 
this is merely offered as an illustration of the type of probl em v/hich 
might be encountered. Haneman and Pugh (40) :. ~ave recently published 
sOI:\e intoresting r esults of work performed on n-type singl e crystal 
Germaniuo. Thusc t ests Here performed in t ension anrl bending with tho 
(111) plane of the crystals perpendicular to th8 t ensile forc es . 
In both C L1SO S the same r esult WC!.S obs erved on the fracture surfac e • 
. Frc.cturo t ook place in tho (1 11) plane Md a transition zone 'YlD.S apparent 
on the fracture surfaco centr Gd about the origin of fracture which v;as 
on tho oriGinal free surface of t he specimen . Th8 trans ition zone 
consisted of the.: production of l ar ge numbers of " t ear " lines or cl ec,~age 
stops star t ine t ogether and distributed along the arc of a circle . 
Haneman and Pugh found that t he product of tho bre~king strength and the 
square r oot of the distance from the origin to the arc Vias a constant 'wi th 
a value of about 3. 3 Kg/rmn3/2• They drOYl attention to the corresuondenc€ 
.. 
b ot wo(;n this r elationship .?.l1d the; enpirical r el a tionship found for glass , 
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but sought to explain the phenomena in t ur ms of' n critical vuloci ty 
condition quoting Shand (4) , Bc.teson (1 8) and Mott ( 6) in support . 
This idea ha s already been discuss ed in Section 3. 5 and r vj octed. 
Using the ideas developed so far in this chapter the production of 
cleavago steps ·would be identified with a critical energy condition. 
According to Gilr:l(;.n (33 ) the th00retical surface oner gy of Gm'manium 
is 726 dynes/cm for thv (111) pl~n8 and about 1000 dynos/ cm for (100) 
and (110) . vl7ha t thc; fr 8..C turo ener gy for Germaniwn is in the (111) 
plane is unknown at the present time , but i f it is c. constant of the 
1 
material , a Zc2 dependenc e YlOuld be expected for any tr"nsition zone 
in accordanc e with the form of Eqn . 6 . 2 .1 2. The criterion for cleavage 
step production in this cnse is tha t the ratG of r el oase of strain 
energy r eaches a critical vnlue for the (111) plane . In one s ense 
this might be r egarded as a simil[~r sta{jo to that for Bl ass during i·,hich 
mist is produced. If the fracturo ener gy of the (111) plane in 
GermaniUr:l and the fracture velocity in the; S :lI'TIE; pl ane ,fGre knorm, the 
numerical 0valua tio n for Eqn. 6 . 2.12 could aGain bo chuckod anc1 comparod 
with HanGman's ru!d Pugh ' s r esult . A point which has beon made above 
and which FQ.8 also r (;marked upon by HanGman and PuC;h is thc.t ar guments 
in t erms of quanti ties of en er gy do not expltlin events on an atomic 
scale . That is , it i s still noc0ssary to discover the physical 
mechanism which is r esponsibl o for th~ oner g0tically f easible ~leavage 
stops becomin5 a physical r oality. In tho pa st t he; production of 
cloavage steps in crystallin~ mat erials htls been identified Hith the 
inter sec tion of screw dislocations by the crack (Gilman (33)), Huneman 
and Pugh claimed that this Has not the mechanism r esponsib10 in this 
instance since etch pits did not appear Ilhen the, lIk.'l. t erial we.s etched 
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with a suitablo otchnnt . Hmrevur it is not certain that stress induced 
dislocations ( as opposed to grorm-in dislocations ) . can be revealed. in this vmy. 
Ono ma.torial whi ch shows a soquenco of morphological charaoteristics 
on i ts fr2.ctur~ surfL'..cE-s simil~l.r t o those of gl0.3s is porspex 
(L e., polymothyl I:J.ethacr yl a t e ). 1b8ro is o..lso a considerable body 
of useful da t a a lroady available concornin,3 its physical , ani fraoture , 
properties . Benbow (36 ) has published do.ta for the: fracture en ergy 
. 0 0 
of perspex as Cl. functlon of tGmperature b orwcen 0 C ~nd 80 C. This 
information was again derived fror.1 c. study of tho propae;ation of s t a.ble 
cracks . Essontially, thu a.pparatus u sed by Benbow consistod of ,.., 
wedge uscd for opening the crack gradually und c. SystOT1 of ol::.nps 
dos i gned to render th(;; crack diroctionally st'lble . Bcnbow ! s results 
arc given in gr aphical forr.1 in Fig. 38. It should be statod hor0 
tha t Svensson ( lj-'I) also reported 0.. variation in tho v alue of tho fraot-ur o 
energy for perspex Hi t h tempuraturc , but not of this form . 
The correspondenc e b et',wen th E:: form of tho curve of Ji'ie . 38 :::.nd that 
1 
of L'i t; . 'Ilj- giving Zc2 for X8 gl ass as a function of tc:rnperaturo , is 
quite strikine; \lithin the bnperc:.turo limitations of the respeotive 
figures . Using BonboY/ ' s fieures f or th", fracture energy of perspex 
1 
at room t Cf7lp e raturo i t is possible:: t :1 predict a v alue of Zc2 for 
perspGX using Eqn . 6 . 2 .1 2 and assuming that th\..: crack r l,CLche s a 
bifurc atio n condition in the same imy as a glass fracture . ~L'he valu(.s 
for t hl! other quantities given b elo'ii 2.re to..ken from Schardin! s 
published do. ta. 
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'Y = 4.2 x 1(1 ~nes/cm ( a t 200 C) 
E = 5.35 10 / x 10 dynes cm2 
p = 1 . 18 gms/cm3 Vf = 300 - 650 rn/sec 
1 
-/2 Zc2 ... 5 Kg/rmn-' f or k 1 T = 
1 
6 I<"dmm3/2 Zc2 -L for k 50 . T = 
1 
This i s an int er estinG r esult, for it predicts a value of Zc2 
of the SD..me order a s tha t for gl ass dospit E; t he f act that t he t wo 
ma t orials hav8 very di:rferent propertios . 
6. 5 Summary and suggestions 
The Hork dGscribod in this and t he pr 8cedine; chapters comprises 
an investigation into tho observation of tho empirical relationship 
1 
Zc2 = constant, the; VD.luu of this constant , ancl the significanc e of 
the mirror, mist and hackle pattern. The first part of the investigation 
consisted of a s eries of experiments conducted in t ension and bending 
on a number of silicat c gl as sos , but principally X8, which produc ed 
a body of information on the value: of th e constant in the mirror 
r elationship mentioned above . The; immudiat e r esult of this accwnmul a tion 
of nwnerical da ta , was to suggost 0. ~1[1.y ii1 1ilh ich the different mirror 
shapes, empirically observed t o be char acteristic of certain oxperimental 
stressing systems, could bu predictGd ~nd drawn. The sugGGstion 
basic to these proposal s wo.s that t he: interpre tation t o be placed 
upon tho quantity Z in t he mirror r ol ationship is tha t of the local 
t ensil e stress , existing ~1ediatoly prior to fracture , at that point 
in the body wher o bifurcation of the crack subsoquently t akes plac G. 
A wider interpret atio n of the numerical r esults could no t be made 
until the phys ical significanc e of th o mirror , mist and hackle 
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phenomenon h D,cl been attempted . Part two of the mcp(;rimental work 
was concerned v-;i th this problem . Exruninc>tion of tho f (..:c..tures of' 
the mist c..r ca disclosec1. tho exis t onc e of very l~ge numbers of stopped 
sub-surface micro-cracks b c lo-17 the fracture surfc.C8 which coul d bo 
correl ateJ with spocific fra.cture surface fuaturos . Subsequently 
it wC.s found possible t o subdivide; the constituents of the. mist fO.:ltures 
into two groups , ancl explain, in c.. qualitative manner , hovl thoso a rise 
due to thCJ inter nctions of groups of micro-cracks d~veloped c..t the 
crack front . Tho obs erva t ions of the multiplicity of those micro-
cracks in the mist r egion drew attGntion to the l a r ge Cl.Qounts of excess 
e l as tic ol1Drgy dissipated in this way. This ch~pter h as b een mainly 
concerned with a a~ple discussion of the (;norgetics of brittle a nd 
semi-brittl e fractur e for real matorials , culmina ting in c..n attempt 
to formul a t e: a theoretical equation for the mirror r elationship . 
Such an e qua.tion has be&n pr' ~os ec1. , b ,,-sod 'on the; work of Griffith 
1 
and Mott ~nd tho vclues of Zc2 predicted by it agr ee well vdth 
expE;riment . The mirror , mist and h.'lckle phenomenon hns its equiva.lent 
in mO.t(;rials othor th c..n the silicato glo.sses , and it is thus to be 
expected that the the:oretical equc..tion should be capnblc of accounting 
'1 
for those c~ses too • .. , f 17 2 f The numerical V2.l..ue 0 ,-,c or perspex has 
. been cnlculated as prodict-..d by the a que.. tion and a t th e.: present time 
e)'.'Porimonts m-8 bGing conducte::c.1. to c1etermine this value empirically. 
1 
Th0 present form of' Eqn. 6 . 2. '12 indicD..tcs thc..t tho vclu(; of Zc2 
should depend principally on the f r a.cturo energy . I t is in this c..roa 
that further work is most urgently r equired . Th~t is , it is n ocessary 
1 
to show conclus ively thC'.t thL; valuE;J of Zc'2 dep ends upon the frC'.cture 
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ener gy" In order to do this it rnl1y be nocussary to measure both the 
1 
fracture energy and the value of Zc2 on material taken from th~ same 
producti Jn b a tch . Thi s could b E; pc.rticulllrly important for the: 
polym0rs wher0 a chancu in t ho structure and mol (;cular Height is r efl c.ct d 
by a change in th~ fracture en~rgy. Th(.; amount of information a t 
present available concernil'l8 th(; fr~~cture ener gy of various matorials 
is very small ani it ~ay be nec essar y to embrace more typ es of material. 
:':; omo oxperiment s ~r8 b eing performed at pr osont in t his l abor a tory in 
1 
an attempt to muasure tho v:U.ue of Zc2- for perspex as a funotion of 
tE.J1lp erature in order to comper e this id. th B nbow ' s fracturE: energy 
curve given as Fig . 38. It should ru.so b e profitable t o attanpt to 
induc e cone cracks in gl ass at various el evated temperatur~s . 
1 
If the value of Zc2 does indeed dopend on fracture energy, one 
1 
outstanding problem which r (;mains is vrhy the va lue of Zc2 is higher 
f or silica than for X8 and l eed glasses . At present this c an only 
b e explained by :lssuning tha t the crack does pl a stic \York to l'. cons t ant 
and f ixed distanc e: from it s tip irrespoctivG of the glc1.sS in which the 
crack propagates . In this way mor e no rk could be associl1ted with 
f r 2..cturc in silica thD .. n \7i th thl: oth0r silicate glass es . However 
this explanatio~ i s clearly unsatisfactory, c onfl ictinb as it does 
wi th the observation that cono crD .. cks in t he soft glasses r emain open 
whil o those in silica do mt ( implying in t he l atter c ns o that little 
tllastic deforma tion he.s t ak en pl a ce) . 
... 
Furthermor e the explana tion 
would havu to b e confined to the: silicn.tc glasses n,nd could not b e 
gener alised to include other materials . 
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Apc.rt from the prir1ary problems thor e r..rc a number of subsidiary 
p roblems associa t ed rrith t hG formulation of Eqn. 6 . 2. '12 . Ont:; of' these 
is the qu(;s tL:m of whc..t vc>lue should b e assigned to the constant k 
in 1viott l ,'3 kinetic em:rgy uxpr ession . 
The; ener gy hypothesis Gives no indicc..tion of' the.. type of 
morphological transition boundary to b e o~~ected in any pc..rticular 
material . Some mn t orials '."Till cloc.r ly have many more ener gy dissipating 
mech~nisms availabl e thru1 others and addit iona l complica tions may arise 
whon thu ma torial is non-isGt ropio. 'rho development of a particular 
morphological f Ga ture may also depend t o some ext ent on the degree of 
ch8mical homogeneity or structural perfection possessed by a po.rticular 
snmplo when compared ,lith the ideal structure for tho S3t.1. C chemical 
composition. As a n exampl e , consider perspex which shov.s ['. morphology 
in which conic figures a r e t ypically devcloped uS a r esult of secondary 
cr[l.cks genera. t ed a t defec t sites . ",cryla t es in gen eral with a filler 
added display conic figures in profus ion with particlos of filler a t 
the foci of the conics . It is th er efor e fair comment to say that 
in all probability the secondary nuclei r espons ible for tho development 
of c onic figures on fr~cture curfac es in comnercinl perspex are not 
an intrinsic part of the structure of porspex. If this is so , a 
refinement of the m[mufacturing pr oc ess might cr~dic D.te t hose dGf6c t 
Centres and with th om the conic figures . A differ ent fractur~ 
morphology would b e expected from such a. rd'inecl ID:l t eri a l. 
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Within the narrower limits of thE.. mirror, mist and hackle 
phenomenon in silicatG glasses there 2ro some interostine untouched 
problems . The presonco of stopped micro- cracks below the surface in 
the mist r egion wa.s demonstrated and th8 main mis t foatur es VlCre 
expl['.ined qualitativ(;ly in t erTIS of the int eraotion of groups of 
micro-cracks c .. t the huad of the crack. It ~as suggGs t ed that 
secondary nucleation at uns~ocified d~fect sites llas responsible for 
t he: formation of th Gse cr2cks, but this is conjecture uith very little 
positive supporting evidence as far as glass is concerned. Also 
arising dir ec tly out of the presence of the micro-cracks , is the 
f act tha t very littlG is known, eithor theoretically or experimentally, 
about the properties of crack arrays of thc type ~hich must r esult 
from the presence of many small cracks at t hl.. huad of the fra.c tur e . 
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Appendix I 
A calculation conc erning the position of the neutral zone in 
"as received" glass rod assuming that a paraboloidal temperature 
distribution develops in the rod during cooling from its softening 
t emperature and finally , as a result of this , a paraboloidal stress 
distribution develops in the rod . 
An essential condition is also that the body should be in 
mechanical equilibrium under the action of the internal stresses . 
E'or this, the sum of' the tensile stresses inside the neutral zone mus t 
be equal to the sum of the compressive stresses outside the neutral 
zone . 
In Fig . A1 below, a longitudinal section through a l eng th ~f 
glass rod is represented. Only the one half of the section is drawn 
so that CD represents one free surface and OX is the geometrioal 
axis of the rod. The intersection of this section with the neutral 
zone cylinder is represented by the dashed line EF . A parabola 
aLP is drrov.a on the f igure representing the thermally induced stress 
distribution in t he rod, so that the stress normal to any point on MQ 
is given by the length of the l ine normal to MQ from that point to t he 
curve aLP . ,;i thin the area A such stresses have been defined as 
tensile stresses by the same token within the area B the str esses are 
compressive . The neutral point is represented by L 
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Fig. A1 
The general equation of the parabola aLP is y2 = 4-a x • 
Volume described by area A in rotating parabola ab out OX 
VA = 1T.I m y2 dx 
o 
= 
Volume traced out by parabola between ON by rotating about OX is 
similarly, 
= 
:. Volume between M - N 
Volume of cylinder of l ength (n - m) with r adius y 
= 1T y2 (n - m) 
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when x = n y2 = 4a n 
:. Volume of cylinder = 4a TT n en - m) 
:. Volume produced by rotating area B about OX axis is, 
= 4a TT n (n - m) - 2a rr (n2 - m2 ) 
and this is equal to 2a TT m2 ( essential condi tion) 
i . e., 4a TT n (n - m) - 2a TT (n2 - m2) = 2a TT m2 
2m n = 0 
and 2m = n 
when x = n y = r 
.. r2 = 4a n 
y{hen x = m y = s 
. S2 
= If-a m 
but n = 2m 
.. r2 = Sa m 
and S2 = 4a m 
and s = r 
12" 
The Qistanoe from the geometrical axis of the rod to the neutral 
axis is r 
,,'2 
a:Jproxima tely. 
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AE,pendix 11 The Linnik (42 ) interference mioroscope 
The Linnik (42 ) interferenoe miorosc ope i s a valuable, but apparently 
not well knovm , application of Michelson t s interferometer to the study of 
the mioro topography of surfac es . rrhe special features of Linnik ' s 
instrument are as f ollows . First, it e~lows high power objeotives to 
be used with ease . Seoond, a thin film int erference pattern of a surfaoe 
can be seoure'::' without the neoessi ty of plaoing a refereno e flat near the 
surfaoe . The essential Linnik arrangement i s shown diagrawrnatically 
below. 
Diagram 1 
The light .sourc e S i s pl aceu at the focus of a lens set to project 
parallel light on a beam spli t 'cer A . The beams f rom A pas s to t wo 
microsc ope obj ectives L1 , L2 • The surface under study is P, and Q is 
a reference plate . The l enses L1 , L3 and L4 constitute a microscope . 
The distance between L1 and P is adjusted so that P is in good focus. 
Q i s brought to the correct plane to be in focus for the equivalent 
micro scope L 2 , I'3 and L4 • Therefore not only is the object P 
in view but in addition , loc alised interferenc e fr i nges are superposed 
on the image and thus give a contour pattern referred to the flat q 
II! 11 111111 111 i:! 11II i 11 11111111 11111 111 11 11 111111 1 n I11 IT! 
I : 
..nl ~; ~I C\11 ~I 0 
1111i 1111 ill llll ll l ;i lllll llli 11I1111I111I111111111I ~lillli 
Fig . 39 
Phot ogr aph of t he double ob jective Linnik 
interf erometer . Scale shown i s i n cent imet ers. 
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The instrument as constructed for use in the present studies was ,.) 
conceived and made as a microscope attachment, see Fig . 39 . In the 
construction, a Beck vertical illuminator was used as the basic unit. 
The Beck illuminator has a lens and double iris train in an arm l eading 
to the beam spli tter which is housed in a central hollo111 metal cube of 
1" sides . From the central cube there exist three convenient light 
exits in the correct posit i ons as required by Diagram 1 above . The first 
is the normal one carrying the objective 1 1 , Vertically above this 
the second exit communicates in the normal way with the main microscope 
barrel . The third exit , opposite the light source , in the Beck system 
is usually blocked by an inclined dark plate designed to eliminate light 
rays transmitted from the beam splitter when the instrument is used 
conventionally. This plate was removed and the entrance providecl with 
a screwed sheath enabling a second objective 12 to be added to the 
assembly. It only remained necessary to provide some convenient method 
of independent adjustment for the comparison plate Q. This was 
accomplished by adding a light metal bearr. to the beam-splittar housing, 
extending some 5 cm beyond the end of the objective 1 2 , The end of 
this beam carrieu. a hollow barrel pointing towards the objective 12 
and mounted on its optic axis . A sliding piston inserted in the barrel 
carried the comparison pl ate at its front end, and could be advanced 
towaros 1J2 by a screw thread pushing from the rear. ''Hi thdrawal of 
the comparison pl ate from 12 was effected by a spring loading 
arrangement inside the hollow barrel . In this way the comparison plate 
could be advanced without rotation, thus preserving the angular 
relationship of the plate Cl with the surface P. 
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In order to obtain the best results with this instrument the total 
light paths of the split rays must be equal . In a laboratory instrument 
such as this it was not possible to match carefully the objectives 11 
and 1:;) • Nor was it possibl e to use thE) ideal beam-splitter i.e., a cube 
made from two right angled prisms with the interface silvered to split 
the light into tvlO beams of equal intensity. Instead a half silvered 
microscope cover slip was used . It is possible to see f rinBes even when 
the light paths are not exactly equal by using monochromatic light sources 
having sharp spectral lines, e.g. , low pressure sodium or mercury vapour 
lamps. However one of the conditions for C\.chievine; good contrast of the 
fring es is that the reflected rays from P and Q should be equal in 
intensity. This means that uncoated glass objects should be compared 
with a plain glas s plate . The image intensity with such combinations is 
far too low to be useful "hen the illuminant is a low pressure vapour 
lamp . Consequently a high pressure mercury vapour l amp must be used 
or a high intensity white light source. It can be shovm that for the 
mercury l amp high pressure broadening of the spectral lines causes the 
fringes to be obscured. ii'or uhi te light of course fr inges nill only be 
seen very close to the zero path difference condition . Provided that the 
discrepancy between the path l engths is not too great it can be 
c\'cc offiIllodated by partly unscre~Jing one of the tHO objectives deFc- nding 
on which arm contains the shorter path length. This is the methoo. 
adopted in the present instance . The path length is increased until, 
using whit e light , the central black fringe appears in the middle of 
the field of view. The use of the high pressure mercury vapour lamp 
combined Yfith suitable filters , under these conditions , yields an extensive 
area of sharp fringes with maximum contrast . 
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Postscript 
It was mentioned in the discussion that experiments were being 
conducted to test the prediction made f'rom Eqn . 6.2 .1 2 
of Zc'~ for perspex should be ab out 5 - 6 Kg/mm3/2 • 
that the value 
These experiments 
have been made by Mr . ·a. Brearley of these laboratories assisted and 
directed by the author . A detailed account of' tht:: Hork will not be given 
here . Briefly, the tests ..-;er e carried out in tension, at f irst at room 
temperature , using specimens cut from cast perspex sheet 1 cm thick. 
Rectangular bars measuring 1 cm x 'I cm x 10 cm y,ere cut from such sheet. 
The central region of each bar was reduced to 2 - 3 mm by turning in a 
lathe fitted with a four jaw chuck, using a cutting tool shaped to cut 
a smooth , curved , necked- section vnth a curvature of about 2. 5 cms radius. 
Specimens tested Ylithout further treatment to the necked section failed 
at such low stress levels that bifurcation could not b e induced in 
specimens of this diameter at the neck. However , successful bifurcation 
of the crack was finally inducecl in these samples by hand :polishing the 
machined region with fine emery paper follo'.wd by jer,eller ' s rouge. 
1 
About a dozen specimens from Hhich a value of Zc2 could b e obtained 
were tested at room temperature using this procedure . 
zc~ thus determined varied from about 7 - 12 Kglmm3/2 • 
The value of 
This is a 
val ue in reasonable agreement vn th that ex:pec ted from Eq. 6 . 2 . 'i 2. 
In view of Benbo\i ' S r esults for the value of the fracture energy 
of perspex as a function of temperature ( as given in Fig. 38) 
1 
Mr. Brearley then endeavoured to obtain the value of Zc2 for perspex 
as a function of temperature . This vlOrk had to be dxtnloned because it 
was discovered that the fracture morphology of perspex changes rapidly 
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1 o 
over the range 0 - 80 C and a 20"2 measurement was rendered impossible. 
There also appears to be a fraoture morphology ohange at 10H temperatures 
(about - '1900 C) , but it is possible that t:1is ohange is assooiated more 
with the presenoe and aotion of internal fla\!s in the perspex than with 
ohanges in the physioal and ohemioal properties of the material . .At lO;-i 
temperatures the r esulting fraoture surfaoe sho,,",s that the seoondary 
oraoks originating at internal fla .·ls have travelled nearly equal radial 
distanoes in every direction from any one fla 'l . Thus instead of the 
el ongated conio figures observed on the fracture faoes of specimens 
testecl at room temperature , the 10\1" temperatur e tests producecl a fraoture 
surfaoe entirely covered by a oell-like struoture of polygons with the 
flaws a-~ the centres of the polygons . This indicates that at Ion 
temperatures failure ocours by a number of oracks being generated 
simultaneously, or in rapid sucoession at a numbe r of separate sites on 
one plane in the speoimen. If this is indeed the mechanism, this draws 
attention to the problem of measuring the fraoture velocity in materials 
like perspex in which some stage of the fraoture prooess is aooomplished 
by the nucleation of secondary cracks at flaw sites . In these oases the 
time taken to sever the specimen depends upon the distance ben,een the 
flans, the velocity of propagation of the secondary oracks and the velocity 
of sound in the material. 
During this experimental period Mr . Brearley and the author also 
constructed a number of machines designed to deliver a tensile impaot 
blo\l to a specimen. Ostensibly the purpose here was to attempt to deal 
with the change in fracture properties of perspex at high temperatures 
by deliverL~ a tensile load at high loading rates . In fact no 
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perspex specimen was ever tested in such a machine but each machine 
was tested using X8 glass s pecimens in ' rod rorm since the behaviour of 
1 
this materi al and its Zc2 value Has by norl Hell documented ror normal 
loading rates . The devices are mentioned here for their mm intrinsic 
interest and the possibility that in the futur e they could be used to 
provide more information on the fracture process . The first group of 
machines were all essentially pendulums. The bottom end or the 
pendulum yvas designed so that it woul,l fall lI as tride" the specimen rlhich 
was mounted horizontally at the bottom dead centre or t he pendulum 
swing . The pendulum could by this means b e made to deliver a tensile 
blo;! to a tup fixed to the end of the glass specimen . Such a blow 
according to Kolsky (P1) , gene rates a steep rronted stress wave 
travelling up the specimen in which the peak value or the stress 
a is given by 
m 
am = P VL v 0 
where p is the density or the material , 
(Pa) 
V is the velocity of longitudinal sound waves in the L 
material, 
and v is the "particle" velocity acquired by the rod end as 
o 
a oonsequence or being struck. 
This stress falls away exponentially from the peak value in a manner 
given by the equation 
a = 
A p V. t 
]. 
M (Pb ) 
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where a is the stress in the rod at the struck end at time t, 
A is the cross-sectional area of the rod, 
M is t he mass of the striker, 
and t is the time elapsed after the impact. 
The mass of the striker therefore determines only the "flatness" of 
the eponernial tail to the stress pulse and not its peak value. 
Some of the diffioulties of impact t esting lie in the faot that stresses 
are usually difficult to determine since multiple reflections of the 
stress wave often take plac~ vlithin the specimen before the local stress 
achieves a sufficiently high value to cause fracture . In the author's 
experiments this difficulty was thought to be avoided. The specimens 
were made in the form of long rods ( 1 metre) of 3 mm or 5 mm diameter 
cane. This length of oane was placed horizontally on rollers and 
oth~wi6e unconstrained. One end carrying the tup was placed at the 
bottom dead centre point for the fall of the pendulum. The mass of the 
striker (M in Eq. Pb) was usually made sufficiently large that the stress 
fill .away from the peak value only very slowly i.e., the exponential "tailll 
was quite flat. The specimen Has predispos ed to fracture at a point 
near the tup by damaging it there quite severely with a glass knife . 
Upon striking the tup with the pendulum a steep fronted stress wave 
was generated in the glass rod. If the passage of the stress pulse 
generated a crack at the glass-knife-damage fracture could be oompleted 
before the head of the stress pulse arrived back at this point again. 
(This is because of the relative magnitude of the quantities involved, 
viz. the length of the s pecimen was effectively 2,000 mm while the 
speoimen thickness was only 3 - 5 mm • The velocity of crack 
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propagation is approximately 2/5 o~ the velocity o~ longitudinal sound 
"aves in the material). In the event o~ ~racture occurring , part o~ 
the exponential stress "tailll vlOuld b e re~le cted by the ne\{ ~ree crack-
sur~ace and r eturned to the striking element . The tup , plus a short 
length o~ the s pecimen was in this way struck ~rom the rod- end by the 
pendulum and was caught in a bag . The r est of the rod in this case 
stayed quite still . 1f t however , ~racturo was not initiated , the stress 
pul se returning ~rom the distant end of' the rod ViaS able to r each the 
striker of the pendulum. This stres s puls e , returning as a wave of 
compression, in e~fect carried the information to the pendulum that the 
distant end o~ the rod was unconstrained . The nhole rod Has there~oro 
caused to move in the direction of its length by the striker . Whil e 
this nas usually catastrophic as far as preserving the rod intact was 
concerned the system had the overvrhelrning advantage that ::successful" 
and lI unsuccessful " t ests coul d be clearly di~~erentiated. Also , in 
the event of a successful test , the stress at wh ich ~ailure occurred 
could be simply dGtermined to vii thin 4~~ or 5r~ by using Eqn. Pa provided 
that the mass 11 was large enough f or the exponential stress tail to 
be considered flat . Tests made with the pendulum machines indica ted that 
1 
the val ue of Zc2 for XB roQ tested in t hi s Hay had the same value as 
that obtained in normal loading r ate t ensile tests . 
The statement was made in Chapt er I , Section 1. 2 that a crack 
nucleated at a local i'lon on the sur~ac e propagat es perpendicularly to the 
t ensil e axis ~or a distance depending on th e sever ity of the surfaoe 
flaw. The impact experiments make it clear tha t the flan size is in 
~act of only secondary importance . The mirror size in impac t tests 
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is a function of the striker velocity (i. e., the peak stress value) 
and not a function of the severity of the damage as in normal tensile 
tests. In impact tests the surfaoe damage serves merely to initiate 
fracture, bifurcation is ~etermined by the general stress level existing 
in the specimen which in turn is dictated by the striker velocity. 
This supports the assertion made in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 that it is 
the local stress level which is important. It is felt that further 
impact tests of this ~pc could yield very useful information about the 
degree of interaction of a orack with a stress field by using pulsed 
stress techniques. 
These further experiments indicate that the experimental value 
1 
of Zc2 for perspex agrees very well v.rith the value predicted by 
1 
Eqn. 6.2.12. An attempt to follovl the variation of Zc2 for perspex 
with temperature ftaled because of the change in fracture morphology of 
perspex v7itl1 temperature. However the agreement of the experimental 
i 1 
values for Zc2 for glass and perspex with the values for Zc2 
predicted by Eqn. 6.2.12 is thought to be sufficiently good to warrant 
fur't!1er investigation along the lines disoussed earlier. 
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